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Final Report

NIE Grant G.-79-0133

. Composition and Comprehension of Simple Text

Gary M. Olson
Univerokity of Michigan

Prirwipal Investigator

This report describes the research carried out, under NIE grant
G779-0133, during the period from September, 15, 1979. to September 19,
1982.' The first. part reviews the overall gdals and theoretical
perspectives of the-project. The second section describes a series of
studies carried out during the project. The third part lists the talks
and papers that have resulted from the project.

r ,

BACKGROUND

This program of researchfoeussed on the comprehension and
composition of simple texts. The tasks of composing text or /

understanding it are each exceedingly complex. The present research
assumed that an adequate cheracterization.of either activity requires
that.we consider the nature'of the relation between the reader and the
writer. Thus, we were interested in examinig the reader's assumptions
about how a text is written and how this affected comprehension.
Similarly*, we wanted to learn.about how-writers fake account of their.
readers as they write'or revise their text.

. - ..,

The primary features of the conceptualization that has motivated
our research appears in Olson, Duffy and Mack (980) and Olson, Metk and
Duffy (1981). Rather than duplicate these discussions here, we will.
present a brief summary of the central points. The core idea was
described in the preceding paragraph: the writer and reader communicate
through a text according to a set of conventions about how a text ought
to work. Such conventions govern all forms of social interaction,
including all the different ways in which Language is used.. We have
been particularly interested in those Conventions of written
communication that arise because of the special characteristics of
writing when contrasted with speech. Table 1, from Odlsof, et ql.,(1981),
shows the major differences between speaking and writing.'

On the basis of these differences, there are a number of
conventions that regulate the process of written communicatir. Table
2,also from Olson et al. (1981), shows some of these. These principles
apply to simple .-texts,-such as the stories and essails that have been
used in our research. By and large these principles'are self-'
explanatory, but f -grther discussion of them is resented in Olson et
al. (1980..

2
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Table 1

Chare9critrits of writing compered to speech
. . .

, Charade:ester , Dettription

Final Report, NIE G-79 -0133
. N

41-

,.. ,1. Permenence ' Wilting persists through time, while speech is highly

transient.
2 Detachment ' Roth the content and form of written Ianruage is

disorced from the immediate context in space
% . and time. . .

3. Absence of feedback eluting is 6 Drip -ssay proress, without feedback.
4. Nortspecificity., Wilting xs typically addressed to a general audience

rather than a specific individual.

. .
S. 'tenability . Thy topic bf the teyt deserves to have the ttouble

6 Organization / , taken to tile it up.
Written bnruage' is much more planned and &ga

.
. pint( than speech. ..

7 Formality 1l The Linrustre of writing tends to bt. more tormal
than speech.

,.
it I (onum). lk r:tten lanruartaatlest redundant') than spoken

lenruare.
9. Crt Act piteistort end detail lk ritt'er, Wirt:age cart dttelop a toilet in greater

detail .
.

10. 4:reeler c ..11.1 It- s it) and rritter. let-q.ue,ti can develop rustic COPirieh itfraS.
0.4.:;o:trwct of 41-rect matter ,

These principles guide the activitiesof both'the writer apd the
reader: In most of the work carried out under this grant, we have
"studied the strategies of readers, using a thinking-gut-loud methodology
(see Olson, Duffy and Mack, 1981r,, for a detailed discussion) to reveal
exactly how readers go abbut.extnacting the meaning of a text, using
these principles as guidance. In a study carried out during the last
year of the grant 4e examined thactivities of writers, studying how
texts written to convey a particular content were aisembled and later
revised. The findings of thete investigations will be summarized in the
following sections.

RESEARCH

The collection of empirical date,on comprehension and composition
was the central focus of activity during this gra.nt. Because of the
scope'and compleXity of the -data collected, not all analyses and write- /

'ups .have been comjleted. In each part of this section,. a general
overview will be given of the type of data that was collected and the w,

rationale flor the work. Where detailed analyses haye_been completed, a
summary. will, be presented and publications or talks that have resulted
will'be listed. Each subsection will conclude with a discussion of the
plans for further analysis and publication of.the data we have on hand.

As.planned, the bulk of the research coma led during this grant
'wa's on comprehention. However, during the third year of the project we
began work on composition that grew out of our previous work on

3 5
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Table 2
Conventions Of ccmptisition for simple texts.

Convention

1. Purpose
2. Balance or novel and familiar

elbmcritt
A. Familiarity

B. Novelty
3. Underlying organization

A. Focus
B. Overall plan

(I) Cotter ence,

(ii)coixottcncss.,.

or.C nyentioriat world

4. Surface organisation

A.**Crmnisiserice

B. Audience
C. Scaffolding

D. Segmentation
E. Connectivity

F. Economy

41 Orderly flow

H. Language

(i)

( ii) Lttel
1. Genre-specific conventions

4.

Description

Tturwriter has one or more specific purposes in mind.
The text contains abalance of familiar andnovel

eelements.
,

The text makes contact with things thekeadet knows
about."

The text contains new or distinctive elements.
The text is based on an underlying structure that is

approp:iate and well-formed for 'the particular
genre.

There is one line of developmilit.
There is a veraliplan that provides a well-formed

organ ation for the propositions of the text.
Each i rvidual proposition fits in a web-ordered

way- into the general plan.
The overall organisation has a closed or optimal

structur.i.
The tett is b:ised on a arid that is similar but not

identical to the real world, ",
The writer has a surface plan fur presenting the

surface propositions of the text,
At any point in the text the writer knows where it

is going. ,
The text is written with an audiencein mind.
The writer ptescnts enoirgb'suppotting materi3i in -

the text so that the reader has sufficient back-
ground to be able to reconstruct propositions

.where necessary. . .

TheSext is organized into surffee chunks.
The ther provides sufficient tettual information so

that the tender can make all the necessary inferf
tial connections among the Her:lentil:if the text.

Evejything that is ptesented has a purpose within the
surface plan.

Thesequence of segments and plopositirAs in the
surface. of the tettlIprincipled.

Time ale eonsentions for the surface language of
each genre.

Appropriate suffice signals will be used to mark
transitions. etc.

Appropriate levels of language will be used
In addition to the general conventions Wird above

particular genres will often have specific text con-
ventions governing the surface form.

. . .

- a

comprehension. The specific research carri.ed out' is descr1bed in the
next two sections.

'111,

STUDIES OF COMPREHENSION

tr. )
1.

t

ANALYSIS AND EXTENSI,ON.OF PliW.TOL. DATA

d"'

Prior to submitting the proposal which led to funding" of this
project we had collected thinking-out-loud data for four stories. The

'

..

.4

We.

/'
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focus of this work was the question: What is a reader'doing while
reading's simple story ?. To get ideas, we had a number of subjects think
out loud as they read simple stories. Since:many details of the ,

methodology haye been discussed in Olson, Duffy and Mack (1984) and many.
of the major findings have been presental-4401son, Mack. and Duffy
(1981) , only the highlights of the results of this. Work will be
pretented here priorto describing what additional work we have done.

The thinking-dut-loud data provided two kinds of informatiop abodt
the processing of simple stories. Analysis of the general contedt of
the protocols allowed us to construct tigeneral picture of how an
intelligent reader approaches the,task of reading a story.. As described,
in Olson, Duffy and Matk (1980) and .the two other papers jdst cited.
readers of stories engage in large amounts of predictive, Problem-

fiolving.behavior as they read through a story. They possess a large
amount of general world knowledge and specific story knowledge that they
apply in a predictive fashion as they read through the text.

K central question posed in our proposal is the extent to which'
this ,portrait of story underStanding actually holds for-readers who are
nol thinking out loud and for texts other than stories. A variety of
approaches were used to address this question. One was to look at the
relationship' between thinking-out-loud data and other measures of
processing, such as reading time. Multiple regression analyses of -
reading time da06,teported in Olson,. Mack and Duffy (1981) ; Showed that.
for well- fdrmed stories there was i'relationship, with silent readers
reading more slowly at the same plaCes where thinking-out-loud readers.
talked more (with the obvious .confounding effect of sentence length
controlledY. This finding has been central to much of our subsequent '

work; and has justified for us the value of thinking-out-loud data for
the study of comprehension (see a detailed discussion of the pros arid

. cons othis method in.Olson, Duffy and Mack, 1984) A second approach
was 'to ,collect a comparable set of.data for a genre 'other than simple
stories. This work is described-in section 2. A third approach was to'
collect new protocol. data for stories and essays, using more focussed,
analytic-tasks. This is describedlin section 3. Finally, several
experimental studies of specific predictions thet emerged from this view,

4,4
of comprehension were pursid, thebest example being'Duffy's
dissertation research, described in siction 5.

Ne.

We recognipd that the 'original set of thinking data we
had collected ware exceePingly, rich, and so during the course of this
project we have devoted some of our energies toward their further
analysis. In particular, we wanted to get a deeper, richer picture of
exactly what these readers were doing.' Tee this end, we developed a -
scheme for coding the content of these protocols, and have completely
coded the protocols for one of our four stories, Lentil._

The coding scheme is based on a simple principle. Each utterance
in ethinking-out-loud protocol says something about some part of the\'
text. Thus, two features are coded for each protocol segment: that part
of the text that is referred to, and what was .said about it.. The first
of these we refer to as an Attention code, the second as an Operation
code. The cod)ng scheme is shown in detail in Appendix A.

5. .7
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.
Clpsiderable time was devoted to developing and refining this

scheme, and establishing its reliability. We required that two trained
scorers agree on theircodings at least 80% of the time. For purposes
of final coding, the disagreements were resolved by discussion between
the coders. The original thinking-out-loud data collected for 12
subjects for the story'Lentil (see Olson et al., 1981) have been
completely coded and checked, and a series of analyses of these data are
plinned but not yet-xompleted..

This work is still incomplete. It is time-consuming work, and
until we areconvinced it is sufficiently usefulOwe do not want to code
the rest of our protocols. Weplan to complete our analysis of the
Lentil data and then make a decision about the treatment of the
remainder of this rich data base.

4.

2. TOL AND READING TIME DATA FOR ESSAYS
4

An early concern of ours was the representativeness of our findings
with Stories. Would a siALlar picture of comprehension emerge for other
text genres? Early in this project we collected thinking -out loud,
reading time, and recall data for academic essays. We silected four
essays, and for each one we had two versions. The portrait of
processing we found and the detailed quantitative analyses of these data
were AuLte differegt than what we found with stories. As summarized in 5
Olson, Mack and Duffy (1981), while the reader of a story approaches the
text in a predictive, 'prOspective f'shion, focussing on what coming
up, the readers of our essays approached their 'texts in a retrospective
fashion, fitting in what they were currently reading with what had come
before but making only the post general, vague predictions aboNt what
they were going to....,be reading (and.making these largely because we asked
them to). Further, unlike the stories, we found no relationship between
the TOL data and silent reading times. The details of much of this work
appeard in Olson, Madk and Duffy (1981).

There are additional details of these data that still need to be
examined. Duffy. Olson, Mack, Vincent and Eaton (1982) reported some
analyses of reader's strategies while reading essays, and the$e analyses
will be expanded and then reported in a new paper. We also want to
explore the usefulness of a scheme like that shown in Appendix *applied
to essay's.

3. NEW dATA TbR STORIES AND ESSAYS

The general TOL data we collected for stories and essays (just
reviewed in sections 1 and 2) revealed to us a number of further
questiont that we decided to pursue with more focussed TOL tasks (see a
discussion of the rationale for the different types of TOL tasks in
Olson, puffy & Mack, 1984). One foc$s was pl-edictions. Since our story
TOL data had shown a clear indication of the central role of predictions
in story procesing, and we had found such a marked contrast between
storms and essays in this., we collected new TOL data in which we had
subjecti only give predictions after reading each'sentence. Another
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interest stimulated by our previous TOWdata was on questions asked by
subjects as they were reading. This in turn led us to collect data in
which subjects asked questions following each sentence of a story or an
essay. Of the four types of new data collected (story/essay crossed
with prediction/question), only the'question-asking data for stories
have been analyzed sufficiently to present the findings.

Question-Asking for sisals. Stories. In its primary mode of use, a
question -4s a device. for seeking new information that is to be related
to an existing knowledge structure. When to ask) question, and exactly
what to ask, are both symptomatic of the status of the knowledge
structure at issue, as well as, no doubt, the general intelligence of
the asker. We have all encountered the person (often ourselves!) who
indicated they did not know enough about a topic to etk a question about
it. Thus, intuitively, there is slink between .one's knowledge or
understanding of a topic and the ability to ask a question about it
(e.g., see Miyake & Norma2. 1979).

There is another connection between questions and comprehension.
Educators and researchers have long suspIcted that approaching the
comprehension of text with either general or specific questions in mind
might facilitate understanding. There is a sizable research literature
on this role of questions ingunderstanding text (e,g., Anderson 6
Biddle, 1975; Frase, )975). Questions of this type focus the reader's,
attention on exactly those pieces of information that are important to
understanding what the text is about. Since one of the problems faced
by the reader is selecting the most relevant or important information
from a text, appropriate questions can serve as a guide for this
important process.

These two uses of questions in relation to understanding have an
important relationship. Questions asked about a text are both an
indication of having understood what has iieek read and a guide to the
further understanding of what is about to be read. This suggested to us
that questioni asked by a.reader while reading a text might be an
especially informative kind of data for monitoring the reader's
understaSding of the text. ,

In our earlier work (OlsolA, Duffy & Mack, 1980, 1984; Olson. Mack &
Duffy, 1989.. one of the things we noticed subjects doing while thinking 4-

out loud during reopdi9g was asking questions. Ttie kinds of questions
people asked and kite places they asked them seemed to us indicative &
important comprehension processes; This led us to conduct a specific
study on the relationship between on-line question asking artti
compre: We shall report a few highlightspf this study here. A

morefc lete report of it will appear in Olson, Duffy, Eaton. Vincent
and Mack (in preparation) .

Let us summarize the general rationale for this study. The kinds
of consider'ations we have sketched led us to believe that questions
asked by subjects during, the reading of a simple text would be
diagnostic of important comprehension processes. It seemed plausible to
assume that each sentence- encountered in a text raises certain questions
in a reader's mind and answers other questions raised by earlier

7
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sentences. We wanted to explore his supposition in more detail by
collecting data on the kinds of questions readers asAfollowing each
sentence in simple stories.

/
This study used four tasks. The primary task was one in which

readers asked questions after reading each sentence in the story. In

another task a different group pf subjects read the same stories
silently while we timed their reading. These same subjects later
recalled the stories. finally, another group of subjects rated the
importance of the constituents of the story. Four short simple storieei
(maximum length was 41 sentences) were used as texts. They were all
children's *stories' or simple foiktalti,jand all were well-formed.

To better understand the results, aisomewhat more detailed
description of the four tasks'is necessary:

"1. ligestion-a,king. All four stories were presented to 9
subjects. Each sentence in the story was typed on a card, and the
subject worked his or her way through the deck of cards,wasking
questions that were raised in his or her mind as a result of having'read
that particular sentence. The subject was told to imagine that the
story's.author was present, and that tne author was willing to answer
any questions the reader Jad about the story at that point, except for',
the obvious question of what happens next. The subject was allowed to
spend as much time:on aQy sentence as he or she desired, but was asked
not td reread any-previous sentences or to look ahead. The questions
were tape recorded and later transcribed. The number of questions asked%
for each sentence was tallied and pooled over subjects. In addition,

, the questions Akre classified in various ways.

2. Reading times. Sentence-bit-sentence reeding times were
collected from 20 subjects. At the end of each tory subjects wrote a
brief (3 to 5 sentences) summary of the story.

3. Recall. The same 20 subjects were asked to recall the stories
they had just read. They were presented with a brief descriptive title
for each story, and were given unlimited time to try to recall as much
as they could. They were asked to recall exact worsts, but were
encouraged to gueSt if they could not remember exact words. Recall was
scored by first doing a propositional analysis of each story and then
matching the subject's recall against this, using a gist criterion.

4. Importance. Seventeen subjects reap each story and crossed out
the 50% of the words, phrases, or sentences in the story they felt wis
least important. For each sentence in each story the proportion of
words left in a\ieraged over subjects provided a measure of the relative
Importance of that sentence.

It is useful todhave a better picture of what the question-isking
data look like. Tablit 3 shows typical questions for the first sentence
of one of the stories. These questions are grouped into those asked by
two or more subjects and those that are idiosyncratic to one subject.
Of course. we were also interested in the sentence-by-sentence variation
in the questions asked. Fivre 1 shows the total number of _questions

8
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askea
!Ibr
for each sentence in each of the four stories. With the possible

exception of EMERALD, there is noteworthy variation in the number of
questions asked from sentence to sentence._ In EMERALD, there were a
large number of questions at the beginning and then a fairly flat
distribution of questions thereafter. Keep this difference in mind,
because EMERALD will not follow the pattern of other stories in some of
our later analyses.

The first issue we addressed was whether the question-asking task
is related to the reading times. We examined this by looking at the
relationship between the total lumber of questions asked for each
sentence in a story and the average reading time for each sentence for
those subjects who were reading silently. The expectation was that
sentences which elicited a lot of questions would be especially salient
during real-tiMe processing, and therefore would be read more slowly by
subjects who were reading silently. This hypothesis was confirmed, We
conducted multiple regressions in which the average reading time per
sentence was the dependent variable, and the predictor variables were
sentence length, total number of questions, serial position, and
importance. Only sentence length and number of questions. emerged as
significant predictors of reading time. In this analysis all four
stories were entered. with story as a variable. There are two types of
questions that occur: those that are asked by several subjects, and
those that are idiosyncratic. we next asked whether these two types of
questions contributed differentially.to this outcome. The answer was
no. A multiple regression with number of questions asked by two or more
persons and idiosyncratic qubstions entered separately showed that both
emerged as significant predictors. Table 4 shows the details of these
analyses.

When we carried out multiple regression analyses for each story
individually, the resulti mirrored the overall analysis. in these
regressions we included as predictors idiosyncratic questions and
questions asked by two or more persons as well as total number of
questions asked. For three of the four stories, at least one of these
question counts emerged as a significant predictor of reading time (in
addition to number of syllables). The exception was EMERALD, for which
the question data provided no significant predictor. he mentioned
earlier, EMERALD was the story that showed little variation in number of
questions asked across sentences.

So, number of questions asked accounts for a significant portion of
the variance in sentence-by-sentence reading times. We next asked what

. relationship the question-asking task has with recall. And the answer
was very simple: none. Table 5'shows the outcome of a multiple
regression carried out on recall scores, and reveals that rated
importance and'serial position emerged as significant predictors of
recall, while number of questions asked did not. This pattern is
similar to other data which-indicate that importance predicts recall
(Meyer, 1975; Kintsch, 1974). Importance is not necessarily immediately
perceived, but may result from having most or all of the final memory
representation of the text. We conclude from this that the information
being revealed by the question-asking task is more closely associated
with the activities that occur during comprehension than with the form
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Table 3

Sample Questions from The ,Selling of the ige

Sentence 1:

"Once there was a man named Cromer who lived on a
farm that was way up on the side of a hill."

Questions asked by 1 or more subjects: # Subjects

1) Who i s Cromer?

2) What is Cromer like?

3) Did Cromer live alone?

2

3-

5

4) When did this story take place? 5

5) Where was the farm? 4

6) Where was the hill?
0

4

7) Why was the farm on a hill? 2

8) How far up the hill was the farm? 2

9) How high was the hill? 3

10) What kind of farm was it?

11) What will happen to Cromer?

Idiosyncratic, questions asked by only 1 subject:

2

0 Does the fact that he lives on a farm have any
significance?

ove. 2) Does he farm for a living?

3) Does he have another vocation?

4) Is Cromer married?

5) How old is Cromer?

6) How far away were Cromer's nearest neighbors?

10
1
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7) Why did Cromer like to live on a farm?

8) Are they going to roll something down the
hill?

9) Did a lot of the dirt wash off the side of
the hill so that Cromer' couldn't%have his crops?

10) What was Cromer's first name?

11) Was that Cromer's first name?

12) Then what was Cromer's last name?

13) Did Cromer have more than one name?

14) What kind of name is Cromer?

15) What does Cromer mean?

16) What nationality is Cromer? ..

4

i

v.

I

*

%

..

0

4

.

: tr

. ...

,





Table 4

Multiple Regression Analyses of Reading Time in Question-Asking Experiment

Regression
Coefficient

. Significance
Level

Cumulative
Rt,

1. Predictors selected:

130.22

26.44

.0001

.0004

.589

.640

Sentence length

Total number of questions asked

Predictors not seleCted:

Serial position of sentence
Importance

2 Predictors selected:

130.81

40.27

87.42

.0001

.0004

.0015

.589

.626

.652

Sentence length

Idiosyncratic questions

Number of questions asked by two
or more subjects

Predictors not selected:

Serial position of sentence
Importance

Note: Forward stepwise regression. dependent variableamean reading time per sentence.

O
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-4 the final memory representation constructed as a result of
comprehension.

This basic result confirms our initial supposition that the
question-asking task would tap an aspect of what is going on in the
skilled reader's mind while reading. The obvious question. of course.
is what is it tapping? It is unlikely that a reader who is reading
silently is actually asking questions while reading. Rather, we believe
that the question-asking task taps the kinds of informational needs a
reader encounters while proceeding through a text. As leach sentence is
understood and addedto a growing representation of the story, the
reader revises and elaborates the set of information still needed to
have the developing story make sense. These informational needs
interact with what is presented in the next sentence to generate a new
set of informational needs--or, if you will,'a new set of questions- -
that guide the reader's comprehension through the succeeding parts of
the text.

We have conducted a number of other analyses of these data that
will be discussed in Olson, Duffy, Eaton, Vincent, and Mack (in
-preparation). We have categorized the questions to see if certain types
are more important than others. So far, the categories we have examined
have not shown any differences. We have also looked Co see whether or
not questions askedare later answered by the story, and there are
interesting relationships here. Many questions are in fact answered,
though it varies somewhat by-type. However, the number of questions
answered by a particular Sentence does not predict reading time or -

recall. We have looked at the information tapped in the question, and
find that questions which are derived from new information contained in
the.current sentente are especially important in predicting reading
times. These and other details of these data are interesting and
important;"and will be reported on fully in Olson et al. (in

preparatign) .

The main findings of this study strongly suggest that the question-
asking task is a useful indicator of processdi which may be an important
part of comprehension. The number of questions asked by subjects.as
they read through a, story correlates with thq amount of time spent on
that sentence by other readers reading silently. Keep in mind that this
result is with the obvious effect of sentence length' removed. But
number of questions does not correlate with recall. Thus, question-
asking seems more closely related to the real-time processes that occur
during reading than to the final product of comprehension that remains
when reading is completed.

How general are these findings? We do not yet know. We have
question-asking data for academic esseys,,but have not yet analyzed
them. This will be done in the coning year. Further, we will also
analyze the prediction..data we have collected for both stories and
essays.
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Table 5

Multiple Rebression Analyses of Recall in Question-Asking Experiment

Regression/
Coefficient

Significance Cumulative
Level Re

Predictors selected:

Importance

Serial position of sentence

Predictors not selected:

Sentence length

Total number of questions asked

.

. .r

341.12 .0001 .235

-2,94 4i A24 .293

Note Forward stepwise regressions. dependent veriebtemproportfon Propositions
recalled per sentence.

s.
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In our research we have assumed that the distribution of readings
times across sentences is related to optimal reading strategies.
Specifically, we hav &assumed that more time is devoted to those parts
of texts that require or allow inferential and integrative processing.
This assumption was tested by presenting the sentences of a text for
experimentally determined exposure durations. Free reading data were
collected for five short stories (range of lengths: 30 to 41 sentences).
These free reading times were regressed against sentence length, and two
experimental conditions were created using the residuals e'this
regression. in the. Uniform condition, the expOsure times for individual
sentences were determined purely on the basis of sentence length, using
the values calculated in the regression analysis: ,In the Congruent
condition the average reading times for individual sentences in the
free reading condition were used. In both experimental conditions the
total Study yme.for each story were equal. -What varied was how the

1 time was allocatod to individual sentences. ,

Each subject read all five stories and wrote a short.submary of the
story after reading each one. The first story was a practice one, and
';the remaining four were the materials of.primary.intelfst. One group of
21 subjects provided the free reading data, and a send group of 8
subjects provided controlled reading times (either Uniform or
Congruent). For the latter subjects, half their stories were in each of
the tWQ experithental conditions. The practice story was always
presented in the congruent condition. After0eading all five. stories,
subjeCts were asked to recall the four primary stories in as much'detiil
and with as much exact wording as possible. The order.of recall was
identicalto.the order of presentation. The story to bquiecalled was
cued by a'phort title. The text of each story was giveals propositional
analysis ak outlined in Turner 6 Greene (1977), and a gist criterion was
used in scbring the recall.

Subjects who studied the texts in the free reading condition
. -recalled 26.5. of the propositions. lh the'controlled reading

conditions, 33.9% were recalled in the Congruent case and 32.9% in the
Uniform case. The later difference was not significant.

The absence of an effect for Congruent vs. Uniform presentation
condition led us to design a new study. Several factors occurred to us
as relevant. First, perhaps processing of individual sentences is more
flexible for some text types than for others. Second, perhaps some
subjects are less disrupted by a non-optimal distribution of time than
others.. Therefore, we designed a new experiment in which subjects of
Varying known degrees of reading skill were'giveh simple essays to read.
A large pool of subjects were given the Nelson-Denny reading test, and
from this poor subjects were assigned to high and low reading ability
groups based. on their scores. Subjects in the free reading group
provided profiles of 'reading times that were used to construct the
reading times used in the Uraform and Congruent conditions. Free recall

4
of the text was once again the dependent "variable.
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At the present time, the second study is'still being run. Pending
its outcome, further studies along this same line may be conducted.

EXPECTATIONS. AND SENTENCE INTEGRATION

This series of studies constituted Duffy's dissertation (Duffy,
1983), and has recently been submitted for publication. One endeavor
within research on reading comprehensron is to characterizehow
sentences are integrated into A coherent structure as the reader
progresses through a text. Current approaches to sentence integration
focus on backward search and inference processes to model the
integration process. This research examined the role of predictive
processing in sentence integration. The research had two goals; (1) to

test the hypothesis that skilled readers regularly make predictions as
they read, and (2) to constrain a model of predictive processing by
providing information about the processing consequences of having formed
the prediction. The term "prediction" is used to refer to several types
of forward inferences', from the minimal prediction of the general topic
of the next sentences to a specific content prediction of what will
happen next.

Three experiments were carried out. In all three,:stimuli were
narrative text fragments which varied in fhe degree to which they
ge erated a strong prediction at the end of the fragment. In the first
exp riment subjects were faster to respond that a target sentence was
rela d to the text when it followed a Hugh Expectation (HiE) text than
w Low Expectation (L text., Subjects were also. faster to respond.that
a target sentence was nrelated when it followed a HiE text than when it
followed a LoE text. In the second experiment, when subjects'read a
target sentence which conveyed the next event in a script, they took
longer when they had an incorrect expectation than when they had no
expectation. The third experiment failedto provide evidence that
readers were forming a specific content pelsdiction as they read.

The-results show that readers generate predictions as they read.
Furthermore, these predictions are generated selectively (not for every
sentence), and they .have processing consequences. correct prediction
can facilitate comprehensionjof the sentence where e prediction is
fulfi4led. An incorrect prekiction can inter ,fere wit:the processing of
a sentence which violates the prediction. This pattern suggests that
predictions are allocated some attention when generated and Become
involved in the processing of subsequent sentences.

These experiments fit nicely with. our earlier work on thinking out
loud during reading. That'earlier work showed that ?cadets readily made
predictions while reading simple stories, and that the frequency of such
predictions correlated with,the silent reading times of different
subjects. The Ouffy dissertation results show even more clearly that
readers of simple stories make predictions that have consequences four
sentence-by-sentence processing;
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A STUDY OF COMPOSITION

As discussed in the introduction, a significant aspect of good
writing is the ability to take into account the reader's perspective.
The writ is task is to cqmmunicate something to the reader in such a
Wei that the reader can learn from the text in an orderly and efficient'
way. The absence of immediate feedback is, a significant handicap for
the writer.. In conversation, the listener usually signals when the
speaker has gone astray or is unclear. But the writer must put together
a complete text, a complete set of thoughts, without such feedback. '

On the basis of our prior work on real-tiMe procestes in
comprehension (Olson, Duffy, 6 Mack, 1980,'1984; Olson, Mack 6 Duffy,
1981), we were interested in exploring the usefulness of process
feedback to writers. We had found, both in our formal research and in
informal observations, that the information given by a reader thinking
out-loud-while reading contained much information that appeared to be
useful to t'e writer. The think-aloud data gave precise feedback about

44 what readerg were doing, what features of the text they were reacting
to, and, what assumptions about the next and the writer they were making.
It occurred to us that this information might be useful to a writer. In

order to make the feedback as clear as possible to the writer's we chose
material for communication that would have visible correlates of
comprehension, namely, simple procedures. By having readers both
perform the procedure and think out loud, the writers ought to have the
most information possible about how well the readers were understanding
the text.

Another motivation for this work was tc follow up on Miller's
(1980) important study of the natural language description of
procedures. In his study, college students were asked to write*
descriptions of how to do a file manipulation problem (looking up or
modifying information in the personnel files of a hypothetical company).
The type of problem was varied across groups of subjects. The texts
were examined from a number of perspectives in 'order to learn how
computer -naive people would use natural language to describe a procedure
similar to those that are typically programmed. Miller (1980) reported
a number of details of his data, but only some of his broad conclusions
will be reviewed here.. Perhaps the most important finding was that
people relied heavily on the fact that those who would be reading their .
descriptionseere knowledgeable and intelligent, Much, that was relevant
4i communicating the procedure was left implicit in their texts. For
xample, conditional statements were typically incomplete. The reader

was told what to do when the condition was satisfied but nothing about
what to do when it wasn't. In general, statements having to do with thy",
Control aft ction were implicit or missing. Similarly, references to
other portions of the text were made implicitly rather than with
explicit labels or directions. These are striking departures from
proCedure descriptions for a computer, where everything must be made
very explicit.

These concerns converged to yield the following study.. College
students were taught two procedures. They then wrote a description of
each procedure that could be used to teach another student how to do it.

if!
0 1\ .1L
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Half of the writers had a series of readers read their texts, both
thinking out loud and actually trying to -perform the procedure. These
reader sessions,were videotaped, and later each writer watched three
different readers talk about his or her texts while reading' them. With
the aid of this feedback, the writers revised their texts. A comparison
woup of writers revised their texts after thepassage of.an equivalent
aMount of time but without'any feedback. A series of global ratings of
the texts were then obtained from a set of judges who had been taught" -
the proCedures. Several general considerations motivated.the analyses:
Is process feedback of this sort useful for 'revising such texts? What
are the properties of effectlim natural language descriptions of
procedures. and how do they differ from ineffective ones?

Since this research is only just now being written Up for
publication, a more detailed description now follows.

Subjects. There were three different sets of subjects. The
Writers consisted of.24 college students drawn from a standard subject
pool and paid for their,parlicipation. There were 12 Experimental and
12 Control Writers who were roughly matched on sex,,age, class in
schools' major, and computer experience. Data were also collected from 3
extra Experimental Writers, to be used as described later. The Readers
consisted of 1.5 (36 for the 12 Experimental writers and 9 for the 3
extra ones) collage students drawn from the same subject pool as the
Writers. Finally, the Raters were 12 graduate students and postdocs
recruited primarily from -the Human Performance Center. None of the
subjects knew %e purpose or design of the study.

Tasks. In designing this study we considered a'wide'range of
potential procedures. SoMe were procedures that some subjects would 4
expected to know and others would not (e.g., knittihg), while others
were ones that few would know. In the end, we chose the 4atter type of
procedure since we did not want to preselect subjects on thether or not
they knew the procedures. Thus, the Writers and Raters had to be taught
these pcocedures and, of course,4:the Readers learned them from the '

texts.

The two procedures were tailed Car/Sort and Fix. Card Sort was"-
Nderived from a standard sorting algorithm in computer science, (Knuth,
1973). ft consisted of a set of steps through-which an array of cards
with numbers on them could be sorted into increasing numerical order.
Fix was a dice game we invented. A die is thrown five times and a total
score is computed on the basis of an algorithm that has certain
analogies.to the scoring of bowling.

Training tapes. A, training video tape was made for each- of the two
procedural tasks. Siate the Writers and Raters were to learn these
tasks on the basis of these taps we wanted verbal ,commentary.to be
minimal so as not to provide them with a linguistic basis for -their
task. Thus, each procedural task was taught wlh as little language and
as much gesturing and demonstration as was feasible,. The same research

.4. assistant performed the task in both the tapes. Each tape was
approximately 8 minutes tong.
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Design and procedure. The basic design of the study was a 2x2x2
factorial, consisting of Writer's Condition (Experimental vs. Control),
Version of Text (Original vs. Revised) and Procedgral Task (Card Sort vs
Fix).

Each Writer participated in an individual trayning and writing
session with each of the two procedural tasks. In' each of.these
sessions the Writer first watched the training tape as many times as he
or she wanted. The Writer then worked a series of problems Until the
experimenter was satisfied that the procedure was fully understood.
Next the Writer wrote instructions for the task that could be understood
by a naive college student. They were allowed as much time as they
wanted. Typically, it took from 60 to 90 minutes to complete the
training and the writing of the original version of the procedural
description. The Card Sort and Fix tasks were done in separate sessions..
a few days apart, counterbalanced for order.

One to two weeks later, each Writer returned'for a second session.
The Control Writers were given a typed copy of their original texts, and
were asked to reread their description and revise it. No specific
advice was given about how to revise. Each Experimental Writer was
shown three video tapes o'f Readers thinking out loud.while reading that-
Writer's text. These Writers were told to use the - information contained
in these tapes to help them revise their text.

Each of the 4 Readers was run inOvidually'S Each Reader read a
Card Soft and a Fix text. but from two different Writers. For each
task, the Reader was-given the materials needed for that task

/
and the

text, end was told to try to learn how to do the task from the
instructions given. The'Reader was ,told to read the text out loud and
to keep their finger pointed at the portion of the text they were
reading. They were also asked to think out loud about their
understanding of the text, to report what they were thinking about and
doing and to make comments about the tent or about their understanding
of it. They were told that a video tape of their session would be shown
to the Writer as feedback about how effective the text was, so that they
should make comments they felt would be' helpful to the Writer.

Each text was given a global rating by Raters who had been taught
the procedural tasks. Each Rater received 12 pairs of texts, each pair
consisting of the Original and Revised version for a particalar Writer.
Unknown to the Rater. half of the pairs were Experimental Writers and
half Control. A pseu o-Latin square procedure was used to assign a
different set of 12 ers to each Rater such that each Writer was
evaluated equally otte ,across all Raters (each Writer had six ratings
per procedural task). The texts of the three extra Writers were given
as the first three pairs for all Raters to minimize contamination of the
ratings by start-up effects. Thus, each Rater rated a set of 15 pairs
of texts for each procedural task. The ratings for the two tasks were
collected approximately a month. apart.

For each pair of texts the Rater was asked to select which one most
effectively communicated the procedural task. Since they-had been
trained on each task, they made this judgment from the perspective of
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iomeone who already knew the procedure. Once they had selected the most
effective member of the pair, they rated on a 1-7 scale (10hard,.7easy)
how easy it was to make the decision. For the Fix task, which was
evaluated about a month later than the Card Sort task, two additional
judgments were made. One was a rating of how different the two texts
were (lvery similar, 7 -very different). The other was an absolute
judgment on a 1-7 scale (7very effective) of how effective each member
of the pair was on its own. These judgments were added after some of
the preliminary data for the Card Sort task had been evaluated.

Results. The analyses to be reported here fall into two broad
categories. The first set address the questionof whether the feedback
to the Experimental Writers produced better revisions than those done by
Control Writers. The second set compares the properties of'the best and
the worst of the descriptions, using a cktegorizAtion scheme we have
developed.

To give a rough idea of the site of the'e texts, Table 6 shows the
-average number of words for the texts in 1.04h of the eight cells ofethe
design. Note that on balance the revisions were neither longer nor
shorter than the originals. This is because some writers revised in
ways that produced longer texts, whereas others did so in ways that
produced shorter ones. Further, these average changes did not differ by
experimental condition or procedural 1ask. However, Table 7 sheds
further light on these effects. This Table shows the mean differences
between Original and Revised texts, both algebraically and absolutely,
as well as the standard deviations of these differences. A clear
picture emerges. Though on average both Experimental and Control
Writers produced no net changes in length, because same had longer
revisions and some shorter, the magnitude of these Changes was larger
for Experimental tilers. This is shown by the significantly larger
absolute changes End by the significantly larger standard deviationsefor
both measures for the Experimental Writers.

Another way to look at change would be to examine what proportion
of the original text was changed on revision and --a somewhat different
measure--what proportion of the revision appeared in the original.
However, at this point these more difficult to computeerileasures have not
been obtained.

On balance, then.. the Experimental Writers made. more changes than
the COntrol Writers. Did they produce more effective texts in doing so?
This-can be examined in several ways. Table 8 shows the proportion of
Raters who chose tht revision/as the more effective text for each
condition and procetural task. These were evaluated by computing the
proportion of Raters ho chose the revision as the better-of each
Writer's text. Though there cs a trend in the direction of the
Experimental revisions being consistently more effective, this trend was
not statistically significant. Similarly, the difference between the
two procedural tasks was not significant.

Were the revisipns on average better than the original texts? This
is evaluated by the extent to which the revisions were selected more
often than the chance value of 50%. The two cells for the Fix task did

21
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Table 6

Mean Number of Words per Text

Task
Control 4 Experimental

Original Revised

Fix

Card Sort
.

333 351

575 , 570

Original Revised

366 386

444 425

Table 7

-"..4 Mean Difference in Length Between Original and Revised Texts

-16

Task
Signed Difference Absolute Difference

Control Experimental
....

Control Experimental

Means

Or
Fix.

Card Sort

Standard Deviations

Fix

Card Sort

18.3 19.9

-4.3 -19.5

24.8 47.8

34.3 79.9
,

18.7

21.9

24.5

26.0

,,

40.1

46.5

31.1

66.7

Note: Entries are mean words revised minus mean words original

not differ significantly from chance (.05 < 2 < .10) but both cells for
the Card Sort task did (2 < .05). Thus, the revisions were generally
improved over the originals. but not differentially as a function of
experimental condition - -at least within the statistical power of this
preliminary study.

Another way to look at this is to examine the overall ratings of
text effectiveness/ that were obtained only for the Fix task. These are
shown in Table 9. Statistical evaluation revea4ed that neither
condition nor version affected these ratings.

4
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Table 8

Proportion of Raters Choosing Revision as Better

Task
Condition

Control Experimental

Fix

Card Sort

.62 .65

.70 .81

Table 9

Rated Text Effectiveness for Fix Task

Condition
Version of Text

Original

Control

Experimental

4.3

4.1

Revised

4.5

4.1

Note: Rating scale was 1-7, with 7 being most effective.

So, to summarize these preliminary analyses, Experimental Writers
made more changes in their text4 but did not produce revisions that were
rated more effective than those of the Control Writers. Before
discussing these findings, some cautions need to be pointed out.
Clearly, a number of other analyses of these, data must be performed.
The measure of change reported here--the difference 1 overall length
between Original and Revised texts--is an extremely elide one. Other
measures of change that are more sensitive to the content and
organization of the texts will be obtained before the conclusion that
more change is made by Experimental subjects is completely accepted.
Further, Lt is not just amount of change but also the nature of the
changes that is important, and these too will be evaluated. Similarly,
the measures of text effectiveness described so far are limited. The
data in Tables 8 and 9 are based on global judgments by Raters who were
trained on the procedural task and who carried out a number of ratings.
Judgments by raters who were actually learning from the texts or
performance data of subjects trying to use the texts to learn (as in the

23
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video tapes we have for half of the Original texts) would be informative
alternatives to the data in Tables 8 and 9. Similarly, more
conceptually based evaluations of the content and organization of'these
texts can be carried out. Such further analysis may lead us to qualify
these initial impressions,of these data.

We also have a considerable amount of information about the
properties of half of the original texts, in the video-tapes of Readers
thinking aloud while learning the procedures. We have not even begun to
evaluate these data.. They contain a wealth of information about the
features of these texts'that were easy and difficult to understand and
how such features were used in the Experimental Writers' revisions.

The preliminary analyses we have carried out, along with our
informal impressions fromhaving watched subjecteing run and having
informally sampled from the Reader tapes, show that the Experimental
Writers had available to them in these tapes much more information than
they used. If this impression is correct, why did thfy not use the
information? There are two sets of reasons. The first is motivational
or emotional. We obtained three Readers for each Writer's texts to
forestall the possibility that the Writer could dismiss any difficulties
he'observed as the fault of any particular Reader. To our surprise,
even when they saw three different Readers having more or less the same
difficulties, a number of the Writers still attributed the problem to
the Readers and not to their own text; They would make comments like
"Stupid readers" or "It's all there in the text." Indeed, the single
most common revision among the Experiniental Writers was to put a
statement at the beginning of the text which asked the reader to read .
the instructions carefully! A second type of reason why the feedback
was not more effective is that even when the Writer decided there were
problems with his or her text they may not have known exactly what to do
about them. Nei" research we have planned will address many orthese
questions.

Another class of analyses we have been working on is the
classification of the content of the descriptions. Using several
sources as starting points.' including ourr,own intuitions about
procedures and Millerls"(l980) descriptions of the content of his data,
we have developed a scheme for coding the content of our descriptions.
Our current. coding scheme is described in the Appendix B. Basically,
this scheme classifies all of the content of each description into 10
categories of two broad types. The first type are those that have to do
with direct statements of how to do the procedure, referred to by the
heading of Procedure (see examples in the Appendix B). The second broad
type are supplements to these direct statements, such as overviews,
summaries, and examples (see the Appendix B). Since these all pertain
to material whose aim is to help the reader, we refer to this set of
categories by the general heading of Guidance.

We had a number of specific questions in mind as we developed these
classes: How does the content of effective and ineffective descriptions
differ? Do different procedural tasks elicit different types of
deScriptions? What type of content do Readers tend to have the most
trouble with What type of content is most likely to be revised by
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Writers? What is least likely to be revised? 4)cses this vary with
procedural task or experimental condition? Do skilled writers revi e
di'fferent'ly than unskilled ones?

At the time this 4pport is being prepared, only the first of these
analysei has been completed. However, the results of this first
analysis are quite provocative. Fpr the Fix task where we had direct
ratings of text effectiveness for each of the texts, 'We selected the
four highest and the four lowest rated texts. We coded these texts
using the scheme in the Appendix B. Several startling properties
emerged, and are shown in the data sumdiarizeol in Table 10. If we look
at the overall proportion of text content devoted to difect description
of the Procedure versus the content devoted to Guidance, we find a
complete reversal between the'best and the worst texts. Roughly two -
thirds of the content of the best texts is dvoted to Guidance and only
a third to Procedure, while for the worst texts the proportions are
reversed. Moreover, much of the difference is due to the presence of
Examples>%,Roughly is third of the ontent of the best descriptions is
taken up with examples, write only.about ten percent of the worst ones
are. Indeed, two of the four bad texts did not have anj examples at
all. This sugoests that examples in particular and the*ind of content
coded by our Guidance categories in general may be important components
of effective descriptions of procedyres.

While these data suggest this, the conclusion is not firm. A

number of issues need to be addressed, and these will be a major part of
new research we hope to oonduct. *What are these issues? First, we have
shown a correlation, but we do not know iethe relationship is causal.
Maybe our best texts" were simply written by the smartest or most
literate subjects. SedOnd, how general is this finding? We need to
examine other procedural tasks and other descriptive situations. Third,
text effectiveness was measured by global ratings. Such ratings'have a
number of well-known limitations (Cooper,. 1977). Thus, alternative ways
of measuring text effectiveness need to be examined, both with our
current data and with new data we hope to collect.

A-

SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLANS

The program of research funded by this grant focussed on
disc,vering the higher level.strategies used by readers in comprehending
simple texts. .A variety of complex'data have been collected in order to
discover what these strategies are like. In addition, an initial,
preliminary study has been carried' out of how writers take into account
the way in which their text will be understood by readers.

In a sense, the major purpose of the research has been to fill in
details of the conceptual scheme sketched in the introduction to this
report and described in greater detail in Olson et al. (1980, 1981).

After three years of work the scheme appears to us as useful as it did
at the outset. But now many of the concrete details of what readers are
doing have been filled in.
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1

. Table 10

Properties.of Pest and Worst Rated Texts for Fix Procedure

Content'
Subject Mean Length

Rating' Procedure Guidance (Examples) .

Best Texts

Mean

,2 6.1 518 .19 .80 -),(.35)

4 5.8 455 .26 .71 (.63)

15 5.8 554 .42 .58 (.27)

21 5.8 515 .54 .42 (.12)
a-

5.9 511 .35 .63 (35)

Worst Texts

.12 2.8 421 . .89, .09 (0)

16 2.2 ,428 .50 .50 (.24)

2'2 3.0 145 .88 .12 (0)

26 2.5 746 .62 .36 (.18)

Mean 2.6 435 .72 .27 (.11).

The work started during this grant is not yet completed. Several
of the studies are still in progress, and the large data bases collected
through the use of the thinking-outloud methodology have not yet been
completely analyzed. In turn, there are yet a number of journal
articles to prepare. These activities will be pursued during the coming
year (43-84).

The preliminary study of writing carried'out towards the end of the
grant represents the major new line of work to be pursued in the future.
Already, grant prpposals for new research on writing have been prepared
and submitted to several agencies. Over the next few years a vigorous
program of research on the nature of writing will be carried out.
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Olson, G.M. On language understanding process (in Chinese). Sninli
Kexuelonxuin, 1981, 1, 70-74.

*Olson, G.M., Duffy, S.A., 6 Mack, R.L. Thinking out -loud as a. method
for studying real-time-comprehension processes. In D. Kierase6
M. ,Just (Eds.), New methods in the study, of immediate processes in
comprehension. Hillsdale, New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. .

1984.

*Olson, G.M., Duffy, S.A., 6 Mack, R.L. Question-asking as a component
of text comprehension. In A. Graesser 6 J. Black (Eds.), The
psychology of questions. in press.

*Ouffy, S.A. The role of expectations in sentence integration. Ms.
submitted for publication.

Olson. G.M., Duffy, S.A., Eaton, Vincept, P., 6 Mack, R.L. On-
, line question-asking as a component of story comprehension. Ms. in

'preparation.

Olson, G.M., Trahan, M...6 Roshwalb, L. The composition and revision of
- natural language descriptions of simple procedures. Ms. in
preparation.

Publication-Plans

Several other uncompleted portions of this research are likely to
lead to publications. The detailed analysesof the thinking-out-loud
data using the scheme in Appendix A should produce a manuscript
(possible of monograph length) on, the detailed strategies of readers.
The experimental work on controlled reading times will be published if
the results of the current study (and any planned follow-ups) Warrants.
Indeed, we suspect that the rich data we have on hand for both
comprehension and composition. may lead to a number of other
presentations and publications beyond those currently planned. Copies
of all subsequent publications that result from the project willbe .

forwarded to NIE.
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APPENDIX A

Scheme for Coding Think-Aloud Protocols

The format for coding a protocol according to this scheme will be:

OP code[Att code (seg code))

The attention codes which are outside the parentheses and inside the
brackets define the general category of context in-formation being
focused on. The entire unit containing the attention code and segment
code is called an Attention Unit.. The operation codes which are outside
the brackets define.the cognitive operation carried outon the content
within the brackets. If an object of an attention unit is a clause then
the clause is characterized by an X and is defined in a separate
attention unit. It is not necessarily going to be the case that all of
the arguments shown for the attention codes will be filled. Only those
that are minimally necessary should be Included. Dummies can be used
for necessary roles that are not mentioned. It is also possible for
more than one OP Code to appear for a given segment of the protocol if
it happens to be an especially complex one. Likewise more than one Att
code can be used for each Op code.

Attention Codes

1. PAct (verb,agent,object.indirect object,instrumentl. Intentional
actions of a character. They do not include habitual actions of a
character, but rather specific actions that occur at one point in time
in the story. This also includes verbs which summarize a set of Pacts
(e.g., to plan, to organize).

e.g. Lentil played the harmonica for Colonel Carter.
PAct(play,Lentif,harmoni,ca,Carter)

Actions which are negated are Pacts.

e.g., Lentil did not play his harmonica.

(Close miss: The musicians could not pucker = Pstate)

2. Ev (verb,agent,obJect). An event is anything that actually happens
to a character or object as a result of a non-intentional internal
cause(e.g.,blowing, up) or an outside force (e.g. being blown away by
the wind). Any noticeable change in the general conditions in the story .

should be coded as an event (e.g., weather changes, dawn or dusk). lf,a

statement is ambi§uous as to whether it should blip act or an event
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(i.e., the intentionality of a character is difficult to discern),'it.
should be classified as an Event.

.g. TIle wind blew Lentil over.'
Ev (blew over,wind,Lentip

e.g., The mountain blew up.
Ev (blew up', mountain)

e.g., Dawn arrived.
Ev (dawn)

by convention, general statements in which it is impossible to tell f/-1

whether a subject intended an action or an event are coded as Ev.

e.g., something will happen.
Pred[happen, something)]

3. MAct (verb,agent,obiect). A mental action or event such as
thinking, deciding. learning, forgetting. This does not include
habitual mental actions that a cbaracter constantly performs (which are
classified as N-Mac ts) .

e.g. The stranger learned about the town.
MAct (learned,stranger,townsfolk)

4. MState (agent,state). An emotion or belief that a character is
experiencing( These are non-enduring mental states. Ensuring emotions
or belierr-afe coded as Chars.

e.g.The stranger was disappointed.
MState (str,disapRointed)

5. PState (agent,state). The physical state VT condition of A
character or an object. These are non-enduring traits, such as being
hungry or cold (enduring physical traits are coded as Chars). They can
also refer to an inanimate object and a temporary state that it may be
in.

e.g. The stranger was cold.
PState (str,cold)

The boat was filled with people.
Pstate(boat,filled with pebble)

6. Poss (oossessor;oossessed)." This category shows ownership'or
possession.

e.g. This is the woman's house
.Poss,(Wom,house)
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7. Charitobicicharacteristic). General enduring characteristics of
both a character or an inanimate object. This does not include
characteristic actions physical or mental (which are coded as H-Pact or
H-Mact). A Char could include a period of a person's past e.g. Lentil
lived in Europe, Segments in which it is ambiguous as to whether the
attention code.should be an H-Pact or an H-Mact are to be coded as a
char. e.g., Lentil tries hard.

e,g.. The house" was clean.
Char (house,clean)

The boat was small"
Char(boat,small)

8. Goal (agent, mail. Statements which convey the need, desire, or
motivepf a character are not classified as Chars or Mstates. Rather
they are classified as Goals. Most goal statements will contain an
embedded clause whidh actually states what the'goal is.. This embedded
clause is code8.

e.g., Lentil wanted to make music. Goal(Lentil,X) x,H-
Pact(make,Lentil,music)

9. Loc (relation,located entity,locationl,location2). Describesthe
location of an_action, entity, or event involving specific characters,
or other entities. That is, these.are the locations of specific things,
as ditotinguished from the general location of the story, which is an
aspect of Set.

e.g. The boy was under the bed.
Loc (under,boy,bed,O)

10. Set (property) e, General characteristics of t(ke setting, such as
the weather, general conditions that hold, the historical period, and
the genera' location of the story.

Alto is in Ohio
Set(Altosin Ohio)

11. Und (object). Some story content got mentioned with no attention
category. . .

e.g. This is Lentil.
Und(Lentil)

12. Ti (time reference). Explicit reference to the time line of
actions and events in the story. Reference to something happening now
is not coded as Ti unless it is marking a change of condition from an
earlierlime (i.e., an explicit contrast with an earlier time).
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Lentil met Carter after the parade.
Pact(met,Lentil,Cirter),ti(after the parade)

If the time phrase" conjoins two clauses, each clause is coded with
its own Art code, end the "time phrase" is coded as Ti:

e.g., It 1,71411 start raining as soon as he gets out of his car.
Pred[Ev(rain),Ti(as soon as X),X.Pact(get out oficar)]

Predictions are 'not coded as Ti unless they pinpo:nt the future act or
event on the story timeline.

e.g
i .

ltt, Lentil will play his harmonica,/
Pre Pa t(play, Lentil, Harmonica) ,Ti (next))

..,

(Close miss: Colonel Carter will meet Lentil sometime in the future -
Ti is not coded here)

13. Sto (aspect,content). A residual category for attention to
general characteristics of the story. Two kinds of statements are
typically labeled Sto:

general statements.about the story itself:
The story seems to be about Indians.
Sto(Indians)

more specific statements about story content where no other attention
code fits:

We will meet Colonel Carter later on
Sto (Carter)

This secopdOpe of Sto is often confused with an Und and an Ev.
Confusion h Und: While the above statement at lea %t has an implicit
reference to the story as a whole (i.e., that we will meet Carter later
in the story), the typical UndKdoef'not (e.g., "Here's Colonel Carter
Und(Carter). ( 9

Confusion with While the verb "meet" is normally classified as an
Ev, the subject of the Verb is not a story character. Thus the
"meeting" is not a story event and is not coded as an (v.

14. lix (aspect,content).. Reference to the form of the language,
purpose of the sentence, or the way is was written including vocabulary
syntax, and author's style. No story content should be mentioned.

Selfish is an unusual word to. chose.
Sty (unusual ,selfish)

That sentence really doesn't say much.
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15. H-Pact (verb,agent,object,indirect object, instrument)
H-Pacts are habitual actions of a character, It Is something that the
character is known to do routinely throughout the story, or is given as
background about a character." If it is ambiguous whether a.segment
should be a H-Pact or'a H-Mact then it should be coded as a char.

e.g. Lentil played his harmonica on the way to school.
H-Pact(played.Lentil,harmoOica,on way to school)

16. H-Matt (verb,agent,obJect)
H-Macts are habitual mental actions of a character. This would include
a habitual thought of a character6r a mental action that a character
performs-throughout the story or is given as background information -

about him.

17. Perc (perception,charactersobiect)
A character perceives something through one of his senses. These are
not intentional actions such as Ipoking or listening, but rather seeing
or hearing. ,

4 e.g.. The 2 men saw the canoe.
Perc(saw.2 men, canoe)

18. ldent (object identifying,purpose of object)
When the identity of an object or a character is being attended to.
These are always comments about anaphbric reference. e.g.. the referent
o a pronoun:

Is he the first Indian?
Ident(hefirst Indian)

The coreferentiality of two noun phrases
This,is "the one thing" to make Lentil unhappy
Ident(the one thing)

I expect that's rain hopefully.
Ident(wet sound,rain)

What is the one thing to make Lentil hippy.
Ident(what one thing,make Lentil happy)

Operational Codes

1. Oue. The subject asks a question about the story. It can be
i m p l i c i t o r e 1plicit. e.g. "1 wonder where Wensleydale is" A question is
also any statement in which the subject asks for more information.
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Certain indirect Que's are easily confused with Gcoms. in general, if
the indirect question concerns a character or object that is introduce.'
in the current sentence, it is probably a question. If it has been
mentioned before, or if there is no reason to suspect that the subject
is confused, it is a Gcom.

2. B12. Something is repeated directly from the current sentence in
. the story.

3. T Rai'. The subject repeats something that was Stated earlier in the
text. If there is no explicit reference to the earlier text, code it as
I Ret[Und(0)). (See also Gcom).

4. P alt. The subject repeats something that he stated earlier in his
/ protocol (that was not stated earlier in the text). Pret takes

precedence over Pred or Int and other similar operation codes. Pret
indicates a protocol statement in which the subject does not generate a
new prediction,or inference but rather retrieves an old one. Thus the
retrieval operation is coded.

5. Pred. The subject makes a prediction about what he expects to read
about next or later on in the story. Pred can also be thought of as
inferences stated in the future tense.

6. Lai. The subject infers something from the essay that is not
stated. You need to look at the story to distinguish whether something
is being inferred or not. Inferences which are stated in the future
tense are classified as predictions.

7. GK. The subject states something that is general knowledge. e.g.
"Ohio is a Midwestern state." "You need to know" is often a lead in for
a GK.

8. Cob. The subjecf says something about his own behavior, thoughts,
or feelings.

e.g., 1 think I read this story before.

9. .NCom. These are negative comments that people make about the nature
of the text. such as "This doesn't make sense". If it is ambiguous
whether the segment is negative code it as a GCOM.

10. PCom. These are positive comments people make about the text.
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I1. GCom. General comments that are neither specifically positive or
negative. These comments include indirect questions concerning a
character or object mentioned earlier in the story (see Que) when it is
clear the subject is not confused.

You'll have to know who the speech was for.

You'll have to know who Old Sneep is.

Notice that these Gcoms are characterized by a WN-question word
following the "need to know" phrase. Statements taking the form "You
need to know that" are usually followed by a fact or inference from the
story. These are not Gcoms but Trets or Infs.

e.g.,' You have to know that Old Sneep sat and grumbled. = Tret

i2. Conf. The subject confirms a prediction as being carried out in
the story. e.g. "Just as I thought, the stranger was let in."

13. Oisconf. The subject admits that a prediction that he-made was
wrong, or an inference drawn was incorrect: The prediction and
inference do not have to have been explicitly stated.

14. Sum. The subject summarizes and combines ideas from earlier in the
text, or it can summarize one sentence.

Nirits on coding.

Frequently, much of what a subject says can be captured by a single Op
or At code rather than a more complicated coding. For example:

to indicate the kind of person who o Id sit and grumble
Gcom[liPact(sit and grumble, Old ne p)]

HPact captures underlined portion statement

this tentence refers back to the fact that he can't sing.
Tret[Char(can't sing, Lentil)].

Tret captures underlined portion

You would have to know who Old Sneep is to understand the sentence
Gcom[ident(Old Sneep)]

Gcom captures the underlined portions.
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APPENDIX B

Coding scheme for Descriptions of Procedures

Categories pertaining primarily to the Logic of the PROCEDURE

1. Action [ACT). The physical or mental actions performed as part of
the procedure. By 'convention, this category is used for the full
predicate. Negative acts are ACTs. Examples: "Find the middle
card." "Put your left hand on the leftmost card." "If the card below
your left hand is less than the card below your right hand, don't move
the cards." (In the examples, the underlined portion refers to the part
coded as the category being described.)

2. Qualification [QUAL). Qualifications placed on actions. The test
on whether something is ? QUAL'rather than part of the ACT is whether
the action has reasonable alternatives other than the one described. If

so, it is a QUAL. Examples: "Put your left hand on the leftmost card"
(right is a reasonable alternative to left, above, center, etc. are
reasonable alternatives to on the lef st card).

3. Condition ICON). The conditions levant to performing an act,
using the typical if-them logic common to programming. The entire
condition is classified as a CON. That is, the subparts are not
classified as QUALs or other plausible categories. Examples: "If the
card below your left hand is less than the card below your right hand,
don't move the tards." "Continue shifting your hands to the right until
your right hand is no longer on the too of a card." Note: Sometimes a
writer will state a rule such as, "Rolls of one, two, three, four, score
one, two, three or four points respectively." We code these as an
implicit condition and action, so that "Rolls of one, 'two, three, four,"
is the condition, the remainder the action.

4. Initialization flNIT). Statements which describe the materials.or
other conditions relevant to setting up to do a procedure. Examples:
"You are given a deck of cards and something to be used as a marker."

5. Repeat or continue statement [REP). These are statements which say
at a general level to repeat or continue an action already described.
If the steps are elaborated or repeated again, the entire text fragment
that includes the elaboration or repetition is classified as a REP,
without any further coding of the internal constituents. Examples: "You
continue this procedure until the cards are in increasing order from
left to right." "Continue steps D 6 E." "Perform steps A through G
again." "If your left hand is on the last card on the left, 0 to step
4."

Categories Pertaining Primarily to the GUIDANCE of the Reader

6. Overview [OVER). Statements that are overviews of the objectives,
goals, or content of the procedure. General titles for a description
are coded as OVER. Examples: "These are your instructions for a card
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sorting procedure." "This procedure allows one to order onxnumber of
cards from the lowest to the highest number."

7. Summary [SUM]. Statements that summarize in a general way parts or
all of a preceding description of a procedure. Examples:

8. Organizational Markers [ORO. Explicit indicators of the sequence,
organization, or structure of the parts of a procedure. Headings or '

labels for sections of the description and step numbers are examples of
ORGs. Examples: "Now, shift each hand to the right." "To begin, cards
are dealt out, face up, from left to right." "II Odd number".

9. Examples LIU. Examples, illustrations, analogies used to convey in
an explicit fashion the steps of a procedure. Examples: "For instance
if you are working with 2 cards Lou will Ol marking the 6th card." "We
will use III seven, for example."

10. Cognitive Aid ICOGAI03. These are statements inserted to help the
reader. Specific types of statements include warnings, reminders,
attention directions, tests for the reader to check on comprehension,
etc. Examples: "Please read through the instructions once mg then go

step kx 1112."
q
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APPEND I.. C

Publications Enclosed

A copy of each of the following publications is encloied;

Olson, G.M., Duffy, S.A., 6 Mack, R.L. Applying knowledge of writing
conventions to prose comprehension and composition. In

W.J. McKeachle(Ed.), Learning. cognition, and college teaching.
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1980.

Olson, G.M., Mack, R., 6 Duffy, S. Cognitive aspects of genre.
Poetics, 1981, 10, 283-315.

Olson, G.M., Ouffy, S.A., 6 Mack, R.L. Thinking-out-loud as a method
for studying real-time comprehension processes. In D. Kieras 6
M. Just (Eds.), New methods in the study of immediate processes in
comprehension. Hillsdale, New Jersey: Lawrence Eribaum Associates,
1984.

Olson, G.M., Duffy, S.A., 6 Mack, R.L. Question-askini as a component
of text comprehension. In A. Graesser 6 J. Black (Eds,), The
psychology of questions. In press.

Duffy, S.A. The role of expectations in sentence integration. Ms.

submitted for publication.
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t5lilled writers employ the conventions of writing used in their
field of study and skilled readers know these conventions well.
Tiaching writing may involve making these conventions more
explicit to students.

Applying Knowledge of
Writing Conventions to
Prose Comprehension
and Composition

Gary M. Olson
Susan A. Duffy
Robert L. Mack

"Reading maketh a full man, conference a ready man, and writing an
exact snan," wrote Sir Francis Bacon. Reading and writing have long
been viewed as among the highest achievements of human culture, but
literacy is essential to modern technological society, and deficiencies in
reading and writing arc considered major social problems. Despite the

In eonducting research for this ehapter. one or more of the authors received
support from the following sources: a P..1,eteti: Career Development Award from the
National Institute of Child Health andHuman Development 00169), predoctoral
training gram from the National Institute of Menial Health (MI+ 14254), and a grant
from the Horace f1. Rackham School of Graduate Studies.
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obvious iissportance of these skills, we still know very little about how
the mind executes the complex tasks of understanding prose or cam
posing it. The study of prose comprehension has only recently entered
the mainstream of cognitive psychology, while the study of writing has
nut yet made it.

Recent research on the way in which human beings process
printed prose has focused on what the reader remembers from the text
in particular, in either the substance of the text or its form influ-alcl ow
cove what a re r remembers. Much less attention has been given to
what the reader is doing while reading. Only recently have some initial
efforts been made to develop models of the reader's general strategies
forzeading a text (Such as Collins, Brown., and Larkin, in pres; Hayes
and Simon*, 1974; Kintsch and van Dijk, 1978; Kintsch and Vipond,
1978).

In this chapter we will present some components of a model or
prose understanding. In particular, we will examine the knowledge
that readers have about the conventions of prose composition and what
!fleets this knowledge has on comprehension. We will also offer some
thoughts on the implications of our analysis for the study of writing.

Communication, Conversation, and Convention

Most social interactions are governed by norms or conventions.
Language use is no exception. trice, in an influential set of lectures
(1967, 1975) described soene of the conventions that arc important in
language use. He used the participants in a conversation as leis model.
He noted that conversation is not random talk, that the participants in
a conversation appear to be-engaged in a cooperative venture, sucle as
trying to exchange information or opinions with each other. Grim for-
malised this general point in what he called the 'cooperative Principle,"
which states that each participenit both produces and comprehendi
each utterance in relation to whatever general purpose or direction
holds for the conversation at that moment. The general principle can
be broken down into several more specific maxims (we use Clark and
Haviland's119771 restatements of trice's maxims): (1) Quantity Make
your contribution no more and no less informative thin is required; (2)
QualitySay only that which you both believe and have adequate evi-

. dente for; (3) Relation Be relevant; (4) Manner Make your contribu-
tion easy to understand by avoiding ambiguity, obscurity, and prolix-
ity. These maxims are useful for accounting for the way in which
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meaning is conveyed by implication. Consider an example derived
from (;rice: Fred is standing alongside his car on a street and says to
Mary, an approaching pedestrian, 'I am out of gasoline.* Mary replies,
"There's a station around the corner.* The implied meaning of Mary's
remark is that the station is a gasoline station, that it is currently open
(or at least site believes it to be), that it is within easy walking distance,
and so on. In other words, the force of her remark goes beyond its lit.
eral meaning, and this force is interpretable in light or the "cooperative
principle" and its specific maxims.

Written Communication

The idea of cooperation applies to all forms of linguistic com-
munication. However, since written communication differs from
speech in many important ways, we need to describe the special nailare
of the writer. reader relationship and develop a list of conventions spe-
cific to this case. Many scholars have noted that there are important dif-
ferences betweeq written and spoken communication (Wrsch, 1977;
Pratt, 1977; Ricoeur, 1976; Rubin, in press; Schallert, Kleiman, and

, Rubin, 1977). Since there are many types of written and spoken com-
munication (Rubin, in press), we need to be specific about what situa-
tions we are referring to. We will consider two prototypical situations,
face-to-face conversation for spoken language and simple texts like
stories, essays, and articles for written language. Table 1 lists some of
the differences vote have derived- from the sources referred to above.
Most of these are basedon the fact that the composition of a text and its
comprehension occur at different points in space and time. As a result,
texts do not allow for interactional give and take, and thus must be
composed with deliberateness and care. The difficulty people have
learning to write is often attributed to these differences (see, for exam-
ple, Hirsch, 1977). .

*nth the differences listed in Table I in mind, we can turn to an
analysis of the nature of written communication. Figure 1 presents a
stigmatization of the situation. The starting point is the writer, who
has in mind a complex network of propositions that represent the com-
plete message that is to be communicated via the text. A major con-
vention of linguistic communication is that much of the intended mes-
sage is transmitted by implication. The writer expects the text to inter-
act with the reader's interpretive skills and general knowledge to pro-
duce in the reader's mind something close to what is in the writer's
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Table 1. Characteristics or Writing Compared to Speech

aktuttf!listit Ondription

Permanence

Iklarlsman

Absence of feedback

Nmospecilkily

Tenability

Organization

Format,

,,' Economy

Greater precision
and detail

Greater complexity
and abstractness
of subject mailer

Writing persists through lime, while speech is highly
transient.

Roth the content and limns of written languaGz is divorced
Ikons the immediate context in space and time.

Writing is a one-way recess, without reedbark.

Writing is lypirallY addressed to a semi** audience rather ,
than a specific individual.

The topic of the text deserves the trouble involved in writing
it up.

Written languor is much more planned and organized than
speech.

The language of writing sends to be snore formal than
speech.

Written language ham less redundancy Skin spoken language.

Written language can develop an idea, character, or setting
in greater detail and with greater accuracy.

Written language develop much more complex ideas
than spoken language.

mind. The writer's task is to select and organize a set of propositions to
be included in the text that will be maximally effective in leading the
reader to reconstruct the intended message. According to this model,
there are fewer propositions in the text than there are in either the writ..
cc's or the reader's immediate representation of the text.

How does the render go beyond the text in constiocting a repre-
sentation of he intended message? This is one of the most basic issues in
the psychology of reading comprehension. There are two general types
of knowledge the reader uses. The first is general knowledge about the
nature of the world and the event., actions, and objects that populate
it. Research in both cognitive psychology arwl in artificial intelligence
has conclusively demonstrated that general knowledge plays an isnpor-
tant role in understanding even simple sentences and texts. The second
is knowledge about how textual transmission works. Miters select and
organize propositions for inclusion in their text not only on the basis of
what they think the readers know and what their specific purposes are,
but in accordance with general principles of style and Organizaliffil that
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apply to the genre, such as essay, researels report, or story. The reader
understands that the text was composed through a series of deliberate
choices on the writer's part, and the reader understands the conven-
tions that governed these choices. Further; the realer assumes tlsat the
writer had the reader's task in mind during composition, and was try-
ing to make the reader's task (comprehension) possible. The reader
interprets the sentences or the text in accordance with these general
beliefs about the writer-reader relationship. In essence, the task of the
writer is to guide the reader through a plot, an argument, or some
other discourse structure. The reader expects this guidance. Accord-
ingly, we have chosen to call the overriding principle for written com-
munication the 'guidance principle.* Written communication is
planned, one-way, and noninteractive, and the writer's role is to pro-
vide an appropriately orchestrated set of clues about the intended met-,
sage. The reader assumes the writer is acting iss good faith in the role of
guide. An effectively written text is one in which the reader is in fact
guided toward the reconstruction or the intended message.

. Most of the recent research in cognitive psychology on text
understanding has used simple stories as materials. Thus, we will use
such stories to illustrate what we mean by conventions of eomprehen-
*sion and describe their effects on readers. Later we will describe com-
parable phenomena for two nonfiction genres, academic essays and
magazine articles.

A simple story is a story with a single focus or plot that is told
from a single point of view. Even simple stories have both underlying
and surface levels's:If structure or organization. The underlying struc-
ture Is an abstract representation of the infonnatiOn contained both
implicitly and explicitly in the text of a story. Figure 2 presents a gen-
eral representation of, story structure. There is a network of back-
ground information, called the Exposition, and the core of the story
(the Narration) consisting of Complication and Resolution. Story
grammars of the kind developed by Mandler and Johnson (1977),

kumelhart (1975, 1978), and Thorndyke (1977) codify the complexi-
ties possible in the highly schematic structure shown in Figure 2. The
text or surface structure of a story represents one embodiment of the
underlying structure. The writer has many options in transforming an
underlying structure into a text. Pint, the underlying structure is muds
more complete than the surface structure. 'rhos, different surface
forms can vary in which propositions arc selected. Among (Ise factors
that influence the selection are the writer's assessment of *hat the
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Figure 2. The Major Elements of Story Structure---

STORY

EXPOSITION NARRATION

COMPLICATION RESOLUTION

redder knows and the writer's purpose in telling the story. Second, the
order of elements in the surface structure can vary, Presumably the
underlying structure of a story has its propositions in their causal or
temporal order. However, the writer can choose to present events in
any order at all, as long as the underlying order can be reconstructed
from the text. Similarly, though the ExpositiQn is initially at the begin-
ning, it can be delayed in a variety of wayd (Sternberg, 1978). Third,
specific versions of a story can vary in the point of view of the implied

marrator.Scholes and, Kellogg (1966) differentiatg narrative from drama
by noting that the former consists of both a story and a storyteller, the
latter only a story. The storyteller can be one of the characters in the
story, narrating in chier tint or third person, or he can be omniscient
and uninvolved. fourth, surface versions of the same story can vary in
style, that is, in the selection of particular.words, phrases, and sentence
structures designed to create certain effects.

Let us now examine the conventions of imposition shown in
Table 2. Many of them are self,- explanatory, so we will provide only a
cursory description here (a more complete description will appear in
Olson, Mack, and Duffy, forthcoming). Although these conventions
apply specifically to simple stories, we belkvgihey are similar to those
for all simple texts, and we believe students can beaided both in their
writing and in their reading by knowing them.

The first two conventions, purpose and uniqueness, are quite gen-
eral, and apply to most forms of communication. They are based on
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a.

Tame 2. Convention, 011 Composition for Simple Stories

Conetttlio01 litscriptom

I. Purpose The writer has a pmpiese in mind, sot h as to
imrreso, amuse. or insigne,.

Unirmeness The story contains novel or unique elements. even
if it follows a wellkrurwn losmula.

)9. Underlying Organisation The test it basal on an umlerlying. abstract
SiIIWOUIC that is well fumed hw the profit-molar
geme.

A. Focus There is now main line of development.
-B. Overall Plan The sitty has an overall plpn that provides well.

formed order to its indifidoal propositions.
I Coherence All minas, events. me state; are apppriately

motivated, caused, or enabled.
2. Completeness The structure leads to a resolution. with all loose

endsiked togeiher.
C. Representation The world of the lest is similar Oh hut intentionally+

not identical with, the work! ciperiented by the
reader.

The writer has a plan for presenting use senry
The' writer knows all along how, the story will end.
The story will be tokl farm one point of view.
The story is told by means of specific scenes or

episodes..
The writer will present suflicienehackgmund

Infonnation or that the story can be understood.
The sequence of segments and propnsitions in the

surface of the story is principled.
The writer will piovide suflicient wawa

Information or that the marks can make a9 the
necessary inferential connections among the 4
elements oldie story.

0. Beaton" Everything that is resented has a purpose within
the returnee plan of the writer.

If. Specificity The plot of a story is presented by mean* of
particular characters and events that are discrete
in space and lime.

I. Implication The motivational or causal slforlure 01 the story is
conveyed by implkation,

' Suffice Organization
A. Omniscience
B. Point of View '

C. &intonation

O. Itsektround

Orderly Now

F, Connectivity

4

Gricesiprinciples that we described earlier. The books we examined on
writing repeatedly pointed out how important it is to have a clear pur-r
pose in mind, and. how °Oen poor writing is rharacterked by use
absence of clear purpose (for 'example, see Shaughnessy, 1977).
According to uniqueness, even though the writer may be following a
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highly steteotypd formula, there will he 1)1161111 l'IIIIIIIIS to IIIf stogy.
roe Orval', e, r; 4I Ii iiim der mystery has its newt isis.

17l'he conventions of underlying orgattizae n 'le tribe the expec-
tations a mailer has about overall structure, and are b fiction the work
on story grammars. The convention officio is hermit moll for the sant-,* plc stories we are considering. Overall plan states in an elementary way
what the story grammars have tried to rapture. The readh expccti all
of the elements of the story to fit into a coherent general framework,
each element having its place in an overall plan and the entire plait-
having a clear resolution. The episodes of a story must be causally con -
nected. but only those causally connected-episodes in which conflict is
created and resolved coot be a story. The convention ofrepresentation has

. ttvo parts. First, the reader expects the world of the story io be similar
to the world we know. Even within highly stylized genres like science
fiction there are strong expectations of correspondence to reality along
with the obvious conventional departures from it (Scholes and Rabkin,
1977). Sicond, the reader also expects the world of the story to depart
from reality in certain ways. The world of the story is an idealized
world, or in Thornley's (1976) words, *an artistically disciplined repre-
sentation of life(p. 59). Thus, it is expected ihatstories will have char-
acters who are stereotyped or larger than life, and that the sequence of
events will often be highly improbable, with too many coincidences.
Unlike the real world, the conflict in a story builds rapidly and clearly,
and is totally resolved at the end. In short, the world or-stories is a con-
ventional world, similar to the real world in many important ways but
also quite different from it. t

The conventions of surface organization characterize the expec-
tations a reader has about how the writer will tell the story. That of
omniscience is a central one. The story is being tol4 by someone who
knows how it will end, and therefore the reader assumes that each ele-
ment that appears is parr of an orchestrated plan. This is the heart of
she "guidance principle.? Poke of view is definitional for the simple
genres we are considering. Only in complex short shories or in novels
does one find a stn being developed from multiple points of view. Seg-
mentation start Ilia the story will be told through a series of discrete
units, in particular, through specific scenes or episodes that are sepa-
rated in space or dime. This is a property that narratives and dramas
share. The tradition of scenes in a play is a good illustration of the
point. The convention of background asserts that everything needed to
make the story understandable will either be apparent *on the basis of
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general knowledge or will be puivided by the writer. Thei r ate litany
t onvntiorilk for presenting ha( kgiontid inlrmaiiini. A III rut 1110110
graph by Stirothere (1978) describes and illustrates many of these. In
very simple stories, the background is usually presented at the begin.
sling. however, there is the well-known ronvention of in medial ref,

where the story begins in the midst of specific actions and She necessary
background is woven into the development of the plot. 'Ibis would
scent in be a inure difficult form for both the writer and the reader, but
is is often used.

Orderly flow and connectivi0are fundamental conventions of text
processing, and have formed the heart of the theory developed by
Kintsch ( Kintsch and van Dijk, 1978; Kintsch and Vipond, l!178).
Each element of the surface structure must be Utterable into the devel-
oping network of propositions that represents the meaning of the text.
11te existence of well-known limits in immediate memory and attention
suggest. that propositions that cannot be immediately integrated will
increase processing difficulty. Kinisch's model can be viewed as not
enplicit embodiment ofthese principles.

Earsomyis an extremely Important convention for stories. Read-
er, expect that everything in a story is there for a reason. If a small
detail is mentioned, especially in isolation from other details, readers
expect.it May. be important. Of course, in 111106011 such as murder rola-
teries, attention io small details is elevated because of conventions asso-
ciated with the genre. But we have seen much evidence in our research
of readers paying special attention io details even where they are ulti-
mately irrelevant. 'There is no conflict between this and the fact that
details lend not to be well remembered (Kindler and Johnson, 1977;
Meyer, 1975; Thorndyke, 1977). Some details may stern important
when they are first encountered in the story and may receive special
attention even if they are not central to the final representation. As a
result, importance defined as a proposition's location in a story grain -
mar hierarchy (see Thorndyke, 1977) may not covary with reading
times in the same easy that recall does.

Specifirip is a closely related convention. Readers expect stories
to be told by means of specific, concrete events and characters. The
episodes that comprise she narration (see Figure 2) must occur at a spe-
cific time 4d place, and the characters must be particular. Statements
about general patterns of events or the disproportional properties of
characters are elements of the background. Steinberg (1978) has
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dessibeil how 11w contrast between particular events and summaries of
tr:1. actions.ase used to differentiate narration from exposition. Our
evidence indicates that readers are quite sensitive to this contrast.

intfriecation states that certain classes of information tend to be
conveyed indirectly. fa simple storks, the motive or causes-of actions
or events are almost never stated explicitly. The motivational structure
of events in a story must be supplied by the reader. Inteiestingly, story
grammars typically snake this inforrisation explicit, supporting the view
that they are best seen as descriptions of underlying structure.

Applications and Generalizations of the Conventions

In Olson, Mack, and Duffy (forthcoming) we describe in detail
how the conventions in Table 2 relate to the strategies readers use in
understanding simple stories. We have studied these strategies by
examining a number of reader behaviors, especially the time taken to
read each sentence in a text by subjects who are reading silently and the
protocols provided by other readers who are asked to talk out loud
while reading the text. We have studied the processing of both well-
formed and ill-fonned texts, and have verified that readers use knowl-
edge of the conventions shown in Table 2 to guide their comprehension
behavior. In reading a well-formed story, the reader generates hypoth-
eses about the plot during the exposition, and then uses these in con-
junction with the conventions to determine which sentences are most
important and informative. When reading silently the reader devotes
more time to these sentences, presumably to draw inferences and con-
struct a coherent representation of the story. In ill-formed stories,
which violate various of the conventions, comprehension is disrupted
and readers are often misled or confused because their expeCtations
about how the story ought to be told are violated. For instance, in Bart-
lett's (1932) famous 'War of the Ghosts,' readers have considerable dif-
ficulty constructing causal links between the individual episodes that
follow each other in time (see Mandler and Johnson, 1977), and are
unable to generate coherent hypotheses to guide their sentence by sen-
tence comprehension of the text. By contrasting well-formed and in-
formed stories, we have been able to conclude that an important com-
ponent of text readability is the extent to which general principles of the
type shown in Table ,2 are followed (see Olson, Mack, and Duffy,
forthcoming).
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Conventions of Nonfiction forms

Educated readers (college subjects, for example) possess knew !.
edge of the permissible underlying structures and ilk conventions of
surface forms for simple siorig.8, and this knowledge appears to influ-

> ence their processing. Is this also true for other forms of writing such as
the academic essay and the popular magazine article? Oa the basis of
our examination of "howto-w rite" books, the conventions of writing for
these forms are clearly quite different from stories, but they appear to
be just as well defined. Educatedtreaders wholtnow something about
the conventions of composition for these fonniuse this knowledge dui.
ing comprehension.

The Academie Essay. Both the academic essay anti the maga-
zine article are simple in the same'.way that the stories we have studied
are simple: they have a single focus or line of development and they are
written from a single point of view. The academic essny is the form
most frequently encountered in books on rhetoric and in dosses on
expository writing. It is written in order to persuade the reader of the

' correctness of a thesis. The organitation of the essay is rooted in the
formai conventions of argumentation, and it is usually mitten with a
thoughtful, serious reader in mind.

BOolts on rhetoric devote considerable attention to the undcily-
ing forms of argument an essay might employ. A deductive argument
starts with en initial set of premises and supports the thesis through a
series of intermediate deductions. Each step in the argument must be
well formed according to the principles of logic. An inductive argument
is one where the thesis is supported by a series of particular pieces of
evidence, with each piece contributing general support for the thesis
but none guaranteeing it. The underlying structure of an essay would
be a canonical representation of the arguments developed in support of
the thesis. Just as with a story, the elements of the argument can be
embodied in more than one surface form. For example, a deductive
argument has a natural order that starts with the initial premises and
works its way toward the final conclusion via the intermediate deduc-
tions, but such an argument can be presented in various ways. The
location of the conclusion or the thesis is one common source of varia-
tion: possibly at the outset, so the mader can have it in mind through-

.out the details of the argument; but possibly withheld until the end,
particularly if the conclusion is unacceptable, controversial, surprising,
or humorous. There are also conventions about which pins of the
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deductive argument are made explicit, including the erithymeme, asyllo-
Rim whose major !minim is implied, and the wiles, a chain of syllo-
gisms in which only the linal conclusion and the intermediate minor
premises are stated explicitly. Most deductive arguments that appear
in essays are enthymematie, and thus it is not surprising to rind the
enthytneme and the sorites discussed in books on rhetoric (see Brandt,
1970).

The strength of an inductive argument depends critically not
only on the kind and amount of evidence tut on its selection and order-
ing. 'that evidence whielhest supports the conclusion or is most repre-
sentative of other evidence is clearly what the writer wants to select,
and most authorities agree that the most persuasive ordering is to put
the very strongest piece at the end. However, there are various ways to
arrange the remaining pieces. The climactic order builds from the weak-
est evidence to. the strongest, while the Nestorian order starts with the
second strongest piece and then builds from the weakest to the strong-
est (Hughes and Duhantel, 1962). .

The essay has much in common with the story, and the conven-
tions in Table 2 can easily be modified to describe the ptinciples of
composition for essays. As in the story, the reader is usinglhe text to
try to extract the underlying structure, which in the case of an essay is
an argument that focuses on a single thesis. The greatest differences
would probably arise in the principles of surface organization. As one
illustration, we pointed out that it is impor=tant for the Narration of a
story to be told in specifics hither than generalities (specificity). This is
because a story is about a specific set of characters interacting in spe-
cific locations at cpecilic times. An essay, on the other hand, is written
in a mixture of specific and general statements (Young, Becker, and
Pike, 1970).
, The Magazine Article. This much more heterogeneous class of
prose forms than either the story or the essay is of interest because sev-
eral authorities (Brandt, 1970; Dillon, 1977) observe that it is com-
prised of a blend of story and essay techniques. The magazine article is
often written to inform or to persuade, but it must also entertain or
interest the reader. The situations in which they are usually reacrare
informal or casual, occasions when the reader does not want to engage
in heavy intellectual work: in waiting rooms, on buses and planes, dur-
ing lunch, in the bathroom, or relaxing on the sofa. As a result, the typ-
ical magazine article is much less formal than an essay, and the princi-
ples of composition are quite different.

e: t'
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Just like any other coherent text, an article has a beginning, a
body, and a conclusion. But these parts are composed of a number of
ekments that are relatively unique to magazine writing (see Brandt,
1970; Dillon, 1977; Gunther, 1976). The article begins with .a lead, a
provocative or interesting anecdote or vignette designed to capture the
reader's interest. The theme is usually stated shortly after the lead, but
the relation of the theme to the rest of the article is not as tight as the
relation of the thesis to an essay. The article often achieves focus by
claiming to prdve a point (Gunther, 1976), but the body or 'Favor of
the article at most illustrates or alludes to the point rather than present-
ing a logical argument for it. Brandt (1970), in characterizing reporto-
rial writing, claims that the writer selects and organizes facts and gen-
eralizations in order to convey a perspective, but does not present a
tightly structured argument. Coherence is achieved through 'pseudo
connections"' between subordinate elements. This is the art of using
various devices to create the illusion of the temporal connectedness of a
narrative account or the logical development appropriate to demon-
sttating alliesis. One such device is to essentially list subtopics that
could be relevant to the writer's point, as though the writer were going'
to develop the connections, but where in fact they are merely "called to
mind" as illustrations of some point. Gunther (1976) describes similar
devices, which he calls the "flash -by" and the "string-of-pearls* tech-
niqees in his influential practical guide on article writing. An article
usually ends whit another example or anecdote of the type used in the
lead. Article writers are advised to achieve closure, to leave the reader
feeling satisfied. But exactly what this means is harder to define for the
article, which lacks the clear conflict resolution of the story or the logi-
cal coherence of the essay. Gunther (1976) sums up the approach to
article writing by stating that the most important step. is coming op
with the right `slant* or "angle" for presenting the itsiiletcoment.

Articles in popular magazines often use elements of fictional
writing. People, places, and events are sketched through anecdotes,
vignettes, and quotes. The writer selects and organizes particulars in
over to produce drama, surprise, suspense, or provocation. Generali-
zations are continually interwoven with narrative-like elements about
people, and the motivations and reactions they exhibit. In other words,
the writer simulates a narrative account that somehow conveys the
point without presenting a carefully reasoned argument demonstrating
h. Thus Dillon (1977) refers to the magazine article as a nonfiction
story.
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The "how -to" books on article writing give considerable atten-
tion to the .011.4116mi, of this genre, and readers who have wide exper-
ience with magazine articles probably have some expectations about
what they will find that are quite different than for stories or essays.
Both of the latter forms have clepr underlying structures, and the read-
er's main task is to extract these structures from the text the writer has
prnvided. But we would not expect article readers to be trying to
extract an underlying organization bc adopt the hypothesistesting
mode. that we have seen so clearly in our story research.

Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented an analysis of the relation
between the writer and the reader of prose, and have used this analysis
to describe some of the reader's stcategies in comprehension. Most of
nur analysis has focused on the reader. Howevec, we feel our work has
important implications for the analysis of texts and for the writer. All of
us share the intuition that texts vary in how easy they are to read.
Many investigators.have attempted to develop objective indices of text
readability. Such indices would be useful in assessing the comprehen-
sion difficulties of readers and the composition difficulties of writers.
Moat readability indices, however, have been based on lexical or syn-
taciic properties of text, and most have been only marginally useful
(Kintsch and Vipond, 1978). Recently, Kintsch (Kintsch and van Dijk,
1978; Kintsch and Vipond, 1978) has proposed that the most useful
indices of readability will be those that are based on a processing
model of the reader's behavior. This sensible suggestion has some
interesting implications. Perhaps the most important one is that
readability becomes a joint function of the text and the reader, rather
than being a function merely of the text. Some texts will be readable to
almost everyone, and others for almost no one. But most texts will be
differentially readable to individuals who vary in their specific substan-
tive knowledge, knowledge of the conventions of various genres, par-
ticulac reading skills, and general information-processing abilities. In
support of this, Kintsch and Vipond (1978) have demonstrated how the
readability of texts varies when they make different assumptions in
their processing model about how much information (in the form of
propositions) can be processed at one time, and how much can be held
in immediate memory. Our research suggests that readability also
varies with the writer's use of the conventions of writing. Thus our
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work should contribute to the development of psychologically mean-
ingful indices of readability.

The conventions listed in Table 2 are known by both the reader
and the writer. Therefore, our analysis ought to have inssic thing to say
about the process of writing. Up to now, there has been very little work
dnne on the cognitive psychology of writing (sonic examples are Bruce
and others, in press; Flower and Hayes, 1977). Most scholars divide
the processes of writing into two broad categories, one associated with
generating ideas and the whet with putting the ideas into words. Our
research on the principles orcomposition is relevant to the second cate-
gory. Howevec, what we need to do is to study the behavioc of writers
to see if we are really on the right track. Initially we might carefully
examine the prose of writers who are at varying levels of proficiency, as
well as examine successive drafts of a paper by reasonably skillful
writers.

There is also an indirect way in which ouc analysis bears upon
writing. It is widely believed that good reading and good writing go
tiand in hand. Good writers tend to dos lot of reading, and learning to

Aiad well seems to be an important component in learning to write well
(Haynes, 1978). Our analysis is directed at making explicit the con-
ventions of composition that are known to the skilled reader. If further
research confirms ouc impression that this kind of knowledge is one
component of effective reading, then explicit consideration of such
knowledge in classes on writing might be useful for the learning writer.
Further, a deeper understanding of the processes involved in prose
comprehension and how these processes relate to composition might be
a key to the crucial writing skill of self-criticism. The writer who can
most successfully discover what is wrong with a particular draft of a
manuscript ought to have the best chance of improving it in a revision.
The principles we have proposed, and the techniques we have explored
for identifying them, may prove to be useful tools for developing
instructional methods aimed at acquiring these skills.
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COGNITIVE 'ASPECTS OF GENRE'
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Read's% and *filets communicate via a teas with the aid or a number of metal and specific
conventions. in this paper the genets' conventions governing written communication are
described, end Shell application to two Important gems, stooks and essays, b analyzed. Data
born subjects talking out loud while reading is used to obtain information about the knowledge
and Matteis, leaders emplOY while reading ripple tests. Reading times eollecied (tom other
sullied/ medial the mole teals silently is used as cometyJng evidence rot evaluating the talking-
outioud data. A number of similatities and differences in She processing of stocks and essays
ate reviewed. Story readers have en essentially prospective orientation. genetating predictions
and looking ahead to whet is coming up. In contrast, readers of essaysapproach the sentence.
by-sentence processing more rettospectIvelY, fitting the current sentence in with earlier Infos-
uratlon bed been explicitly prelented in the tear.

It takes many types of knowledge to be a skillful reader. Recently, we have been
examining how knowkdge of the conventions of writing affects the comprehension
activities of college readers (Olson era. 1980; Olson et ai, In'preparation).Commu-
nication of information via written text is a specialized activity, and it is hardly sur-
prising that a considerable amount of special knowledge would have to be =lobed
in order lobe either an effective writer or made,. Out research has focGssed on the
types of knowkdge skilled readers use while reading simple texts. In this paper we
will examine she knowledge readers possess for Iwo types of texts, namely, simple

storks and essays of the type found in ekmentary rhetoric texts. Our basic claim
is that skilled readers possess knowledge about the forms of these texts sod their
principles of composition, and that they use this knowledge during the process of
understanding. We will describe the kind of knowledge college readers possess, and
illustrate how they use it while reading. We.will draw our data from a series of
siudles we have conducted using a variety of texts and tasks.

The snide will be organized as follows. First, we will provide a general concep-
ival background for the type of analysis we have developed for text processing. As

The work desctlbed here was made possible by a research pant tram the National Institute of
Fducation (NIEG-79-0133) and by:a Research Cakes ',entailment Await' room NIiIID
(51C04-11000169) awarded to the senior author.

Requests for reprints of information should be addressed to: Gary M. Olson, Des, or psy-
chology. Itiniverrity of Michigan, 330 Pickett' Road, Ann Moor, MI 411104. USA.
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met of this hirckposseed we will spell mit our ideas on how comiertmicalion via
vrliten teals work. Seam& we will briefly describe the Iwo genies we have 'ovoid-
;Med, simple storks and academic essays, presenting a set (attaining characteristics
us each. Tishri, we will describe the various tasks we have used to study tip know
edge and processing strategies eroophoyed by skilled readers. Fossils. we will picsenl
sample of um fintlinp for the Iwo genres In quatiou.-Finally, we will discuss the

time general issue of knowledge of genre conventions as a component of what the
killed reader must Tema.

:oneeptual background
vo

*hough we usually do not think of it in deb way. connounication via writing is a
octal process. Two people are interacting with each other, sondes the special monit-
ion that they are not at the same place at the same time. Ilowevcr, lbeY are of
necessity very much aware of each other. The effective writes must constantly have
he realer in mind In order to produce a text that will have the desited effect. Simi-
ply,. She skilled made, must be aware of the author's intentions. Good wiling

'epsesesits a skillful selection' and integration of tuatesial which, when combined
rills the reader's knowledge and sisate,gies, leads to the outcome intended by the
triter. Similarly, the sada, as past of what he or she needs to know in order to
ead the leaf, must understand both the writer's goals or intentions and the specific
Isategies used by the writes to select and arrange Ihtmaterial in the text. Both the
mites and the reader understand that the text represents a specially selected and
imaged set of psopusitions *violets will In conjunction with the reader's knowledge.
uoduce an approximation of the writer's intended message in Ilse reader's mind.

In order to develop a model of how the mites and Nader interact through a
eat, it is useful 10 consider some of the ways In which written communication dif-
its from speech. While speech and %Waft have massy similasities, and listeners and
cadets obviously employ many common processes asst types of knowledge during
:ompsehenslon, there are also some Important differences that make the task of
ceding Seltletellai different. Many scholars have commented on these differences
e.g.. Mach 1977; Pratt 1977; Ricoeur 1976; Schallest et at. 1977; Risbit1980).
Since there are many types of written mid spoken communication (Rubin 1980).
ve need to be specific about what situations we are referring to. We will consider
wo psolotypical situations: face-Ioface conversation for spoken language and shit.
lie texts like stories or essays for wsfiten language. Table I lists some of the differ-
!sues we have derived Boon the sonsces referred to above. Most of these are based
su the fact Mal the composilimo of a text and its comptehension mon at different
mints in space and Ilene. As a result, texts do not allow forintetactional give and
ake and thus must be composed with deliberateness and care. A properly cons.
Kumd text is an organized, complete structure, worked out as a whole with ass over-
ill plan or impose hs mind. All of its parts serve some purpose. raise Mails, errors.
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and other klyilluencics have been eliminated. Facts sentence advances the text
Iowan, a point of closure, under the plan of the autism. Relevant isackgrolind
inatiens fun the intended audience of the text is indented if is canntit be infested. The
writer, if a gtxid one, has taken sostio trouble to icy to anticipate what the miles
will need to knuw, and has included what would not he obvious. In shod, the lest
must stand um its own. fly the same taken, because it Is composed delibelately and
csrefully, it has a fluency riot found hi conversation. It is more fount. These many
differences between speech and wilting ale maks( solaces of difficulty for people
learning to write (e.g.. Iiirsch 1977).

I-et us now tool our attentions to an analysis of the nature of written communi-
i:alion. As holed berme, these are certainly many similarities between leading and
listening, and a Milker of the points we will make will be common to both types
of comprehension. However, with the differences in table I in mind, we will also
note some aspects of text processing that differentiate it lions listening. Fig. I pre.
tents a schematization of the situation. The slatting point is the wilier, whs. ha l in
mind a complex net wink ref plopositions that represent the complete message that
Is to bi communicated via the text. A major convention of linguistic comniuniCa-
lion is that much of the intended message is transmitted by implication. The writer
expects the text to intend with the leader's interpretive skills and general know.
ledge to produce in the teadet's mind something close to what is in the writer's

41'

table I
t haracteristics of writing emoPared to speech.

Characteristic Ilesctiption

I l'ermanence Wilting persists through time, while speech is highly
transient.

Both the content and form of written language is
divorced (tom the Immediate context In space
and time.

I, Absence of fuertbaek Whiling is a onewaY pincers. without feedback.
Nonspeeilisity Writing is typically addressed to a general audience

lathes than a specific individual,
lopie of the lest deserves to have the trouble

takekto write It up.
Written language is much mote planned anti nrga-

nited than speech.
"'he language of writing tends to be more formal

than speech.
Written language has less redundancy than spoken

language.
Written language car develop a topic in greater

detail.
Mitten language can develop more complex ideas.

2. Ortachment .

S. tenability

6. Ilogioiration

7. tomalley

K, I conomy

9. Gretcr prceistun and detail

to I:trams complexity and
abstractness of stillest matter
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mind. The wsiler's task is to select andotganite a set of monitions to he inchided
iu lire WI that will be maximally effective In Icatling the reader to iecimstruct the
'Mended message. The leader's task ,rdsvionrsly, Is to use the test In seconslind the
writer's Intended message. According Irs mate1,11sele are fewer propositions in
the text than these ate in entice use writer's sir the teadet's immediate sepresenta.
time of the text.

Plow does the reader go beyond the text hi cmstrucling a. repsesenlation of its
intended ineisage7 This is one of the most basic issues in the psychology of reading
comprehension. In essence, the leader engages in a species of psoblcsus solving. The
object of leading is to understand the intended message of Ilse writer. The teaks
uses the text as data horn which to genuine hypotheses about what the text Is
oboist. The data Isom the text ale evaluated with sespect to knowledge the leader
brings to the Amnion. Thls knowledge helps the made( to stoicism the text,
though massy texts also have explicit guidance In them shout their structure. Infer.
ekes and elibotations ate down Isom the data in the text. While actually leading
the reader generates predictions abotd buffs the content and the slit/cline of what is
yet to some in the text.

There ate two general Ines of knowledge the reader uses to engage in these
activities. The flat Is general knowledge about Ilse online of the would and ihecoss
ceptealizallons about the wosM that have been firmed as a mush of Hoc expeci-
ence., Many schisliiihave developed decodes about the tole of knowledge,in pro.
cessing external Inputs, and have Isilsodisced concepts like schemata, frames, scsipts,
and MOPS (Bartlett 1932; nowt 1952; Minsky 1975; Schalk and Abelson 1977;
Rumdhait and ()stony 1977;gchank 1979). Thongs there are many differences in
detail mum; these concepts, these Is no question that concepts like these are
neetied to account for language processing. Research in both dignillve psychology
(e.g.. Bossofosd and Johnson 1973; Dooling and Christlaansen 1977A Bowes es at
1979) and In artificial intelligence (e.g., Winogsad 1972;Schank and Abelson 1977)
has conclusively desnonsttated that*genesal knowledge plays an inspostauf sole lo
understanding even simple sentences and texts. .Because we know so hunch about
the wosid we can unttetstand elliptic references Its what we know.

Wended.
Slay

. WRITER

ISB.ECTICH
0110/INIZATION

TEXT

InrSABORATION slop
mom> CRwvetatnaell

IV, I. Sclicat31k tertestelallvvet of the writer's snot tralret toN14% iii ilw artifinr situ:Him,.
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'Ilse !edited type it knowledge toted by the mailer is about how textual iransaike-
lion winks. The welter selects and organizes proposititins for inclusion in a text on
the basis of what he thinks the reader knows and what lib specific purposes are, in
acelndancitwitis general peinciples of style and organization that apply to the genre.
'I he reader readeolands that the text was composed through a series of deliberate
choices on the welter's past. and the reader understands the conventions that gay.
cored these clinices. Feather. the reader amoimesthat the wiled had the reader's
task hi mind dining the composition, and was trying to make the reader's task (i.e..
comprehension) passible. The readet.interpreisAlie sentences of the text in scan-
dance with these general beliefs Alma the whetreader telalluesship. In essence,
the task of the welter Is to guide the 'cadet through a plot, an argument. at some
other discourse structure. The reader expects this guidance. Aced rdingly, we have
chosen to call the overtiding principle rot mitten communication the Guidance
Principle. %Widen coninousileallun is planned, one-way. and noninteractive In teal
time, and the writer's role b to provide an appropriately urchesteated set of clues
about the intended message. The reader assumes the writer is acting in good faitie
in the role a guide. An effectively written text b une in which the reader is in fact
traded toward the weconsleuctIon of the intended message.

Principles of text composition

We now want to describe a set of rinciples'of composition that appear to1/4be under-
stood by writers and readers of simple Modes. These pekociples are intended to
describe the general properties of simple text* of the kind we have studied in out
laburatoty. Specifically. we have examined Simple statics and academic essays. For
technical reasons. we have confined due attention to stories and essays that ate no
more litah 60 sentences lnng. This means that all the stories we have looked al are
drawn ham the fables. folktales. and children's stories that ate typically investi-
gated by tesencliers interested in story ptocessing. They all have a single focus or
plot that is told from a single point of view. Similatly. the academic essays we have
used were taken from books on Meiotic. They all attempt to prove a thesis. make a
comp:misuse. or otlierwbe illustrate a single point. We feel that many eleneekts of
our analysis will generalize lu a wider range of texts and text types. and will !Omen
to this palish at the end of tills amide.

The principles we are about to present ate intended to capture the general con-
ventions shut* the cosnpositlun of simple texts ihao are part of what a knuwledge-
able write; and reader knows. Though we initially developed principles like these
foe the specific genres of stades and essays. we found enough commonality to be
able to construct this more general list. Later we will illustrate how these general
principles apply to each of these two genres. Our central claim in this paper is that
knowledge of these principles plays a mole in comprehension. Presumably it also
plays a role in composition. though we are only just beginning work on the weber.

6 C;
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II is likely that the principles about to he described also play a sole in Irmoing the
specific conventions of a new genre. a 3111130101 we have not examined at all.

The pthicipies have been developed ois the basis of two broad classes of cvl-
dence. lisst, we siseveyed the Illesaleire on shay and essay writing. examines* the,
advice given lu writers about how hi lad a text together. We have also read Immo-
graphs on the sloicieue of rations prose fauns. Second, we have collected several
kinds of data fire bath stories and essays. Sonic subjects lead these texts sentence-
by.scoolence and talked tin, loud. stathig any inferences. elaborations. predictions.
holeictoonections. tor utliev comments they felt compelled to make. Since the texts
we used included both good and had lines. we ololahled much metal Inferno :M
abuut what indent expect he storks and mays and how this affects Htein pm-
cosh*. Other ',objects read these same texts seutesice-hy-senience Ms a control er
screen asr+1 we timed their silent reading. We have also collected occall data and
ratings of propasilloaal importance for each text., All of these tasks will be
described In more detail bier.

Prior to presenting the list of peinciples H Is necessaty to snake explicit a distierc-
lion that 'was implicit he our collet discussion. A text has loth an underlying mom.
*re and a surface structure. The underlying modem a an absitact represcostallino

'5J the lisionnatiois contained bolls implicitly and explicitly Iii the text. Facie text
type or pone has a set of principles desceibing acceptable undetlying semeiotics. For
example. fee simple stades, vamooses of the type described by Rueseelliart (1975.
197R). Thoendyke (1977). and Mandlet and Johnson (1977) ate test viewed as
desedinirms of passible underlying structsites (Johnson and Malaita P)R0. have
specifically developed this vkw),Latet we will describe possible underlying sin/c-
lines fun academic essays.

The undetlying sleuchowe of a text is an Mislead desceiption ails essential brink
The surface stvesdone reptesenb one embodiment of the eseededylorg stvuderre. The
.writer has many optima in temosfuniiheg an evade itylog :beechen into a unlace text.
Ire fad, a given un derlying structure cars be lea:alarmed into many different surface
texts. These surface texts can vary hi a amine of ways. lint. they can vary he the
way in which propositions are made. explicit. The underlYiseg structure is uncle
mote compkte than the unlace sleuctene. Thus, different senface forms can vary hi
which propositions are selected. Among the helots that Influence the selections aie
the writer's assessment of WHatthe mallet knows and the welter's purpose in welting
the text. Seams!. the order of elements in the surface seenclure can vary. While the

idetlying sandal! of a text may have a specific causal. temproal, or logical order.
the writer can choose to present the propusithriss of the'lext in any-order at atlas
long as the essedeetying seder can be tecoontincted from the text. Thad. specific vet-
slims of* text can vary In style. that is. In the 1. 11A particularse...c...ro par..-11.0 words. phrases.
and sententx slam inoes ',hived to cmeate specific effects. Fourili, ceviaiss texts
permit oakilion in other factors. For instance. steaks Van, in the 'Milli Or v;ew
of the iniplied narrator. &holes and Kehl, v (1960 differentiate mo-raiire from
drama by lading that the roomer arstsises of bode a shay and a seirryleller.
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the lade: soloosists wily sot a story. 'the slonytellet can he one of Ilse characlets in
the misty. ilarcollig in either I irli Ii I Ilifil-pCISIIII. tli he can he osonioiseient and omits-
volved.

let us now examine the set of principles shown hi table 2. Many of them ale
selfesrlanaloq, so we will inevide only a vorisory description here. Keep in mind
111:11 they apply specilically lo simple texts of the type wc have been studying.
I :der we will discuss how they translate into the two genres wc have been hsves11-
goo ing..simple stories and academic essays.

the host Iwo principles. Milian. and Balance of novel and familiar elements.
ale quite general. and apply to most forms of cionuminicalinn. Books on writing
repeatedly point out how impeetanl it is for the writet to have a clear purpose in
mind. and how often poor writing is characterized by the absence of a clear purpose
(el. Shaughnessy 1977). According to Balance of novel aunt familiar elements,
even though the writer may he following a highly stereotyped formula. there will he
unique elements. But the newness must he blended with familiar elements. A text
works by building the new upon the foundation of the old. Late" we will demon-
stiate the impoilance of these general principles for the comprehension of simple
texts

lhe pi inciples of underlying, organization describe the expectations a reader has
about to-virall stnectoort. The writer is trying to embody li..: underlying structure in
an effective sun face text. The reader is mainly trying to reconstruct the underlying
slow:Rom . The principle of Focus is definition's' for the simple texts we are con-
sidering Overall Misr slates in an elementary way the essence of what we mean by
underlying structure. The reader expects all of the elements of a text to fit into a
coherent gown' framework. each element having its place in an overall plan and
the entire phis having a closed or optimal structure. The principle of Convortiond
torrid has two pails. First, it is expected that the world of the text will be similar to
the world we know. Even within highly stylized narrative genres like science fiction
or highly abstract essays there are still strong expectations of some degree of corre-
spondence to the world we know from experience.11owever, it is also expected that
there will he systematic. conventional departures from the world of our experience.
For instance. the world of stories is an idealized world, or in Thortiley's words. "an
artistically disciplined representation of life" (1976: 59). Thus. it is expected that
stories will have characters who are stereotyped or larger than life, and flat lire
sequence of events will 'often be highly improbable, with too many coincidences.
Unlike the real world. the conflict in a story builds rapidly and clearly, and it
totally resolved al the end. In short, the world of stories is a conventional world.
shosilai to the real world in many important ways but also quite different front it.
Similarly. with essays, a lot of abstraction and idealization is involved in putting
together an argument or defending some general thesis. Yet it is essential that there
he correspondences to the real world, or else the argument will be devoid pf mean-
ing.

The flfilleiPiCS or sonface organization characterize the conventions that govern

6:3
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l'oble 2
.Conventions of composition fog simple tests.

tonventibis

I. Purpose
2. itabece tor novel and fautilbr

elements
A. Camillatitr

11. Novelty
3. UndealyIng oiganhation

A. Focus
11. (*Nall plan

fl) Colicience

ON Completeness
.

C. Conventional world

4. Suffice niganIzation

A. Onirdschnt'e

B. Audience
C. Scaffolding

O. Segmentation
F. Cnnstectivity

I,. Economy

O. Oodetly now

II. Language

(1) Signalling

ON Level
I. t:enre-specIfic conventions

I read Iplitin

the writer has one In tome specific morose' In mintl.
The rest contains a balance of familial and novel

elements.
Ilse tell snakes contact with thing* the reader knows

about,
'the test contains new or &Outlive elements.
life heal is hosed on an underlyb Omelette that is

spriortlate and wellitomed Ott the patikulas
gene.

1 here is one main line of development.
There is an 'lethal plan that morldes a wefointed

otpnitellun fin the rtoposItioni of the teat.
Each iodisation' propositkon Mein' wellordered

pay into the general plan.
.

The overall otgantratinst has a closed or optimal
shoreline.

The teat Is based on I world Mai is similar bpi not
Identical to Ilse seal world.

The wilier has a foilace Plea fin rfelealblr hire
surface plopostilims ur the test

Al any point In the test the writer knows where it
le Being.

The teat is *rill, an audience in iniud..
The wilier presents enough supporting nmterial In

She xl so that the reader has runic hal back
poi to be able to reconstruct porpositious
wl te cessaty.

the text he bed lino suffice choral.
The wilier otovIdes sufficient Katsina infoimallun Sri

that the reader can make alt the necesuir Minch
flat connections among the elements ur the teat.

1*.verything that Is resented has I purpose within She
wirlace plan.

She sequence of segments and peoploillons in the
*efface of the teat Is ptincipktl.

There NC C19111(elleilfinfor the surface language of
each genre.

Apploptlate satiate signals will he used to nook
Bambini's. etc.

Appropriate levels of language will be used.
In addition to time atonal convenIktns limed above

rattletraps genies wallrfien leave specific lest con-
ventions governing the sutface foot.
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tits trainlineentiem 01 i he nenieelying slim:tine into me actual text. M can he seen
Isom table 1. there ale a ormilli of general principles of surface stun:tine hut there.
me also idiosyncratic ones that apply to paslicular genies. The present discussion
will form on the commute mks. Some idiosyncratic sloes will be mentioned later
wife.. we discuss the particular genres we have investigalcil. The principle of
(?f :Ewe is arceestial one. The text is teeing presented by someone (i.e.. Aloe
wniel ) who knows where it is wing, how it will end. therefore the reader is able to
assume that each element of the surface stenctuic that appears is pis of an ruches.
I wed plait lids has emu mous implications for comprehension, as we will sec later.
It is the heart of the Guidance Principle. Audience chatacteeizes the author's delib-
esasencss in &moiler the text toward some specific group of makes who have pat-
skulls( characteristics. Seaffibliling indicates that the writer is aware of the reader's
need to have a SOK' Si (Heinle COliginleiell around which the elements of the text
can be amenobletl. Segnscooinrion states that the text will be written through a series
of discrete surface chunks. thourectieby is closely related to Scaffolding, is that it
is expected that all the links between the elements of a surface structure are cos-
stem:table, either (min (tiled evidence provided in the leak or fume a combination
of surface hints and plitu.knowledge. Closely' linked to this. however, Is the prin-
ciple of ti (Plif IPPW, which slates that there is a contrasting pressure to make ['resur-
face floem as economical as possible. This leash the reader to assume that everything
encountered in the surface text is there far a reason. This does not mean that every.
thing is of equal importance, Of will he equally well reniembe(ed. Out etch element
has a purpose he the 'enfolding text. It Is there for a reason, albeit perhaps a tran-
sient one, Orderly Aire, along with Courrectiriry, are at the heart of the text pro-
cessing' theory developed by 'Weigle (Kintsch acid Vipund 1978; Kintsch and van
Dijk 1978; Milieu and Kintsch 1980). Each element of the surface text must be inte
gralable Into the developing network of propositions that represents the meaning of
the text. The existence of wellknown limits in immediate memory and attention .

suggest that propositions that cannot he immediately integrated will increase pro-
cessing difficulty. Kintsch's model is an explicit embodiment of these principles.
Filially, tanguegc indicates that there are specific conventions governing the type
(4 language that is appropriate for perfotining various functions within a genre. For
instance, the events of a story are expected to he told through specific, concrete

41
events and clemacters, while background information Is given in more generic law
gone. The algliment in an essay unfolds through' an appropriate blend of abstract
and concrete language. We wilt see later that onievidence indicates that readers are
quite sensitive to shifts of language in a text.

Simple stories mud essays

let us now tor n our attention to the two genres we have been investigating in our
(cu.:Itch. In this section we will describe the properties of these genies. and will

.'.")..N
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relate 'theta in the renerri pi iliciples or milip.sitimi des -tilled oilier ie. table 2 As
we shall see ie. the next section. college leaflets use hmtwiellge of the Int'Peittel of
these genies riming lire process of muletslantlior. hi particulas. they know some-
thing about the types of miriellying structures allowaide for the genie and irt addi-
tion something about the conventions for Oar/shouting an allowabk imifeslying
shocinic hells an acceptable surface text. Knowing these things. they are able iv
WOlk .11aCkW31(15 (OM* the elements of the, surface telt, they Me plc-seeded to a
representation of the underlying Module conveyed by the text. Clem ly, strategies
biased on lids kind of knowledge will go astray out those occasions wirer' a text is ill-
for rued in either its surface or its underlying structure.

I
ShbrieS

The fables, folktales, and children's stories thaft have been investigated intensively
by cognitive psychologists in the past few years hive a simple and shaightforwied
structure. Fig. 2 puesents In highly schematic Aron the basic pattern of the mider
lying Wisdom of these stories. There is a network of background information,
called pre Exposition. and the core of the story (the Nareation) consisting or cum,

.7 plicallon and Resolution. In essence, a ditty consists of a problem or complication
which gets resolved by the intentional actions of one Of more central characters. Of
amuse, even be simple storks there ate marry ways in which the simple schema
shown in 4.2 can bentade more complex. Further. there are constraints on what
kinds of complications and resolutions will produce acceptable storks (Dimes and
Lichtenstein 1980; Wilensky 1980:0kon in prep.). Hut the general pattern of coree-
plicallois and resolution b at the heart of the types of simple storks we and Milers
have Investigated. .

The conventions of composition for simple texts can he translated quite directly
for these storks. The purpose-of such strides is typically in amuse or entertain,
though. of course many are also used to instruct. These stories achieve a lialniecc
between the fandliar and the novel by following certain stereotypic patterns of plot
development *Mt familiar character types, but doing sir with articolas novel twists
or surprises of detail. Later we will see quite' clearly the consequences of Ibis fur

EXPOSITION NARRATION

COMPLICATION RESOLUTION
Ifs, 2. The maim elemenis tif Juno lituehise.
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processing. Al the level of imileilyin 31m:tine the story follows a basic plan of
conflict and conflict resoliiiimi. with a number of acceptable forms of complication
alloweil within this [pseud framewilik . The reader expects all of the elements of
the story to lit into a cidierent general framework, each element having its place in
an overall plan and the entire plan having a clear resolution. The epkunles of a story
imill he cansally connected, bill only those causally connected episodes in which
conflict is created and resolved call he a sorry.

The principles of surface organization characterize the way in which an nude'.
lying story gels told. hi this tepid, the principle of thontiscietwe is a central one.
"fik story 13 being mid by someone who knows how it will end, and therefore the
leader assumes that each element that appears iipart of all orchestrated plan. This
is the bean of the Guidance Principle. The SalfoAling principle asserts that every-
thing needed to make the story understandable will either be apparent On the basis
of general knowledge or will he provided by the writer, In stinks, this Information
is frequently in the form uf backgromid or setting information. There are many
conventions for presenting background information. A recent monograph by Stern-
berg ( 1978) describes and illustrates many of these. In very simple stories, the back.
pound is iisnally pmented at the beginning. Ilowever, there is the well.knuwn con-
vention or in medics res, where the stury begins in the midst uf specific actions arid
the necessary background is wuven into the development of the plot. Steinberg
describes other tedmimies as well. Though we have not investigated this directly,
we could guess that the placing of background infonnatiun in locations other titan
the beginning could complicate the task for the reader, though the writer can do
much to minimize the difficulty by the way in which the infurmation is introduced.

Segmentation for a story means that it is told through a series of discrete units,
in particular, tluough specific scenes or episodes that are separated In space or time.
This is a property that narratives and dramas share. The conventional organization
of a play blip scenes Is a good ilhistration of the point.

Ordert /low and Connectivity are fundamental principles of text processing.
Each element of the surface structure must be integratable into the developing net-
wink of propositions that represents the underlying story. Economy is an extrem
ely important principle for storks. Readers expect that everything In a story is
there for a reason. If a small detail is mentionlid, especially in Isolation from other
details. readers expect it may be important. Of course, in stories such as murder
mysteries, attention to small details may be elevated because of conventions asso-
ciated with this specific genre. But we have seen much evidence in out research of
readers paying special attention to dead, even where they are ultimately irrelevant.
'f here is no conflict between this and the fact that details tend not to be well-
semembeted (Thonidyke 1977; Mandler and Johnson 1977; Meyer 1975). Some
details may seem important when they are first encountered In the story and may
receive special attention even if they are not central to the final representation. As
a remit. Impoulance defined as* proposition's Incation in the likiarchy of a theury
of story *mime (e.g.. Timindyke 7977) may out covary with reading tines in the
same way that recall does (hut we, e.g., Cirlin and Voss 1980).

Readers love specific expectations *limn the 1.anguagv in which stories will be
told. hit part, they expect them lii be told by means ilf specific, ciniciete evcideaml
characters. The episodes that comprise the heart 14-the Airy most peal' at a spe-
cific time and place, and there most he particular characters Involved in the epi-
sodes. Statements allow general patients of events or the di vi I 1.spo...t.na. pitopeoliesnf
'Almaden, ate ektnents of the background. Sternberg (1978) described how the
contrast between pa/Ocular events- and 311111111alteS of prior actions is used to differ.
eoriaie Narration limn Exposition. thir evidence indicates readers are qiiiie Selig-
the to this.

We have fuund at least use nice example of a geniespecific convention fur
stories. The motives of characters Or causes fin actinn ale almost never staled expli.
citly. The mothational structure is almost always implicit, though it is clearly im-
poit ant for understanding the causal con ies:thins annong events lo Hoe story. The
task of figuring out why a charade' 'undone something Is complex, and termites a
general theory of goals and plans on Ilse part uf the understanding system (e.g.,
WilensIcy 1978, 1980). Nu doubt there are malty tither owls conventhms, hut this
particular one has very important consequences for processing. The implicit info'r
malign must be recovered in under to understand fully the connections among the
events.

Simple mays

Unlike the shnnk stories we have studied, simple eassays do not have as well-
defined a folio at either the tmderlying tn surface level. The simple story has a
tightly organized structure, organized around a plot,* series u f events that are calls-
ally related and that unfold In the eomplkationresolution plan described cattier.
llowever, , essays can have many forms because they have 101111y purposes. Further,
each type of essay seems to be governed by a looser set of conventions than those
found for stories. This Is not surprising, since even simple essays are written for a
varjety .of purposes and the mapping uf proposes unto rhelusical strategies Is unite
flExible. lbwever, though this genre is mole loosely structured titan the simple
story, readers do have expectations abut,t the types of outcomes they will find.
Let's took at some simple examples.

One common type of simple essay is the inductive argument. The anilines gnat is
to.convince the reader of a thesis, and evidence relevant to the thesis is presented as

the heart of the essay. At the level of underlying structure, Induclive arguments do
nut have a linear organizatiun analogous to the causal, template' urganir.ation found
In storks. There is the thesis itself and statements of the evidence pertinent to the
thesis. Any particular thesis has the potential for an indefinite member of evidence
statements that might be relevant to it. however, as* practical matter of text cm-
'elution. a thesis is typically 'imported by a modest number of evidence statements.
In the types of simpk texts we have examined, usually nu more than twit or three
distinct types of evidence are cited. Rhetoric hooks often describe yoking prince-
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pies for selecting evidence (sec. e g.. Nicer 1976; Hughes and Outlaw, 1962:10o-
ne:ivy 197 I ; Payne 1969)

Al the sinfacc level. there att different ways to arrange an inductive argument.
Following the principle of SeafJOLling. however, the writer must always give the
reader enough introductory inforinalkin Iri-make toe unfolding argument structure
apparent. Typically. this is Ilea done by presenting the thesis at the beginning Pr
the essay. The evidence is that presented. and the thesis is restated at the conchs.
don. Alternatively, the evidence can be presented MA-leading to the statement of
the thesis at the end. If this is done, however, the writer must take special eye to
inform the reader that the evidence supports a thesis which will not be revealed
until die end of the essay. The evidence itself can he or Bred in different ways, em
hotly* the principle of Orderly flow for essays. These different orderings reflect
the persuasive porpose of-the inductive essay. Most authorities agree that the most
persuasive ordering is to put the very strongest piece of evidence at the end. Dow.
ever. there are various ways to organize the reinainlig pieces. The aimactk order
builds hone the weakest evidence to the strongest. o '..9e the Nestorian order starts
with the second strongest piece and then builds from the weakest to the strongest
(Ilughes arid Duliamel 1962). Unlike stories, Segmentation for the essay takes the
form of paragraphs with information chunked according to topic. There are pan.
ciples which govern sentence organization within the paragraph. For example,
kieras (1978) has studied readers expectations about-the placement of topic sen
tences within paragraphs. Our ow,n data suggest that readers also have expectations
about how the principle of Language is instantiated for essays. Readers expect a
'Imagist+ to be a blend of abstract statements of general principles and specific,
concrete illustrations of examples.

Another common kind of essay is one which compares and contrasts two
cniiiies. For example. in work which we will not be describing, here, we used Iwo
such essays, one in which a football halfback and a ballerina were compared, with
emphasis on their similarities, and another In which two very shnilat maladies, heat
exhaustion and sunstroke, were compared, with emphasis op their differences.
There are two dominant types of organization for such essays: one in which all the
properties of one entity are described before all those of the second, and another in
which the two entities are described concurrently, with parallel properties
deicribed in alternation for the two. This contrast is not particularly surprising, per
haps. but it does influence what readers expect to find once they realize the put.
tone of the essay.

Frupitical investigations 'Alexi processing

Let in now briefly describe the types of investigations we have conducted. Our
strategy has been to use a number of different tasks to try to understand what it is.
that readers are doing while reading. in this section we will describe these tasks, and
in the next uction present some results from these tasks for stories and essays.

7 4
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All of ton texts arc fairly simple arid short sit we Can use them ill different raIla
willmosi creating wry long sessions. We used him different stories Itlic isimilierr in
parentheses Indicate the roundlet of lenterices pee story):

Lentil (52): This story was taken from McCloskey (1940). and
r
is a-Weil-formed chili

ciren's limey. Since we will he discussing It in some detail later, a synopsis of its
plot appears in table 3.

Stranger (44): This story was taken from Finlay (1969)..11 is also a well.forined
story. a table about the rants of greed and selfishness.

(Tale IstatAl (111): This story was originally intiriduced by Dawes (1966). The
version we used was taken hum Thoindyke (1977). Although this story fits
Thorndyke's story grammar, it is not welleirmed for reasons we will describe
later. A

Illir of the Ghosts (28): Thb classic was used by Bartlett (19.12) holds similes of
schemata. 01 is an American Indian folklak, and becauselt uses etmvehlions and
knowledge unfamiliar to most of us it is quite difficult to understand.

Our choice of these four stories was quite deliberate. We wanted two well-formed
and Iwo ilformed stories so we could contrast our readers' behavior for llicsc two
types.

.1,

Table 3
Synopsis of "U . a lir'.

Slott' nor: Content
. _...._ ___. ______

cliSelatil:ters Lentil - a boy who wanted to sing and whistle. lint couldn't so canned In
A small noldwestern town mad Alto. Oblo

play the harmonica Instead
Colonel Cartes - a deb. Inirtorient man who bad given lawny balding% and

parks to the town of Alla
oid Sneer - an nhi.mabhy fellow who eorphins about everything and

and everybody
Plot Colonel Coder Is retracing to Alto after a lwoYear Warner. The town

decides tahave a celebration. Old Sneep mallets that Colonel Caller weak
to be taken down a peg or lwo.Prepantions are snide foe the rclelnarkm:
flags end *mammal op.the bind Is at the Mallon. the mayhr bas a speech
ready. The Irate arrives. As Colonel Carter steps from the train. Old Sheep
is seen by all on the lop at the Mellon sucking ea lemon. the band sett all
puckered op and easel play. Everyone is silentind embersarsed, and
Colonel Carter begins to look angry. (.enlii saves the day toy stepping op
and playing on his harmonies. t'olonel Carler is phased. and a WNW ca.
%silos Is had by all. including cid sneer.
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I thold marl by admit hurtle:of at lithe
at lire ciao' acr t aspeted classroom( would
tirbrb lave seemed nisi fanciful and emote'.
tit e
( Itt- Tat per ins then :wadable would have /
been Cligti,%tlifficoolt to maintain. and
it mold have required frequent replacement.
Now, however, becalm of improved materials,
she arromenit lor favor of e must've carpeting
yew a steal deal more plausible.
New indoor outdoor tynihetiet ate Main
tetioant, fade resittani. durable and into:
penalty.
Ihey have made calming seem much lest
a lottery than 1 reaotnable, even detirahle
atternative Ito tie (loom
itoielly, dole went to lie three central mo-
menta in favor of carpciins.

I hit, of ilium., ratpcilap is attractive.
Now admittedly. modern tecimoingy offers
a neat variety of attractively colored IBM
I hr days of drab, institutional grays. peen].
and browns in tile are noel.
Hui while Ilk may approach carpetingin
result of color, it has a hard and unattractive
*oboe.
Carpeting, on the other hand. is colorful,
attractive to the touch. and coonfortaidc In
walk on-
1i meg 3 twig way toward cteating a pleasant
attompflert all of tot would like to stork in,
both to anti out of clam
Richly colored carpeting. such as bold redo
often used in 63111(113ml commercial offices,
wield make our facitillet lets institutional.
Might car petior can easily make attractive
an arcoi Ihai would cohcrwite teem Spartan=
anti sterile.
In tout. carpeting seam desirabk sino4y
becalm if it tonic attractive tolook al and
walk r Than tile. ,

ill-for need

At hulk at live years ago-carpeted
ciattroonot would rightly have secoowt1 tots
I 281(11M and eN pen dm. ,

297 298 (. At 01,484e it al 1 (*evoistire aspects #.1 Cern,'
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fly carpeting then available wordel have
been cooly, difficrall to maintain, and
would have required frclpotni replacement.
Improved materials have made the argu-
',Knit in favot of extensive carpeting seem
a great deal mole plausible.
New indoor outdoor synthetics are slain
ichstoni. fade resistant, diorahlt and Ines-
pensive.
They have made carpeting seem much lett
a Maury than a reasonable, even desirable
alternative In tile floors.

Camelia,/ is attractive.
Modern lechnnlogy offers a picot variety_
of alliattively eninted tiles,
7-be days of drab; institutional grays, peens,
and browns in life are over.
While Ilk may approach carpeting in Wins
of enittail has a hard and unalttactive Ica-
tore.
Carpeting is colorful, attractive to Jhe lou',
and comfortable to walk op.

li goes a long way toward mating a pleasant
atmosphere all of us would like to work in.
both in and out of class.
Richly colored carpeting, such as bold reds
often used in banks and commercialofficea,
...wild make our facilities less institutional.
Wight carpeting can easily noakc attractive
an area That wonlot othsrwise yem SOrlark
alral made. .

We will also report Bala fill two essays, cacti Ili which had Iwo versions created
by embodying the saute 'underlying structure in two surface boons. The essays we

itself were:

76
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Orpeling (37): This persuasive essay rogues that carpeting is really mule cirst-effec-
live than ilk For classroom flours. 'file standdirl version wak taken from Ilaker
(1970. We created au ill:formed versiim by removing the signalling devices from
the surface structure. The first two paragraphs of both versions of this essay are
given hi talk 4.

lre Age (22): 'lids essay :describes in a fairly factual way the possibility that we
may be facing smother ice age. It was taken hum Junes and Faulknet (1944.
The two versions differed in that one presented the limes at the beginning fl-
lowed by Ile evidence, while.the second presented the evidence first. followed.
by the thesis. This second version is 111-Formed because it does not make it clear
to the reader that the evidence will precede the thesis statement.

For all of lire leafs used in these studies, an indication of the importance ref each
constituent was obtained by having en Independent grump of subjects cross out half
the material In each text and then oblaiiiing a Ronk of the frequency with which
individual elements were deleted. This inkumation will he referral to as implr
Imre Ratiokgs later In this paper.

Subjects

i

MI of the subjects in the studies to be described were college students who were
mkt at a rale of $ 2.50 an hour for their participation.

Tasks

We used two different tasks with each of these seis of Materials, using dillereni
groups of subjects for each task.

(1/ realms ma &Mil
The subject was shown cacti sentence In the teat one at a time. is sequence. aid

was asked, In talk nul loud into a tape recorder about a number of things. In par lit -

alas, we asked subjects to talk ghoul any inferences or elaborations they felt coin-
pelted to draw ott the bash of die curtail sentence, any connections they saw
between the curtest! sentence and any prior ones, any predictluins about what might
be coming up. and any comments they had alma, the text or their understanding of
H. Subjects who talked oil loud to the essays were also asked In comment on the
role an individual sentence had in the overall loptsizatinir of the essay .if they felt
compelkd lo. The tapes from these WISII1113 were I ranscribal, and checked, and the
haT,Serlpflons segmented into hica' units anti Ike twits classified by type of state-
ment. The segMentatinn and classification wire checked ran reliability by having
Iwo people pawn, these tasks.

(2) Reacting time . .
. .

Subjetts were rtescittell with,caell (ex' al a comitolei terminal. Fade time they
pressed a key she next senience nr the text appealed. Only one sentence was shown
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at a time. Subjects were told to read the text as woolly 83 liosSibk. Those reading

the souks were told that later on we would explore how well they understood each

story. Essay mailers were told deal they would later be asked to write a one-Sen-

tence Somme, y of each essay. The primary data from this task are the times sub-

jects devoted to each sentence in each text.

Processing simple stories

What is a reader doing while reading a simple story? This question has been at the

heart of a series of investigations we have been carrying out. In this sectiou we will

present a broad sketch of our view of what the reader is doing. and then gresent

several sets of data from our march that provides support of this view.

Tine reader of a simple story is cord-muted with the following task. A text em-

bodying various aspects of the story is available as input. The text will be processed

against a haekgsomol of several types of knowledge that are relevant to it. The final

product of understanding will be an interpreted representation of the essential cle-

IIIC1113 of the story. however, with most stories, this representation must be eon-

structed front hocontplete information in the text. Much that is important to inter-

pro ;ng the elements of the text 33 a story is left ienplieit.

To try to give a concrete idea of what readers ate doing while reading a simple

story, let us describe saute of out talking-out-loud dab for several stories we have

been examining. Table S presents the relative frequencies of different types of

things readers talk about dining this task. As you can see, most of their talking is

devoted to making inferences, generating predictions, and commenting on connec-

tions to.ptior infonnation. The relative frequencies of these activities are roughly

the same across the four storks shown in table 5, though there are some interesting

exceptions that we will comment on later. Though comments about the story or

about then own understanding are low in overall frequency, they are very diag-

nostic of'aspecls of stories that readers are sensitive to.

We will first consider an example of a wellformed simple story in order to show

how the principles bear upon what a reader is doing during comprehension. Lentil

is a straightforward childreh's story whose surface organization is quite simple. The

rim 17 sentences ate the Exposition, in which the three major Omelets and the

seeds of the potential conflict are introduced. The Narration begins with sentence

IR. and the climax that distinguishes Complication from Resolution occurs during

sentences 30 to 32. Our analysis of what readers are doing while reading "Lentil" is

hosed on twelve subjects who talked met loud while reading it. Later we will

ilesaibe how die. talking-out-loud data correspond to the sentincehy-sentence

reading times of another group of subjects who were reading silently..

Throughout the Exposition of "Lentil" the talking-ord-loud subjects were clearly

collecting information and formulating tentative hypotheses about what was likely

to happen hi the story. They all recogolzal that the three central characters yield a
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table 3
Pot.ettotinn of Ialblopoot loud p000llexikeen in each saterolt.

1'39(.09 y Oxtail - Munro Ghosts (*hate Nand

rsedlkeets 9.22 0.21 0.13 et 26

Questions 0.04 0.112 0.119 11.01

Comments on slim:low 0.09 9,U6 OM 11.10

COINMENO ON own IWII3v1IO 0.113 (1.03 (1.04 0.02
Coofigneallon of psnlIctions 0112 0.03 0.01 002
Refetenees he antecedent

Infos maltose . 11.29
4 0.36 0 30 0.27

Inferences
t:eneted le NOWledie and

associations

0.30

0.112

9.24

0.04

0.30

0.03

11.27

0.116

highly probable Floe of conflict awl resolution: Old &seep and folouel ("mkt will
be the source of the conflict, and Lentil will provide lire sesulnlion. At Sentences 1$
and t9, where the Narration begins, the subjects brought together theme lentolive
hypotheses and Aninulated'geeteral plans for the rest of the story. Trask 0 shows
some examples of what subjects said at this point. ll was Sliikilig II, ins how regular
this phenomenon was: virtually 'all subjects did the same Mug at about the same
place he the story.

ThroUgh0111 thee processing of the Natation the hypothesis etholsucted earlier
by subjects were In evidence, Each event was incorporated lino the gencrot plan.
cousimeted at the end of the :xposillim.,The impact of.these hypotheses was
moskdrantalically revealed et sent 30 and 31. The readers knew something
was grim to happen, but had no idea what. C0113131ent with the expectation that a
story onolains novel elements, the readers expected to be atomised by Ilse specific

'fable 6
Examples of tesder comments to sentence IR in "Lentil".

Subject Conemenls

24 'I expect the pint will sucecat in setting the ()done, to Imo lentil ',laying his
latinonica. Ike Colonel will he impteswel and Until win beeenatetrd
somehow',

17 -Maybe a ecletnatIon is planned (paratle err land lentil Mil win Oht Ila with
t a oneolo, welcoming sons".

07 "1. %peel In wall Ileal tidooel (after now will have some bleed at wit- in that!
ping me with Alto and his snit* and 11141 Sneep t sped Ste heat somethips
shout l'olonett'aelet% feat lion to 1.crtir.

23 "'We expect no we some InectacIften between ( Mattel eagle,. turi sorvi anti
tenlit Petthattly a peat erktetatbn. &Net that trotil will 'notably he
asked 1 play for blot-.

,.
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loom Ill . even thdonOt they knew it wroth! involve suroetlliugthat
Ohl Surer does h. (*Omni tarter Sentence Al. 'then then; was 3 wel sound Ition
above" is totally surmising, No one can tell al this point what the wet sound is. lint

Nit mint inincel staled innnedigely print In going int 1(1 sentence 3 I . that Ohl Sowell
wrist he implicated ;mil that the chniali is at hand. Even though lentil had not hem
mentioned since sentence 14. most subjects predicted Ihni Lentil's central role in
the stony tral ;daunt- to emeige. Thin. the "wet sound" is a highly inftionative event.

o Ilecause the 'skit), is wellwrinco (at least aecooling to the conventions for mach
childhrr's Wino). the hypothesis-based predictions subjects madc in 'espouse to
the clam:it:lie event were in' fad tight. Once the climax is passed. the mode of pm-
eessing changed sprite drastically. The rcaaers appealed to be operating in a am-
nion:miry mode. No. new sitipriscs were expected. Over and over tine finds in the
ponocois statements like "That's what I expected" ttt "Vi p". indicating that pre-
(tedious generated were now tieing round h1 he congruent with use emerging details

1.1 the Resoluti llll
"I rut II" Is a gond example of a story where the writer and the reader are operat-

ing in harmony. The Exposition leads all of the readers to establish a background
and a so of hypotheses which successfully guide the subsequent ptocessing. The
same ellclations ate derived by different readers at just about :he same points in
olio story and %rah; events tend to he interpreted in the sante way. The climax is
especially shiking:Ihough it is unpredictable, it is hm»edialely interpretable and is

_integrated into the.general representation of tire stony being constructed by the

We, have contraster"Leall1" with several other stories. sonic
vidate the principles.listed in table 2. We will briefly mention
version of "('ircle Island" used by Thomdyke (1977) has two
the taint:ivies. the whole story violated the principle fl.

which clearly
wn of these. The.
[Mug violations of

2) in table 2. which,
tut stories. claims' OM' the Narration of the shiry Mint he told in specific, concrete
icons. In "Circle. Island" no ,specific characters .are developed and no -specific
:odious or events are described. Most stobjects hi the talkingout-10W task assumed
the text was the Lxposititui of a story. Many were surprised when it ended, staling
that they expected a Narration to follow. To these readeisthe'story was told at the
wrdmilcvel. The second problem was that 4nost subjecla mold not link the last scot:
fence with the frevisols.scventeeto. The last sentence states that civil war broke out.

coosistently stated that son enough information had been presented to
allinv, them to construct a feasimal0e. scenario which led to a civil war. Thus. the
',nuclide of Counurititt. was violated. Since "Circle Island" conforms lathe story
gronmar descriheil luy Thormlykc. this is a good example of haw adliescocc to a
story grairotar..is not a sufficient cossilit loss for a story to he wellformed.

liarilds (1932) famous' "War of the (iltosts' is mil even mellforitted at the
lever of mosteilying structure, at least for flatlets Isom um culture. headers have a
It'Itible tittle with 'ii. There is 'no evidence that any of the twelve subjects whq
talked! 11111 hind in this story ever tomindateil a ithereut hypothesis about the

to2 C; ,II in ( 41101 ft of g ggg

glottal titgatikalion of the story, alllisoigh some were able to genet:61e some lirt:;1
hypotheses. She 'confusion of mu subjects is illissiratesi in the comments h, table 1.
These comments were all made In rialion ht the sentence in which ghosts ate Film
intolduccit. In this sentence, inic of the main characters Infers that lie has encoun-
tered ghosts: The toasts for Ibis inference is nut at all cleat to mailers fitim our oil.
lore. The confusions generated by this sentence include low-level confusion al I

the referents of "pronotios as well as confusion about the basis not the ghost infer.
ence Itself.

Kindler awl Johnson (1977) presented a convincing analysis which shows that
the primary problem with "War of the Ghosts" is that readers have difficulty con-
soucting any causal links between the individual episodes which follow each other
In time. Thus, readers cannot discent an Merrill plan. since sicklier Otherence Ism

.Cassopkiestess can he detected. norther. these are loll many bizarre, or unfamiliar
events, so realm have difficulty assimilating the story to a Otsorctitilttral world.
one can colitis re through the list of principles hi table 2 anti show that "%Vat of
the Ghosts" provides examples of visitations of most of them.

ply contrasting the talking-out-loud protocols of subjects reading welformed
and illfproled stories, we have gathered considerable support for the claim that
'readers possess the kind of knowledge described in table 2. Fstillter, these same data
seep to reveal how subjects use 11115 knowledge its their inteopretatiosi of each sen-
tence in they encounter 11 in a story. However, Oxen the (obvious Mini:lathy of the
talltlorout-loud task, b there any connection between what readers tell us In this
task and what readers o task that more closely approximates illklIttal reading?
To answer this, we coliald sending times for subjects who read each story silently

Table 7
Examples of reader comments lo gbod sentence in 'Vat of the Ghosts".

Sidled Comments

don't net that at all. I don't think II refers In the test of the story",
9 "Oahe the Indian? Somebody, either lorlimously or *lino* Ls smurstiou

Mat some of these could he ghosts, (*mild be the %motors. the ruing men.

12

the violence".
Imagine why lie wooed may that, toilets maybe they were tl +caking

about lime.
13 , well, the Ymme non ... oh. I draw a Mank um litit sentence".
14 ."iees. I don't know whet the hell is going on. 'I hey are afraid of somehorly's

ghost? We don't know who, Meru( the town people? klaylie the watirkus
ore globale".

IS "This doesn't seem to fit in anywhere. I have no idea how to interpret tills
lenience or even where this sentence came (tom".

16 "be young man Moo& that the no stile what it meanc.but them were
souse gOinothie qualities In Ore Indhn. I don't know what that utestos".

- - - - -
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al a ompulei terminal. (hie overall effect in the scatting times Is that War of the
idioms was read much more slowly than airy of the other three stories. The average
time pet syllable was 415 nisec.. compared to 2)9. 27R. and IRO for Lentil.
Sitanger. and Circle Maoist respectively. This difference was highly significant in au
analysis of variance (n3.39) = 13.2. In <0.001).T1sis fits in nicely with the overall
genet al confusion shows, by the talking-out-loud subjects who were teading War of

;linos
We also exandued the sentenceby-sentience delalis of the reading times. Fig..3

shows the type of data provided by this reading time task. Mrs figure presents the
reading rates lot a group of twelve subjects reading "Lentil". The reading rates
shown on the ordinate of fig. 3 have been adjusted to take into account differences
in sentence length. A qualitative examination of these tea ding times reveals some
interesting coirespundences with the talkingout-loud data. Notice that there ate
numerous long reading rates during the early pottion of the story. These are nit
likely due to the attempts by subjects to stoic background information and Immo-
late general bypotheses.Of part ic ulat note are the Jong times for sentences 16 through

where the Exposition shifts to the Narration. This is where the talkingout-loud
subjects wete Immolating the general hypotheses they used to guide their further
processing. The peak al sentence 31 and the fiat reading times afterward corre-
spond, tespectively, to the large amount of Inferential and predictive activity at the
climax followed by confirmatory processing that we noticed In the talkingoutloud
data. In genetal, the pattern of reading times corresponds to the reader's pattern of
recessing stiategies revealed by out analysis of the talkintout4oud protocols.

These qualitative impressions fot "Until" were supported by s quantitative anal-
ysis of the reading times. We perforated a stepwise multiple regression using the

100
. _
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mem reading time per sentence as the dependent variable and a series.of possible
piedicims of reading time its the independent variables lablcft shrews the tenths
if this analysts. This lable shows the variables Mai were and were not selected by she
stepwise multiple regression as sigssificani. predictors of marling time. Two analyses
are shown: one that did and one that did not include tire serial position of the sen
fence as a cniable..Nole that hi both analyses the number of syllables per sentence
accomets fur a very large percentage of the variance in reading limes. However. in
ailditiT. the number of inferences made by talk idgetitloud arbjecis also eine/ger,
as a significant predictor, and hi the second analysis where serial positior was
excluded. so did the Humber 01 predictions. What these analysis reveal Is that these
is an asocial ion between places In "Lentil" where the talkinglitti.loriii subjects gen.
elate inferences mod predictions acid where the silent-reading subjects take snore
lime. To les. this ingests quite strongly that the hiformation we collect from the
talkingoutond subjects Is useful he helping us to Immolate hypotheses as to what
the normal sealer is doing while reading a simple story.

Tables 9 and 10 show similar mulliple 'egression data for other 'Milo we have
examined. In tablet). another well-futmed story shows similar associaauses between
Arrapertias of the talking-nut-loud data fin deal stenry and the corresponding [Ming
times. In table 10.511141m analyses for two 111-formed strides showed little association
between the lalking-out-loud data and the leading times. This differetece between
well-funned and ill-fuimed dudes is potentially interesting. though we *mild ward
to teplicate it fat a wide' range of stosles before we *meld make much of it. Out
certainly the analyses of "Lentil" and "Stranger" are encouraging.,

'III MIMI& uc session analysts Is a standard statutes! rechnirpre fm riuentlintively evaluating
the 'definably hetWeen one no wore poollriot wallabies sods dependent volatile. I'M
Instance. In tables P. 9. and 10. 'caviling Ilene is the dependent inulatok, and a.moolwr of loilice
variables see expInted sa pomade welkin's of Ow wailing limes arum sentences. The teems
"cneit.". "Sta.". and Two. R'" sic statistics wilkh pertain in the noisome and intelpee,
tato* of this analysis. "Cecil." screw In the teritittinn coeffklents *Mete indicales how meat
units of champ arca in deo dereedent volatile foe eacn unit change in a given peedlrioe
wadable (e.g In 1.1k R. pail I. each additional syllabic in a *talcum is estimated to Inocair
marlins due fry i 14 one.). The "Sig." siaihites huliesic wheilreo :M AI of A Iea-
dlcint (indicated by 11w coefficient) is atatisticsIly 'lantana' Ite.. is lope c lab not lo
he She effect of mutual 'ordain volalInn). Selected peedirnn In these rabies are defined
as just those wobbles whose effects are aiaitctkakty slanifIcent in this wove, finally. the 'Vont.
R2" statistical Indicate *loaf olniellon of the Infer vie latho In leading Owe %cures anon sen-
tences can he atuRnslcd to each pectlIclos wadable.. in esampk, the vat dal km in the ntoullet of
syllables moots *valences amounts Iui Obttlli TWX- of Ike total volablilly In Ike 'earth, Mimics
int These sentence*. while 'total position only *craven's rot an mislillossal S% of Ilk Illy.
In general. Site R2 al:pule Is one mealme of the relative hoprilanee of a medic% in the
end the stem* "rum. R2" porkies an oaring hteasute of bow noels vaiketion in the tending
hues can be eilellitelet1 In the set of prollefots o ; whole. thus. in pan 1 of table 11. about Pr:

of Ilse 1001 vat kt1+1111 y in marling antes atoms seittentvs cams lie aeroonied fin by the wireiell
co fables. The tentalettlee Is unexplained valiation
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S$11.11.1et 19) 7 009011 0.696
Semi position 47.2 001119 n.741
Infernos I IlLS 011036 11.789

Pt...he-ton IN( win tr.I
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Nobel/Int
safest/int

l flit tm awn belta
(*.tsorsienh tin %umlaute f
ronfitnlatiun ni ptedittlant
Reletenee to anlcredcni infotntatInn
t :enetvl knowledge and asteteblioni

Itrefic(.re seketed
Syllable(
(tartrates
rsedletiont

189.1
122.8
87.9

Preditais ant Woed.
Impottance
Quest/ins v.

(*mota;nt$ gm own betsvint
( 'ommenit nn mien-tom
( 'unfit mations of piedietinnt
Reletete err antecedent infottnatinn
Gertetit knnwledge and awoclations

- --
") IterentieP1 vat = mean sewing lime pet sentence.

Processing simple essays

0.0000
n.0044
0.0477

0.696
0.742
n.762

Became they are written and read for different purposes,one would expect stories
and essays to he read in somewhat different ways. On the other hand, since both
employ many general linguistic conventions, there ought also to he many similari-
ties. Al a rueful level the similarities are captured by the kinds of principles shown
in table 2. In this section, we want to locus on some of the differences we observed
in. how our subjects approached the reading of simple essays. To us, these differ-
ences clearly reveal that college readers know and use a wide variety of genre con-
ventions in reading simple colietent texts.

We will first examine the data from our talking-out-loud task. Table II shows
some genets' statistics about the frequency with which subjects said different types
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table 9
Multiple tegteolost snob* of teollog thews lot 'Stranger ".

mutant tleptvke *ergot/Int ")

I. Predictors seIrrieel
SvNables
Sella! pavilion
Gettent k mmwkdge and somielailmo

Itedlante not alerted.
Impottance
rsaakflans
Question,

k Comments un strut line
Confltmallan of ptedkfluta
Relocate In anlecvdent loiatmation
Inferences

2. Predictors selected.
Syllables
buitattatav
rteAel Ions
Genoa' knowledge end alsociatiout

('nett. Sig ('urn.

212
59 S

223.9

183.2
13.3
893

211.7

hedkion plot rket es!
Quest/Int
(*aninientssta OturInte
Reference In antecedent InktimatInn
Inferences

7. .

10 Dependent vatlabk mean tending lime pee sentence.

0.0000
0.111106

nitrins

0119110

0.0043
n.003
Ooina

0.493
0.588
0 659

0.493
0.540
n.603
0.556

a things doting the talkingutlond task. The somewhat ifferent distribution of
statements In lahk I I when compared with table 5 reflects the somewhat different
Instructions given to the talking-out-1mA subjects in the essay tasks. Not sittptis .
ingly.'explIcilly asking subjects to talk oboist how the current sentence 01 in to Ike
overall plan of the essay generates' mince stqlerrients about the structure.

What is not revealed by these overall figures are some very-Important 'patina lye
dill-melees In shot subjects said to essays when compared with storks. Perhaps
the most thematic difference came jot the kinds of predictions made by readers.
Note that in tables S and I1 predictions ale relatively common: they mine
sent about a quarter of the productions for the essays and a third for lbe stories.
liosvevel, the kinds of predictions were very different. The typical predictions made
by the reader of a story were specific. They predicted specific events that might
occur later in the glory, Involving specific characters. Table 6 estostaitts typical exam-

. plc,. The specificity of the predictions increased as the story developed. not our-
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-Chos11".
Itnikftlet selected

Syllables
General knowledge and associations

Arthrtors ntu seketni
Impoviance

. Predictions
Sesial position
emontents ua 1111C111 1e
Primate in onlseedeal inIngualion
Inmates

"chyle Ithml"
.reetheitres **art,.

Syllables

PIslicriws *Pt frirrfrd
Still position
Inipottance
Prediclions
Questions
f'netments nn shtuchuie
Returnee tu antecedent Information
inevsnees
Centel knowledge and association
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ft

3311 II 0.000(1 0.743
313:9 0.00211 0.826

182.4 0.0001 0.604 ,*

13 Dependent vaslable = main seoding time pet sentence. -

Table 1 I
rinoffition ni talk ing-out-inull productions In each totem), for essays.- -
t'ategovY Ice Ages Carpel

Ptedielions
Questions
enmsnenls nn St1 UCIUM

enmments not nwn behavior
confirmation of predictions
Remotes to antecedent

InlototatIon
ledevences
t :envoi k snoring, and

snociations

8t

Welllovsned 111Invoned Well-f mined ill- fanned

prisliegly, skive mule 311t1 11101C 1111111111:11itni was available his the eatlet al I the
Om line being developed. nal the important point %,nis that the pieclictioin were
specific even very early .on: those shown in tattle 6 were generated only about a
lilt's! of the way into "Lentil-. In marked contiast, the predictions given in the
essays were lunch more genetsi. They often Consisted of 1:1101MICOFIE ill the erred
dial readers expected to see member argument, expected mighty example, rfe, Ifirt
the specific aignment or the specific example were seldom generated. We Wok this
difference in the types of predictions generated by readers reflects smite immolate!
differences in rte way they approach these Iwo lcxt types. The 'cadet or a story
has a set of film eXpectallotts about the type of substantive emits that will moll.
lute acceptable contitmatirms of a slaty. Given background btformation Aim' the
characters and their motives. much can be anticipated annul bow the eottllict and
resolution of the story will proceed. Iluwevei. with an avitiltneld. 11 is apilarently
more difficult In pretikt the specific'. Readers know Mai an Inductive arginitent
(e.g.. (itspetiont) will have various elements of supporting evidence fur the main
point. and they know (perhaps trivially) Mal a compare and contrast will have Mm
pailsolts and contrasts. But their predictions do nol reduce to the level of specifics.
For example, table 12 presents predicikins made by subjects at the end of ihe Blot
paragraph of the wen - farmed version of the Carpeting essly. The film paragoaph
gives some background information, introduces the thesis of lite essay and an-
nounces that there will be three arguments made he support inr the oleos. in tvm.
trait to the ointments given al the end of the background section,for Unit! lsee
table 6), the essay readers do nol seem In he going beyond what the author has sold
them about the arguments to be presented.

iReaders of the essays seemed to beAulte sensitive lo the surface devices used to
organize the components of the text. This was revealed in two ways. Nisi readers
seemed to be able to avolkipate the ends of paragraphs and other major breaks lit
the argument quite welt. Apparently they were sensitive totlie level of the towage
and the general pace or the aqpintentravagraphs were Often organized by having a

Table 12
Examples of geodes comment at die end of the inoodueloty inosplapli of the welllottned
carpel essay.

Subject - comments

. _

0.14
0.12
0.32
0.03
0.01

0.18
0.10

0.01 .

0.29
0.12
0.2*
0.04
0.02

0.14
012

0.04

0.18
0.06
0.211

0.03
0.01

0.211

0.11.

0.04

0.24
0.08
0.32
0.03
0.03

0.19
0.10

0.01

02

03

04

06

"les gains in gn on to deseilbe what Is po4 about cawellot. Ilsivirc It juiv
mist har it came In be that they ming mote minting, 111111* they's,
going to ten the seasons why",

"1 %sped In And onarilini the duce canal avputtlenti In Won of rawifug
me".

"Now ymt would expect bin to go an and possibly list and possibly explain
each of due girt...tents In flIP:of of toweling".

"Sounds like they ate going in sell me toweling now. they la ill go boo all or
gnod points of roweling and by in sell me a toll".
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general chmege of indigo made nem the beginning fir. a topic statement) and then
followiog This with a vaiiely of specific points egi Menhaden's. (Mem the paragraph
would evil with 3 general summaly. This alternation of general and specific lan-
guage it clearly a coltVeitaoll of essay writing. Readers expect general statements of
maim points they don't expect the main points to be implicit. However, tbey
e`tpccl 111N ,Hain plums to be mellowed with concede examples Of alinements. Eut-
aw', they expect only so much suppoiting detail. Though an inductive alinment
and each MAO, soppoilini point potentially have au indefinite amount of mateg;a1,
melees knit to present only a sewn number of what is possible: two of floes major
points. one go two examples.etr. Readers expeet this, and °Se these expectations to
pace dude understanding of the text. These genera) emwentions ate described iu
'betook books (e.g.. Bake! 1976: Hughes and Duhamel 1962: Kinneavy 1971;
Payne 1909). and toll readers were sensitive to deem.

The !eaglets were also sensitive to suit face deetogical devices used to ogganire the
it t. In the scathing time Profile for the well-fonned version of Carpeting (shown hi
lit; it). two of the longest leading times are for sentences beginning with the them;
gial device. "in shod" (sentences 15 and 29 in fig. 4). Recall that subjects weie
told to lead with the goal of wilting a summary later. The leading lime pattern sug-
gests lo in that subjects woe using rhetorical devices to signal whim they should
form diet ;mention in mulct to be able to svelte a good summary later on. Nosuch
gigends were available in the illformed version of the Carpeting essay. Performance
iu the talking-gun-loud task suggests that this lack of signalling had an effect. While
mailers of the well-fogneeel version always had a good sense of whim they were ire

the essay. their was much evidence in the ill-formed version that leaden weer often
confined 01 misled as to the limitless of the argument.

The readers of the essay on the ice ages showed their sensitivity to the ogganiza-
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don he another way. The two versions of lids essay vaiihl on where the general cow
insigne was slated. Those who had the conclusion mated only at the end had a
uncle holder time gelling the shift oldie essay. Their protocols revealed consistent
mansion as to the central point of what they weic leading. Again, icadeis expect
o be told what the essay is shoed early on, and are confused when this does km
omen.

The seeding limes were sensitive to the well-foginedness of the essays. Fin both
motions. the ',vegan gead:ng times were considegably slower for the ill-fooned vet
dons than fog the wellfogined ones. Specifically, a regression analysis that par;
lolled oust variables like sentence length os syllables revealed no difference in over.
ill leading lime pet sentence for Ice Age in Carpeting essays, but Om 11114..ined
/ashen of each essay required about 900 cosec longer to lead pet sentence than the
vellfogneed versions (1(1, 113) = 7.05,p <0.001). Weiorined versions of ire Age
and Carpeting essays look 3680 and 3773 cosec per seselenee. gespectively, while
he 1114ognied veisioses look 4576 and 4387 insec per sentence.

Another diffegence between the essay data and the stogy data was in the gela
lonsidp between the talking-out-loud molocols and the leading times. A series of
nedlfple regression analyses revealed no cleat relationship between any quantitative
:haractegistic of the talkinikont.luud data and the mean leading times. The only
mist* to einetge as I significant pledictog of leading time was the length of the
sentence. This is in onsiked contrast to the stogy data, whets scoots, indices of
B iking-out-loud behavior 4ele correlated with the leading limes. This is yet anodicr
ndicalion of the differences in the behavior of the subjects who wege,leadigeg the
.wo genres. While the subjects talkinout4oud to the stogies were generating rich,
nlegoonnected hypotheses as they progressed through the passage, those leading
he essays di& little mole then comment on general aspects of the, essay structure.
fielkshowed up in the emergence of welsh position of a sentence as a helm in the
nultiple regression for the stogies but not fog the essays. Seemingly; subjects toad
note slowly at the beginning of a story while they genegaird hypotheses and mote
quickly as they got ragtime into the stogy because much of v4eat they weer doing was
xmligining earner medictions. No slings patletn eineggedis the reading times for
he essays, not was dime evidence in the talking-out-loud protocols of a similag
fictive strategy. Story leaders' hypothesis construction seemed to lead to different
mounts of lime being devoted to Memel story constituents, as revealed by the
n leiconelations of the talkingout-loud and leading time tasks. No Sloth! process
:evened to be involved in the !Mingo( the essays.

To summarize, the reader of an essay has general expectations about the overall
dgucture of the agiument, comparison. of Mimi point being made in the essay. The
cadet quickly recognizes the type of point being made, and at a general level is
ynsitive to the organizing devices in the surface structure of the essay. lloweveg,
',dike the stogy made!, the reader of ass essay does not appear to engage in itch
lypolleeMs relegation and testing. The reader seems to adopt a moose passive sit:a-
tty. waiting fin each new item of information to he presented and flying to fit
of° the levels!l scheme of the argument.
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4 )f come. one ought to be cautious in ovetintetpteling the behavior of readers
from the small sample of texts we have examined. hi this paper we have reported
'in font sorties and two essays (each with two versions). and any [Ovate person
koows that the domains of stories and essays ate very rich, with many types. We ate
actively pursuing this issue by examining a much wider range of texts in both
domains. But we feel relatively confident that the Woad differences between story
readers-and essay mailers that we have desailied.in this paper are accurate charac-
teristics of literate readers. -

General discussion

In this paper we have reported on some results obtained fon Iwo simple genres,
stories and essays. These ate genres that are lamina' to any reasonably literate
made', such as the college students who served as our stibjectkOut main claim
about these medals is that they know, either explicitly or tacitly, a number,of con-
ven-..,nis fur how texts of these types' ate written. and they use this knowledge
actively during them' cononeliensiou of the text. They have strong expectations
about what they will find in the text, and use these expectations to guide them'
undemanding. When their expeditions are violated, as in an illfottned story like
"War Uf the Glynis" or the illformed versions of our two essays, their verbal proto-.
cols reveal confusion and their silent reading times are slowed down considerably.
When their expectations are met, as In "Lentil", "Stranger", or the welrooned
vehirots of our essays, they appear to be able to point (goon the application of their
knowledge of genre conventions to the process of understanding.

A capsule summary of the diffetence in strategies for the readers of stories and
essays might go as follows. The basic orientation of the reader to a story is prospee-
live. The reader is looking ahead, trying to anticipate where the story is going.
Except at the beginning, where an overall hypothesis Is being developed, the story
(cadet tends to relate each sentence to the general hypotheses and predictions that
have been developed. In contrast to this, the reader of the essay appears to adopt a'
retrospective orientation. Each new element In the essay is related to earlier ele-
ments. There is little anticipation of whet is coming up, except at the. most general
level. This difference in orientation'on the part of the reader is of course due to the
hash difference iii male:lying structure of these two genies. The story has a causal.
tempoial structure. with events ordered and interrelated in well-specified ways.
Further. the general schema for a story dictates that the events must unfold accord-
ing to a pattern of complication and resolution. These constraints make a predictive ,
strategy quite useful. An essay. such as an inductive argument, has no similar struc-
ture. Rather. a general hypothesis is supported by a variety of evidence, and the
support relationship between each succeeding piece of evidence and the (usually)
previously staled thesis makes the retrospective strategy appropriate. It is extremely
'Dictating to us that our readers. especially those in the talking-outloud task.
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exploited these differences io establishirig their ovetall stiategy lor complehatiling
the texts.

If mu Inliffitg-ont-lond data arc tepteseitiativc. marten appear to have consider-
able .knowledge oboist troth the maleilying from and suunface COOVCOlitillS for these
simple genies. Table 2 anconvicti to capture at a general level the kind of know-
ledge they have. Piesionably this general knowledge ceptcsatis a kind of genie

'schema, and would be applicable to a wide vatiely of specific text types. While the
schema sketched in table 2 has obvious limits (e.g.. 11 has limited utility fit poetry),
it probably reflects the general expectations literate people have for many types of
texts. We believe that our empirical investigations rumble a good start at discover-
ing what people know about two simple types of doss-muse. iloweva, we are otivi-
ously far from a complete cognitive 'twiny of genie. In the temaindet of this dis-
cussion we would like to raise four issues which need, to he addressed If we ate to
develop s more complete theory of genre.

First. we need to charactetize in much more detail the principles in table 2. Vol
examp!e, what Is an adequate retinal or lingublic re ptesentation of these in hIcipIes?
Can we develop a plausible psychological reptesenlaffim fon the principles? Do the
principles all have the same status? We have 'heady. suggested that die principles of
Courierriviti and Overall plea could be formally reptesettled in Woos of, say, a
story grammar representation (although the specifics and adequacy of such lepte-
sentations is a matter of considerable debate). Other principles like Specificity or
Language do nob seem to have the same status, hut refer rather to more qualitative
stylistic Of aesthetic consideration,. Specifying the humid and psychological nafrie
of these principles is especially important if we want to chatacterize precisely the
wellforniedness of texts.

A second Issue is how we can apply or Instantiate the general principles given a
paladin genii. At present the ptinciptes have been applied on *Wilke grounds.
using empirical protocols as a heuristic to illustrate or suggest a particular formula-
don of a principle for a particular genre. llowever, we obviously need a mole plin-
dried way of applying the principles. .

A third issue b how these principles are learned, not only in childten learning to
read and write particular genres but also hi adults who may have occasion to master
new forms of discourse in a profession or elsewhere (e.g.. technical fount of writing.
Instructions, memos, new literary genre, and so on). Presumably, the adult made:
would bring to bear something like the principles in table 2 and would induce-from
particular Instances ors genre low these principles are pantie hazed.

Finally, while our analyeisor written communication examined the roles of both
the reader and writer. we have focussed in lids paper on the reader's behavior. But
our analysis in particular, the principles listed in table 2 is Jost s; applicable In
she writer. Presumably a writer must learn both the underlying loons for a genie
and the principles of unlace composition. In fact. In the ilialfaCI_ the contrast
between Midetlying and artifice loons could correspond to the generation and the
revision processes often discussed in connection with wilting (e.g.. Cley 1972;
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1 loWel and 11.11es 19 /7. 19/91. Good and bad wrileus ought in differ, in part al

least. ill Ilia' extent 141 which they have acquired tile principles urf comprilliton fur

lire genies they plan to write. however. Nvidle °Icy may have tacit understanding

of ibe principles in their lode as a reader, these do not necessarily readily translate

iloo rlieclive wwiling sir Aeries. A significaull pail of the writer's task is to be able

or aolocip4le the effects of his or her composilion on the reader. I:ailing to do 30

.-, efleciively usually results in a poor composition. Similes of the contrast between
r- gnool and had writers. of writers who are studying composition, and of an individ-

ual wider progressing through successive dials might to he revealing of the extent

hi which Phew principles play a role in the wtiler's task.
We have found our talking-out-loud task lo be quite revealing huih the know-

(edge possessed by mailers and the processes they employ to understand a simple ,

lexl. In this paper we have only conveyed a very little of the information contained
in Ike protocols for this lack. We believe this technique has much potential useful-

nos for gaining and understanding Of the convenlions governing a wide range of lext

P 101 Presumably the lack could be of great interest to scholars of literary pro..
recces ac well as Those. like us. who ate primarily interested in the cognitive pm-

. csscs of ordinal y scarlet%
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Thinkiag-out-loud as a Method for Studying

Real-time Comprehension ProcesSes'
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The analysis of cognitive processes in real time 'is one of

the most methodOlogically difficult tasks in all of psychology.

The events we wish to examine are internal to the mind, with only

occasional observable correlates. Further. Most cognitive tasks

involve a host of hierarchically interrelated Subcomponents,

likely operating In partAlel. Reading text in order to

understand it is an excellent example.of juiX such a task. And

yet, there, is increasing recognition oi'the fact that a deep

understanding of how to assess the readability of texts and how

to remedy reading difficultiol will require an analysis of the

process of comprehension fe.g.. Rintsch I van Dijk. i977, Olson.

Mace. I. Duffy. 1981).

Though many psychological processes important to

comprehension occur outside of awareness, any sophisticated

reader is aware of much cognitiv4 activity that occurs during

reading. with this in mind, we felt that one simile strategy for

obtaining information about the process of comprehension would be

9 5
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to have seeders think out loud vhi.le reading. we were motivated
, .

by m 'belief that intelligent. reading hfs many affinities with

problem-solving, a domain in which thinking-out-loud (TOL/

protocols have proved to be a useful research tool (e.g., Newell

I Simon, On/. Of course, to use TOL data to study cognitive

processes,. one must be a'sare of the limits and pitimils of this

method. As with any other method, it is useful -for pursuing some'

goals and not others. The aim of this chapter is to discuss its

usefulness as one technique for studying die comprehension of

connected test.

This chapter IS organized as follows. The general rationale

for the use of the TOE, method is described first. This includes

a discussion of a general model of comprehension that has guided

our research and our use of this method. The goals,of the TOL

method and the general OSSuMptIons mad. in using it are

described. Next. we list a variety of different types of TOL

tasks that.can be used, and briefly discuss their virtues. Then

we illustrate the use of TOL data in the analysis of

comprehension processes by discussing a series of studies

conducted in our laboratories. We also describe a series of

other applications of the TOL task to make comprehension

activities explicit. though In Some cases as a means to another

goal. Since other investigators have used the TOL task with more

mixed results than ours. we diScuss some of the reasons why the
.

TOL task may vary in its usefulness. in the concluding section,

vs summarize in a convenient form the advantages and the

limitations of using TOL protocols for studying language

9 J,
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comprehension.

1. THE USE OF THINKING-OUT-LOUD PROTOCOLS .

what kind of informftion can we hope to obtain fromTOL.

data? There has been much controversy in the history of

psycholoOkskutwerbal reports as data, focussing primarily Upon

their oft-reported unreliability (e.g.. Nisbett & Wiesen. 19771.

in a detailed analysis of verbal reports as data, Ericsspn Ind

Simon (1980) clarified several points'ibout their use that are

important to keep in mind when tliinking about TOL data. First,

the focusof the TOL task Should be to get subjects toreport the

content of their immediate awareness rather than to report

explanations of their behavior. Further. subjects should be

asked to report what they are thinking about tight now, not what

they-remember thitOting about Some time ago. The TOL task should

also have subjects talk about sspects of their immediate '

experience that they.CaN talk about. Some processes are

unavailable to introspection or are difficult to verbal's,. in

general, limits on what is available to be repOrted upon. what .

can be remembered, and on the human ability to Offer explanations

or justifications for one's own behavior should be respected.

Furthermore, TOL data should not be taken as direct

reflections of thought processes but rather as data which are

orrelated with underlying thoiight processes. TOL data provide a

sample of what's on the subject's mind during the task. But they

will not necessarily reveal the strategies, knowledge 'sources, or

representations actually used. These theoretical constructs must

be'inferted from tivt TOL data. The situation is quite analogous

97
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to the use of eye movements or reading times in studying

comprehension. We are less interested in the statistical

properties of eye movements ,.r reading times than we are in the

comprehension processes which generate these properties. These

processes must"be inferred from the data. . TOL protocols are no

different. They are unlikely to reveal in et direct fashion the

underlying processes we are most interested in discovering.

These cautions are extremely important. for as Ericsion and

Simon(1980) point out in soli* detail. many of the cOticisms of

veibel_reports as data are based on faulty assumptions about the

treasonable use of such data. As win any other for data we

Collect in cognitive research, TOL data provide in Wore of

real-timi processeSthst must be affirmed through the examination

Wi as broad s range Hof different measures as poisible., Of

courseies with any other type of clata,'TIOL data have a number of

limitations which must be keepkmind. Ericsson and Simon .

41980 present a clear discussion orthe virtues end limits of,

j TOL data in geheral. and this chapter will attempt to dO the same

for the specific csse of test comprehension..

Reading involvis a broad array of processes, from sensory

and perceptual ones to bf9her level processes such is reasoning

and inference. Table I presents s partial list of these. The

perceptual, attentions', and memory processei involved in the

recognition of letters AM wordsor a skilled reader occur too

rapidly and may not be available to consciousness. There are a

variety of experimental procedures available for the analysis of

these lower level processes.. Such processes ea the syntactic and

4
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semantic analysis of sentences may or may not be usefully

analysed by TOL methods. gut the TOL task le best used to study

the higher level processes in readings the inferences's
.

predictions, schema elaborations, and other complex cognitions

that occur as part of skilled reeding. We assume these processes

ere most avaTieble to consciousness es the reader reads. The

outputs of these processes ars verbal, slow to arise, end samples

of them Sr. sufficient for the investigator to infer whet must

have transpired. In world, to the extent that one egress with' .

meloser'e f'967) characterisation of reeding as "esternally

guided thinking Ip. MI.' the TOL method is specialised for the

study of the thinking.

Inaltrt Table 1- about bare

The investigation of reeding processes can begin t Many

ways. Many have started with formal snalysli of the motorist's -

themselves.' Those interested in letter or word recognition
. ,

attend to the frequency and regularity of various items in

typical text. 'Those interested in syntactic sPf.tysis turn to

linguistic theories of sentence structure for hypotheses.

rinAlly. those interested in text level variables look to

linguistic Analysis for descriptions of Inter4teneence phenomena

like anaphors or of the overall structure gf texts. The

information gleaned from such formal enelysse of the properties

of print and text is very important to the analysis of reeding.

and in combination with esstimptions about paychologicel processes./

provides a rich source of initial hypotheses aboUt aspects of the

7

reeding process.

Tomei analyses of the properties of print and text ars such

less useful in formulating hypotheses about &he higher level'

processesthe thinking--that occurs as part of skilled reeding.

Further. although many of us are ewers of the thoughts we have

while reading, it 'is dint/egg to wooly& these processes either

on the basis of introspection or fiom other a priori

considerations. The TOL task offers an opportunity to ,collect

systematic observations about the-thinking that occurs during

reading. allowing the investigator to form hypotheses about this

level of processing which can in turn be evaluated in a number of

says. Includingesperimental tests. Thus, the optimal tier of the

TOL task is as a discovery procedure for studying these higher

level processes.

In order to better appreciate alma might belearned about

the comprehension process from TOL data. vie begin with a brief

sketch of the nature of test. comprehension. Figure 1 shows a

edema for whet is involved in reeding. Ocuseing on the higher

level activities.
s

The focus is onwhat the reader is doing it

some particular point in the text. Whet controls the reader's

thought processes at the poisit where sentence N in s text is

being read? it is controlled,by the structure of the text and

.sentence N's perticule role in this structure. And it is

controlled by the reader's knowledge of do worldboth physical.

and social--that plsys such an important part in langUage .

.

understanding in general. Further; it is quite clear that

skilled readers possess knowledge about'text conventions, about

fs
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!,ow texts sre written in order to accomplish what, they perceive

to be the author's goals (see Olson, burly, Mack. 1986 Olson,

'Hack, Duffy, 89111.

Insert,Figure 1 about hers.

'ero'thess gambrel sources of constraints ors added three,

kypes of knowledge constructed by the render during

comprehension. The first is a representation of whst has been

presented in the teat so far. This is typically organised by s
do

scheme appropriate for t)s text type being reed. Second,

workspace containing current lines of thought the reader Is

working on Is constructed. in stories, the workspace eight

cont:in hypotheses. about where the text is heeding. For
a

argumentative essays or journal articles, the workspace might

contain criticisms of the author's srguments. The contents of

the yokel-once can be more or less specific depending on a variety

et reader and teat variables *e.g., Olson st al., 19811, but they

sre en important pert of what moat skilled readers ors doing in

any teat. Finally, sklhough it has not yet, been studied in much

detail by cognitive psychologists, readers probably construct

model, of the writer. the otbet perticipentin the social

intercourse being mediated by the teat. Ties reader's modal of

the writer may not be eccutiks, and may well be manipulated

intentionelly by the writer.

A reader facigg sentence N in s text wikl use these various

sources of knowledge along with s semanticrepresentation of the

sentence to modify each of Ihe three representations being

101
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constructed during comprehensions the representetion,of what hes

been read. the representation of hypotheses. snd the

rpresentstion of the writer. For conceptual simplicity we

longing thst a sentence thethes sheerly been given s semantic

representation Is passed on to those' processes most directly

concerned with'th4s updating ilOs ignore the undoubtedly important

interactions between these updating processes end the lesi.el,

syntactic, and semantic snalyses of individual Sentences). The

majorvfocus of the T01. dots will be on the processes responlOble

for integrsting the semantic representskion of sn individual

00tOOCO into the various cognitive structures being constructed

during comprehension. These dote should rowel the kinds of

lit'reteeles used by readers in accomplishing these.tesks, the

kinds of knowledge sources employed, snd the kinds of

representations constructed. While memory messures.like recall

hove provided useful information about the knowledge sources and

representations weed in kook eaapreHlension, they tell us very

little about the strategies employed or abOist the sentence-by-

sentence interactions among the knowledge sources end'

representation..

2. TYPIS OF TALRINO-OOT-40130 TASKS
. ., ,

\14.
There are Many kind of TOL dstethst can be collected for

studying text comprehensio 'In this section we will review

everslmajcs..r typal' that haveectuelly been used, and briefly

discuss their virtues and ileitis.
k

1. Sentence-by-sentence talking.

In this version of_the task, which could be considered its

-1

1 0
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10..st haefr fnrat, cultio,t is asked to tafk ',tat each sentence

in the text. The talking cnntinues until the text is completed.

Thnnqh in ptlnolple the test could be presented in utmost en,

fashion, most investigator* have presented it in such a way that

the readet cannot todk ahead. However. investigators have varied

tho.extent to which t he reader can look beck at previous text.

The most testrIctive presentation wake' only the current seltencs

available. while the least restrictive makes ell the previous

text available. Various windows of intermediste slas Could also

be used. How exactly to organise the presentation of the text

depends somewhat on the gouts of the investigator. Yor instance.

in much of out work vs have been intereIted inexpliceting as

fully es possible the role of the current sentence in

comprehension. This has tad us tole'. the lingle-sntnce

exposure Most frequently, but other arrangement' can be essily

justified.

Another dimension of varistion is what the readers are asked

to talk about. We have used two typet4of instructions in our

workt

a. General instructions. In this version of the task, we

encourage subjects to tali about a wide range of things.

However, we typically give them a list of examples of the types

lof things we would like them to talk about. W feel It is

inadequate to instruct them to "think out lo utiwithout telling

them what this means, at least in the context of studying

comprehension.

He have done several studies in which we asked subjects to

103

think out loud generally (e.g., Olson at el., 141). asap in

mind that these subjects are talking sitar such sentence in the

text. The hinds of things vs asked them to talk about includea

any In rencns or elaborations they felt compelltd to draw on the

beg of the current sentence, any connections they sew between

the current sentence and any prior ones, any predictions they had

about what might be coming up, and any comments they had about

w hat they felt was the role of the current,sentence in the

overall orgeniSetaon of the text. These ere obviously not the

only things subjecits could talk bout. Ws included these because

they tiers of theortlest interest to us. The Import.sq point
41,

vis-a-vis the use of the TOL task to study comprehension Is that

one be implicit with the subject about whet to loth about. The

e nact list of Suggestion' should be motivated by theoretical

ideas or by prlor research.

b. YocUseed instructions. In this version of the TOL task,

the subject if slaked to talk about only one type of thing or to

do one type of activity. Let us iiluqprate this with two

ememples from out.ovn research. "'cause of our interest in

predictive processing, we hem' collected TOL data in which ell we

asked subjects to do was td make predictions about what was

coming up in the future in this text and to comment on the fete

of earlier predictions if they fait this wat warranted. Clearly.

this task was motivated by it Specie] theoretical concern for the

importance of a particular type of activity. earlier data from a

general TOL teak had indicated that predictions might bi an

e specially informative rind of activity (Olson et el., 19811, so

10I
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v. vented tflikliiert rirher set of prediction dare that we had

.,rosined from the 4susi1 took, where subjects talked shout s

oumtler of different types of things which ceoperd with

1004i,ttpoS.

in second 'simple. we hod subjects st questions after

reading rh OntenCO. They were told toimeglne that the test's

' oboe WAS present. end tset the author Wee willing to 'newer any

question the reader ..d about the teat it that point, incept for

oltelouS quest ion of whet cores nest. Once stein, we hod

specific theoretical ;Jol in using this task. As with the

stmple al predictions, these kinds of quelition occasionally

o pt...arid in the more general type of TOL test. but we wanted 0

rather set of dots then we could get when s variety of diffsent

types of information were being collected.

loth of these semPls ghee' covert important properties.

rirst. the selection of the thing to be talked boui was

theoretically motivtd. In both cerise we had beckground of

q.n.r$1 rot. dots. reeding time date, end thorsticel module from

whirl+ we +Derived it the Specific probes we used. Mond, the

main rsson for using the focussed TOL task was to get richer

data about this particular dote type. TOL subjects will only soy

9^ much. when you hags variety of types of things (r them to

talk about. you will only get modest mount of any one type. In

order to get richer date of specific type the focussed teak is

needed. Sat beruse it is focussed it provides a much narrower

window into the process of comprehension. toter. when we discuss

an example of thig methodology in more detail. we will return to

o) i

4

this issue.

r. Q&itf1 vdrierrig. Sumelhert 11910 end Oraesser.091111

hove both used a TOG talk in which subjects newerd epecific

questions after sech sentyle Of s test. PuMlhart's subjects

FFFFF adfive Wh-quIretios Who, "bet,' why, when, where) after

ch Sentence. The teats beten ambiguously, with acii Succesilve

dentence providing additional constreints on whet wee going on.

P umelhart used the TOL task to discover how sublects developed no

intrpretetIon of the tests end how the intrprettien changed

with each additional sentence. (leur his used variant of

this task fubjct actually wrote down tijel: answers! to

investigts how readers construct rpreenttion of the teat,

focusine on the contribution ch Senteac.mekes to the growing

rprsentstion.

1. SOISCIIve talking. /

Yet another variation on the TOL task is to hove subjects

telt it only piirticulr points in s teat.' There are two broad

classes of justificetions for this. first, one may hews

process CheorylAst pinpoints certain pIScell in s tett u crucial

tests of some aspect of the theory. Second, in designing

materiels for en aperimnt, there may be certain properties one

went to hove et certain points in the aperioental teats. A

selective TOG task con be used to verify that the materiels have

In fact inetntitd thiproperty.

EXCePt for the feet that it leaelctive rather than

sentence-by-sentence for the wholes twit, the earlier discuseionn

bout whet to have subjects talk about hold for this.voriatkon of

iota



the task too. W. would sspecielly like to underscore the use of

this version of the TOL task for preparing stimulus materials for

experiment's. In most, studios of text ptocessing, the ma'Att.

Independent 'Amiable ars manipulations of the test. We have

found through experience that what seem to be astntiatinns of

tent variable are often not good examples of it. Using selective

TOL to aid in 'developing th'stimuli has been a major part of

several studies we have dons. The feedback from subjects who

think out loUd is extremely informative. so such so in fsct that

we have begun whole line of research aimed at ,sing TOL data is

tools for providing feedback to writers. we will discuss this

last exempt. later.

In Onerai. selective talking is used to study what

processing Is like at some particular point. However, to ammo

the role of local contributions to the talking vrus.global

characteristics of the talking. the placement of'control ptobes

st points in the text different from those of Specific interest

is important. A variety of theoretical considertions would

determine where to put such control probes, but they are a

necessary part of the use of selective Milking.

3. After the fact talking.

Ericsson and Simon lige()) correctly stress that it Is risky

to as subjects to talk about their cognitive experiences after

the fact. Memory is too fsilible to allow for accurate reporting

of earlier mental:states. Nowevet. If very shott text or text

fragments Were used, the ifemory ptoblems ars not ss great, and

useful TOL data could be collected after the fact.

10

Collins, grown, and Laikin (1900) used just such a task to

examine the general Strategies used to comprehend short texts (3

and 4 sentences long). The texts were difficult to understand,

and subjects were asked to talk about the hypotheses they had

considered and rejected in trying to interpret the tent. because

the texts were short, subjects could remember intermediate

interpretations they had generated while reading. This method is

teas useful for exploring the processing of longer texts,

especially if the investigator Is concetned with evaluating the

contribution each sentence makes in the comprehension process.

Even with the short texts used by Collins et al., it is not clear

how accurate subjects were in pinpointing exactly where a

hypothesis was introduced or rejected.

Summit?

Our descriptions of different TOL tasks in this section by

no means exhaust all of the possibilities. Rather, these should

be taken as suggestive of the kinds of ways in which TOL data can

be collected to be used to explicate the nature of comprehension

processing. One's specific theoretical and empiric.' goals will

dictate which variant of the TOL task will be most useful.

3. ExAMPLES OP MISSING OUT LOUD DATA

In this section we present some rumples of the use of TOL

data from our own research. We present an example of both the

general ToL sentence-by-sentence task and the focussed sentence-
,

by- sentence question - asking task.

Sentence-II-sentence TOL for simple stories and eSsaPp.

These data. reported in more detail in Olson et al. (19011.

1. 0 %.)
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illustrate the use of the general sentence-by-sentence TOL task.

We had subjects think out loud while reading'four different

stories and four different essays.' We used two 711-formed

simple stories. Lentil and Stranger, and two stories that

violated certain conventions of story telling. These latter two

stories were Circle Island, Dawes' 41966) story that was used by

thorndyke (1977) to study Story processing, and war of the

Ghosts. Sertlett's 419321 classic. we chose Circle island and

war.of the Choate because we wanted to be able to contrast TOL

data obtained from well-formed itorlei (Lentil and Stranger) with

Irse two ill-formed stories. A different group of subjects

talked out loud to two versions of each of four different essays.

we present the story data in more detail here. so will not

describe the essays or their data as completely lees Olson et

al.. 1901, for details).

e it helps to have a sense of whet TOL data are like. Thus.

in Table 2. we present en excerpt from a subject talking out !mid

to the first 17 sentences of Lentil (All or Lentil Is shown in

Table 3). These data are typical of what a skilled, educated

adult reader talks about while reading a story of this type.

Insert Tables 2 and 3 about here

We have used protocol data of this type in twogenersi ways.

first. we have obtained qualitative impressions of the nature of

comprehension processing for various types of texts. Second, we

have related quantitative ptoperties of the TOL data to other

types of data, such as sentence -by- sentence reading Omit and
\

1 0

04.
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cirecall data. We g ve examples of each type of analysis here to

illustrate how TOL data can be used.

Qualitative gpelyses. We focus on TOL data obtained for

simple stories. What is a reader doing while reading such a

text? The reader is confronted with the following task. A text

embodying various aspects of the story is available as input.

The text will be processed against a background of sevekal types

of knowledge that are relevant to it. The final product of

understanding will be an interpreted representation of the

essential elements of the (tory. However, With most stories.

this representstfon'must be constructed from incomplete

information in the text. Much that is important to interpreting

the erements of the text as a story is left implicit.

we can.make this more concrete by describing some of the

properties of TOL data for readers reading simple storlies. Table

4 presents the relative frequencies of different types of things

readers talked about during the four stories we described

earlier. As is evident, most of their talking is devoted to

making inferences, generating predictions. and commenting on

o
. connections to prior information. This follows from the stress.

we gave these three categories of information in our instructions

to subjects. The relative frequencies of these activities are

roughly the same across the four stories shown.in Table 4, though

there are some interesting exception!' that are discussed in Olson

et.sl. (1901). Though comments *bout the story or about their

own understanding, are by in overall frequency. they are very

diagnostic of aspects of stories that readers are sensitive to.
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lnsert.Teble t .bout here

A portrait of story processing is revealed by readers

reading e.well-fotmed story. Lentik (see Table 3i. This is a

straightforward children's story whose organisation is quits

simple. The first 17 sIntences introduce the three major

characters and lay the-'seeds of the later conflict among them.

The detailed actions of the story begin at sentence 10, and the

climax, that distinguishes th(complication in the plot from the

resolution occurs during sentences 30 to 32. Our analysis of

whet readers are doIng while reading Lentil is bused on 12

subjects who talked out loud during it. use were especially

concerned to identify aspects of their talking that were common

across most of the group rather than idlosyncretic to individual

subjects. k

Throughout the first 17 sentences the subjects were clearly

collecting information and formulating tentstive hypotheses *bout

what was likely to happen.in the story. They all recogbised that

the three central charecteis yield a highly probable line of

conflict end resolution. Two will be-in direct conflict. and the

third will produce the ultimate resolutiop. At sentences 10 end

19, where the detailed action of the story.begins, the subjects

brought together their tlintative hypotheses and formulated

general plans for the rest of the story. Table 5 shows some

. examples of what subjects sold at this point. It wee striking to

us how regular this phenomenon was: virtually ell subjects did

the same thing at about the same place in the story. .f%

a

O

.

a

insert Table 5 about here

Throughout the processing ofhe main pert of the story, the

hypotheses constructed by the subjects were much inievidencet

Each event wee incorporated into the general plan constructed at

the end-of the sentence 17. The impact. of these hypotheses vas'

most dramatically revealed at sentences 30 end 31, where the

climax occurred. The readers werecertein that something was

about to happen, but were uncertain as to exactly whet.

Consistent with' the expectation that story'containinovel

eleMents, the reedier. expected to be surprised by the specific

form of the compllcstion, even though they knew it would jnvolve

two particular charecters. The first sentence of the climax is

totellf eurpriOng. yet subjects immedistely knew that the climbs

must be at hand end that the third character is about to

intervene to says the day. This is atl the more interesting

because the third character has not been mentioned for 16

sentences. Subjects are led to expect that people ere mentioned

in a story for a reason. When a character is not brought in for

Si while, expectations of an sppesrence grows. The readers are

anticipating a place for the character to fit in. Because the

story is well written, et least by the conventions for children's

stories, the predictions subjects make in response to the

climactic event ere in fact right.

Once the climax is passed. the mode.ot processing changed

quite drastically. The readers appeared to be operating in a

confirmatory mode. No new surprises were expected. Over and

112
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,

.o./!r one finds in the protocols statements lite 'Thats what 1 .

expected." or "Tup." indicating that predictions generated were

now being found to be congruent withthe emerging details of the

4 post-climactic part of the story.

Lentil is a gold example1,f story where the writer and the

reader are operating in harmony, and the TOL data give s clear

picture of ho; this 'worts. The early port of the story sets,a

background and leads to hypotheses which successfully guider the

subsorquent processing. The same expectations are derived by

different readers at just about the some points in the story. end

specific events tend to be igtsrprated In the same way. The

.rlimpx is especitily striking. Though it If unpredictable. it is

immediately interpreted by all subjects and is Integrated into

the general...repres#ntatIo4 being constructed by the reader,

In Olson st el. (19811 we differences between-the

processing of Lentll, and the ill-formed stories Xsinvestigatsd.

Tam contrasts are especially informative in helping ut

construct the portrait. of professing just 'resented. By seeing

*what subjects do when things are not working well, we obtsins

clearer picture of the kinds of strategisS subjects srektrying to

employ Optic reading. AN

Because they are writtsand read for different'purposes,

one would expect stories end argumentative essays to be read in

somewhat different ways. An analysis of TOL data for stories and_

essays confirms this. .Table.6 shows the relative frequencies of

types of talking in the TOL data for two versions of two of the

essays we used. The greater frequency of Comments on Structure

11,

a

is due to our instructions; we added this to the set of things

-

t we stressed to. our'TOL subjects.

-f
frisert.Table 6 about here

The summery date in Table 6 do not calomel. some important

details regardinequalitative differences in the processing of

stories and essays. Perhaps the most drilmatic difference comes

In the kinds of predictions made by readers,. The typical

predictions made by s reader of a story are 'pacific. Subjects

predicted events that might occur later in the story. involving

specific characters. The exarples in Table 5 are typical. The

specificity of the predictions increased as the story developed:

but even very early in the'stories the Predictions were

remresbly,specific. Those in Table: 5 occurred less than a4(hird

of the way Into Lentil,. In marked contrast, the predictions

o
given In the essays were much more general. They often consisted

of comments to the effect that the'reader !;petted to see another
. -

argument or another example. But the specific content of the

argument or example was usually not predicted. This difference

in the types of predictions generated by readers reflects some

Important differences in the wsy they approach the two text

types. The reader of story hoe a det.olftfirm expectations

about the type of substantive events thst tail constitute an

acceptable continuation of the story. Given background

information about !Be character, and their motives', much can be

anticipated about how the conflict in the plot will arise and how

it will be resolved. Howe4er, for typical argument it is
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apparently more difficult to predict the specifics. Readers know
,

that an indurtive argument will have various elements of

supporting evidence for the main point. and they know ihate

compere end contrast essay 4111 melts comparisons and drew

/'
rontraats. auk their expectatione'dO:not readily translete into

specific predictions. For @sample. Table 7 gives typical

predictions generated by readers et be end of the first

paragraph of the well-formed version of-the Carpeting essay (the

complete :seat is In Table Ili the first paragraph ends at

sener:C1r-rou This paragraph present, some background r

information. introduces the thesis of the essay, and announces

that there will be three arguments made, in support bf the thesis.

In contrast to the'predictions given at the end of the background

section in Lentil7o(kee Table 3). the essay readers do not seem to

CO go beyond whet the author has told them* about the arguments to be ,

presented:,

Insert Tables 7 and 9 @bout hers

while the predictions in the-essay TOL data were not as rich

as those for stories, the comments on essay structure were

extremely informative. These comments revealed subjects'

expectations @bout how an essay should be written. For esample,

our readers expected to find a topic or thesis sentence, end they

expected to find it early. In one version of our essay on the

coming ice age, we deliberately placed the topic sentence late in
-

the ern,. As a result. pieces of evidence for the coming ice

age were presented before the author announced the main point.

I1:;

When reading this essay. many TOL subject's explicitly searched

for the topir sentence end,comblained that the author took so

long to come to the point (see Table 9). In the carpeting essay.

subjects revealed a sensitivitaito surface signalling devices.

For example. in response to s sentence that began with the phrase

"In Short," subjects Predicte4th4t the writer would now move on

to the next point in the argument. When we presented subjects
.

A ,

with a version of this essay with such signalling removed, we

found evidence of confusion in the protocols.

Iniert Table 9 about hers

In short. the reader of an essay has general expectations ,

about the Overall structure of the argument or'thesis. The

reader quickly recognizes the type of point lifting macle4 end at a

general level is sensitive to the organising devices in the

surface structure of the essay. However, unlike the story

feeder. the reader otan essay does not appear to Adige in rich

hypothesis generetiOn and testing. The reader seems to adopt a

more passive strategy, waiting for such 44 item of information

to-be presented and trying to fit it into the overall scheme of

the argument.

A capsule summary of the differences in strategieatfor the

readers of stories and essays might go as follows. The basic

orientation of the reader of a story is prospective. The reader

is looking ahead, trying Co anticipate where the story is going.

Except at the beginning, where an overall hypothesis lebeing

developed. the story reader tends to relate eachSentence to the
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leaeral hypotheses end predictions that have been developed. In

raarrast. the reader of the sissy adopre.s retrOepectiM!'

oritntetion. Each new element in the essay is related to earlier

eirtments. There is little anticipation of what is coming up.

except at the most generel level. See Olson et al. 11980) and

Olson at e1..(1981) for s more detailed discussion of these

differences and their basis In the neters of the two genres.

Quantitative enakyses. An obvious wstion is whether the

date obtained from a TOL task bows anything to do at ell with

reading when not talking. Thar, are certainly many peculiarities

of the TOL situstion that could distort the processes used by the

reader, and thus give us a Isles impression of whet is occurring

during reading. There are many ways in which this could be

assessed. In essence. one wits to see if properties of the TOL

data in any way relit, to properties of reading under other

situations.

we have examined this by carrying out multiple regression

analyses of TOL data. using properties of the TOL dots as

independent variables and sentence-by-sentence reeding times es

dependent variables. Ore measured reading times by hewing on

independent group.ot subjects read each teat it e computer

termina. 'Each time they pressed a key the next sentenew of the

text appeared. Only one sentence vet shown et a time.. Subjects

were told to read the text es normally as possible. Those

reeding the stories were told thst later we would explore how

well they understood each story. Gassy readers were told they

would later have to write a one sentence summary of esch essay.

1 1

The primary 'date from this task ere the times subjects divots to

reading each .sentence of esch teat.

Figure 2 shows the reeding rotes for sech sentence for s

group of 12 subjects reading Lentil. The messurs of reeding rate

on the ordlnetv takes into account differences in sentence

length. Though there ere intessetino connections Witt the

qualitstive picture of story procsssidg misled by our genspel

analysis of the TOL data and the profile of reediao times in

Figure 2: farce we went to focus on the qusntitstive enelyess.

Insert Figure 2 about hers

A stepwise multiple regression vss performed, using mesa
.0

reeding time per sentence as the dependent veriehle end a series

of independent variables. N. focus on the stories first. For

e ach story, two anelyses were done, one thst included sentence

serial position and one thst did not. Teta, 10 shove the general
. .

.
results forts Olson at el... 1981, for the specific regression

coefficients). This table lists the predictors selected by the

stepwise regression end the cumulative verlence accounted for for

e ach of the two finely's for the four stories. Note that for

both Lentil and Stronger, our two well-formed stories. the

relative frequency of various TOL categorise accounted, for

e loniticent portions of verience In the reading times, when the

effect of sentence length has been removed es a separate lector.

Note also that 2,1.191 position end predictions are independent

variables that ere correlsted with each other. When serial

position is exclude from the analysis. predictions takes its

1 I 3
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pin,. as predirpw de leading times. The cess is more mimed

Ini the illfnromed stories. Only sentence length predicts

rtilitng 'Imes for Circle 111an4, while only one minor estegory of

Dd. productions accounts for any portion of the verianes In

reeding times for mu 21 Os ghosts. But Oho eats for theoell-

formed stories ars quits riser. Places where subi;cts in the TOL

rook worsts more totting. especially predictions end

inferences. ere the some places where independent aubjeets slow

down while reeding silently. This supports the claim thst the

To!, data ere releted In en importent way to what rattlers ere

doing during more ordinary types of reading.

Insert Teble 10 about here

A quits different picture emerged for the easaye. Multiple

regressions of reading time data for the essays misled no

relationships Intl.& the TOL data end mean reeding times. The

only variable to emerge ea a signIficent predictor vas sentence

length. This is In marked eontrest to the story dots, where

several indices of TOL behavior correlated with the reeding

times: This is yet another indication of the differences in the

behavior of the two group@ of subjects.
411,-

One other difference between story and *easy processing

emerges in the quantitative analyses. Seriel position wee a

predictor of reeding times for the well-formed stories. but It

does not emerge es s predictor for the *Steve. We assume that MO

serial position Is prosy for predictive processing. When

subjects adopt a predictive mode they reed more slowly et the

a

beginning of s test e they genvrets hypotheees. end more quikly

Inter in the teat becomes they ere confirming earlier

predictions. As we argued earlier. the TOL (lets provide evidneire

that subjects adopt this strategy when reading stories but not

when reading essays. The presence of a saris! position effort in

the reading times for stories but not for essays provqgs

additional evidence for this strategy difference between stories

end essays.

Question-asking mg tu pools etoriej

Ons of the focussed TOL teaks we have used is one in which

subjects ask questions following soch sentence. Ile described the

essence of this task earlier. In this section vs present some

data thst show that the number of questions asked for each

sentence eorreletse with sentence-by-sentence reeding times.

Why use a question-asking task? be felt it tapped behavior

relevent to whet skilled readers do while reading. it seemed

plausible to assume that each sentence encountered in a teat

raises certain questions in a reader's mind and answers other

questions reamed by earlier sentences. Ws wanted to savior, this

supposition in more detail by collecting rich data on the kinds

of questions readers sok following each sentence in +Dimple

stories.

This study used four leeks. The primary task was one In

which readers asked questions after reeding each sentence in the

story. In another took a different group of subjects reed the

some stories silently while we timed their reading. These same

subjects later recoiled the stories. Finally. another group of

it
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subjects rated the importance of the constituents of the story.

Four simple short stories (maximum length was 41 sentehceei were

used as texts. They were all children's stories or simple

folktales, and ell were well-formed.

To better understand the results, a somewhat more detailed

description of the four testis is necessary:

1. Question-asking. All tour stories were presented to 9

subjects. Each sentence in the Story was typed on a card, and

the subject worked his or her way through the deck of cards.

asking questions that were raised in his or her mind as * result

of having reed that particular sentence. The subject was told to

imagino that the story's author loss present, end that the author
.C7*

was willing to answer any questions the reader had about the

story at that point, except for the Obvious question of what

happens next. The subject wee ellowed to spend as much time on

any sentence es he or she desired. but was asked not to reread

any previous sentences or to look ahead. The questions were tape

recorded and later trenscribed. The nuber of questions asked

for each sentence wee tallied and pooled ova: subjects. In

addition. the questions were classified in various ways.

2. Reading times. Sentence-by-sentence reading times

were collected from 20 subjects. At the end of each story

subjects wrote a brief (3 to S sentences/ iummery of the story.

3. Recall. The same 20 subject* were asked to recall the

stories they had just read. They were presented with a brief

descriptive title for each story, and were given unlimited time

to try to recall as much as they could. They-were asked to

I

recall exact words, but were encouraged to guess if they could

not remember exact lords. Recall was scored by first doingra

piopow,tional analysis of each story and then matching the

Subject's recall against this. using a gist criterion.

4. importance. Seventeen subjects read each story and

crossed out the 50% of the words, phrases, or sentences in the

story they felt was least important. For each sentence in each

story the proportion of,worde left in averaged over subjects

provided a measure of the relative importance of that sentence.

it is useful to have a better picture of what the question-

asking data look like. Table 11 shows typical questions for the

first sentence of one of the stories. These questions are

grouped into those asked by two of more subjects end those that

are idiosyncratic to one subject. Of course, we were also

interested in the Sentence-by-Sentence variation in the questions

asked. Figure 3 above the total number of questions asked for

each sentence in each of the four stories. With the possible

exception of EMERALD, there is noteworthy variation in the number

of questions *eked from sentence to sentence. In EMERALD, there

were , large number of queetlons at the 4aginning and then a

fairly flat distribution 91 questions thereafter. Keep this

differince in mind, because EMERALD will not follow the pattern

of other stories inlome of our later analyses.

Insert Table 11 and Figure 3 about here

The first Issue we addressed w*Lhether the question-asking

task is related to the reeding times. We examined this by
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i'looking at the relationship between the total number of questions

asked for each sentence in a story end the average reading time

for each sentence for those subjects who were reeding Silently.

The expectation was that sentences which elicited a lot of

questions would be especially salient to real-time proctssing,

and therefore would be readMore slowly by subjects who were

reeding silently. This hypothesis was confirmed. se conducted a

multiple regressions in which the average reading time per

sentence was the dependent wartabla,end several different
0

predictor warieblef were explored. The predictor variables were

sentence length, total number of questions, serial position, and

importance. ,Only sentence length and number of questions emerged

as significant predictors of reading time. In this analysis all

four stories were entered, with story as a 'portable. There are

two types of questions that occurs those that are 'eked by

several subjects, and those that ere idiosyncratic' We nest

asked whether these two types of questions contributed

differentially to this outcome. The answer is n4. A multiple

regression with number of questions asked by two or more persons

e nd idiosyncratic questions entered separately showed that both

emerged as signiffiant predictors. Table 12 shows the details of

these analyses.

Insert Table 12 about hers

So, number of questions asked accounts for a Significant

portion of the variance in sentence-by-sentence readidg times.

se next asked what relationship the question-asking task has with

123

e

f
recall. And the answer was very simples none. Table 13 shows'

the outcome of a multiple regression carried out on recall

scores, and reveals that rated importance and serial position.

emerged as significant predictors of recall, while number of

questions'isked did not. This leads us to conclude,thet the

information being revealed by the question-asking task is more

closely associated with tee activities that occur during

comprehension than with the form of the final memory

eptesentation constructed as a result of comprehension.

Insert Table 13 about here

a

This basic result confirms our initial supposition that the

question-asking task would tap an aspect of whet is going on in

thesktiled reader's mind while reading. The obvious question'

of course, Is whet is it tapping? 11 is unlikely that a reader

whOls reeding_silenily is actuelly.esking questions while

reading. Rather, we believe that thealuestion-sekingtask tar

the kinds of informational.needi reader encounters while

proceeding through test. As e ch sentence.is understood and

added toe growing representation of the story;. the reader

revises and elsboretes the set of information still needed to

have the developing story make sense. These informational needs

interact with what is presented in the next sentence to generate

new set of informational needs--or, if you will, a new set of

questions- -that guide the reader's comprehension through the

ports of the tesi.'

ice have conducted number of other analyses of these data

1 24
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that are discussed in Olson, Duffy, Eaton, vincent. and'Mack (in

preparation). W. have categorized the questions to see ff ,

certain types are more important than others. So fart the

estegories we have examined have not shown env differences. We

have looked to see whether or not questions asked ere later

answered by the story. and there ere interesting reletionshipe

.hers. Many questions'em in 4ect answered, though it4varies

somewhat by type. However, the number of questions'ensvered by a

particular sentence doss not predict reading time or recall. He

hove looted si the information tapped in the question, and find

that questions which ars derived from new information contained

in the current sentence ere bepecially impontent in predicting

reading times. These and other details of these data are

interesting and important. and will be reported en full/ in Olson

et at. fin preparation).

The main findings of this study strongly suggest tbst the

question-siting task is a useful indicator of processes which may

be an important part of comprehension. The number of questions

asked br subjects as they reed through a story correlate, with

the amount of time spent on that sentence by other readers

reading silently. Seep in mind'that this result is with the

obvious effect of sentence length removed. But number of

questions does not correlate with recall. Thus, question-asking

seems more closely roasted to the real-time processes that occur

during reading than to the final product of comprehension that

remains vheq reading Is completed. sr,
This study is a nice example of the anslytic usefulness of

the focussed TOL task. Ho claim is made that the question-asking

task taps all or even em relevant aspects of comprehension.

Rather. one particular-THVoseticelly promising component of

comprehension processing Is singled out for detailed treatment.

As with the general TOL task. the analysis of these data can

proceed in both a qualitative end a quantitative fashion.

4. RELATED APPLICATIONS OP TOL

In this chapter we hews focussed on the use of TOL to reveal

comprehension processes. TOL techniques are useful in some

closely related domains. end in this section we present a few

examples. Each of thee, uses TOL during comprehension either in

special environment or for a special purpose.

goefoutr Test Salting

The TOL method has been used to investigate how new

(computer naive) users learn text-processing procedures with

self -itudy instructional material* (see Lewis a Hack, 1982e.

1982b. 1982cS Hack, Lewis a Carroll. 1982). In this situation.

the instructions were very generals new users were asked to tilt

about any aspect of their learning esperience. including their__

interaction with the computer interface and the manual. They

w ere asked to talk about any problems or questions they had. end

any piens or decisions they slight be avers of. except for

occasional non-directive prompts for reticent talkers users

decided when to telt and what to say. TOL data were augmented by

video -taped record of the subject working at the computer

terminal.

The TOL data revealed much qualitative information about the
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learning strategies and problems of new users. For example.

self-study instructions were surprisingly "fragile" in that it

was relatively easy for users to get side-tracked trying to

follow them. This was due not only to simple oversights but also

misunderstandings that reveal interesting reasoning strategies-

Isee.Lewis i Neck. 1902c1 also Carroll i Mack, 09112a, ig1210.

The new user's "innocence" about computers and their complexity

made it surprisingly difficult for them to recover from these

problems.

In this application of TOL Lewis et al. hove not tried to

relate qualitative observations to other more quantitative

measures of immediate processing, although nothing would, prevent

doing so in principle. Ire Qualitative data alone, however, have

provided great insight.ato the problems et new users. in a

complex task'domsin. They have suggested a number of directions

for more snalyticpi investigation of learning, as well as

practical applications in the design of interlaces and training

methods. As-such. it has already demonstrated the usefulness of

TOL in research on en important genre of tests instructional
.

materials in their real-world context of use.

TOL as reedback to Writers

Recently, we have begun research thet explores the

usefulness of TOL data as feedback to writers. The rationale is

'quite simple.. One of the difficulties that moderately skilled

writers have is correctly discerning the State of mind of the

reader. They,-as writer, have the complete structure of their

to-be-communiceted ideas in mind. Out it is difficult to imagine

1

4

the state of mind of the reader. who does not know these ideas

,and who may have a somewhat different general state of knowledge

than the writer.

we discovered, somewhat accidentally, that TOL data provided

marvelous feedback to a writer. We had prepared materiels for

various text comprehension experiments, and in some of our early

pilot work on the TOL task we gave these texts to TOL subjects.

The information we received from these subjects about what parts

of our texts were hard to understand. which parts miscommunicated

what we intended, and which, parts violated the conventions of

writer-reader communication was incredibly valuable. This led us

to develop and use the selected TOL task in the preparation of

stimulus materials. In addition, it st.-gested to 'that TOL

behavior might in general be a useful form of feedback to

writers.

We are currently conducting research that directly examines

this. Writers generate texts of various types from content we

provide them. rfnd then a series of readers provide process

feedbackialiput the sentence-by-sentence comprehension of these

texts either by thinking out loud or by combining talking with

doing in the'case of texts that give instructions for how to do

something. The writers are given a chance to revise their texts

in light of the process feedback they receive from readers.

Though we have just begun this work, our initial impressions are

that thiis an effective formof feedback to the writer.

We as,investigstors as well as the writers of textual

materials can use TOL data as a measuring instrument for the

it) r
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effectiveness of various texts. Incised. since the effectiveness

of particulsr texts is joint function of text properties and

resder properties. as Rintsch and his co-workers (Rintsch I

ViPond, I876; Rintsch I van Dijk. 1970/ hsve so aptly

demonstrated. studies using TOL teaks that varied both text
b

properties and reader characteristics promise *a provide

especially informative data for developing theories of readers.

writers. and rextuel transmission.

TOL and Metacoonitive Awareness

rev people engage in TOL activities spontsneously. Does

asking subjects to think out loud cause them to change their

processing? The issue of whether or not such effects exist is

centrel to the use of TOL methods (see tricsson and Simon. 1900).

Though auch feedback effects from TOL are a methodological

problem for the investigstor interested in ordinary processing.

they are a potential boon for the instructor who would like to

improve the cognitive processing of a target population.

Scsrdamalia and lereiter (in erase7 have discussed this feature

of TOL for children. There hes been much research on the

relationship between metacognitive awareness aod'comprehension

with grade school children (`see Brown, brensford. rerrara, I

Csmpione. in press). Scardamalie and Rerelter hews found

informally that TOL methods often Increase the metacognitive

awareness of children. Though they hsve not yet conducted any

formal studies of this relationship, their extensive experience

with TOL methods suggests to them that it may be a significant

instructional device for reading and writing with children.
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S. aso DO TOL DATA PRODUCt VARYING RESULTS?

In our discussiohe with colleagues about our TOL research we

have heard of several disappointing efforts to use TOL to study

comprehension. In feet. in our own work, our results for the

essay TOL talk were somewhat disappointing. We reported earlier

the substantial differences in both the richness of the TOL

protocols and in the,nature of their correlational relationship

with sentence-by-sentence reading rims for simple stories and

essays. These mixed results are scarcely surprising. Am

empirical rechnique will have successful and unsuccessful

application,. When will TOL be useful? In considering some of

the reports of disappointing outcomes and our own successful

applications of the techniques. we have come up with several

factors that can affect how useful the TOL technique will be.

Types ol instructions. We stressed earlier in thie chapter

the importance of being clear and explicit to subjects. The

antecedent to this. of course. is understanding precisely what it

is that one wants to getout of the task. Different instructions

will produce quite different outcomes.

it is also important to make sure the instructions are

appropriate to the texts bein ed. We have speculated that our

essay. TOL data were disc nting in part because of the

instructions we gave subjects. Recall that our instructions for

the essay VOL task were slsoat identical to those for stories.

we used similar instructions so. we could compere results'icross

genres. The instructions. however, might have been inappropriate

for essays. For example, we asked subjects to make predictions.
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yet the protocols revealed that making rich content predictions

Val an inappropriate task for reeding essays. A more appropriate

task might have been toast subjects to evaluate how convincing

an argument was. in sect some subjects spontaneously adopted a

more critical Mad, of talking about the argumentative essays. in

these protocols th4 talking seemed more natural.

Subjects. Even with'cleer instructions, not all subjects

vitt talk squally informatively. We hove found !het some of the

beer subjects In our research have been faculty end graduate

students In psychology. who have at lees! a Wising acquaintance

vith TOL methods and therefore know the level of information we

ere seeking. Some subjects do not know this. even with explicit

instructions. Where large pools of appropriate subjects ere not

available. !reining subjects to talk may be a way of sawing

reasonable quality data. The exact content of what subjects say

has to be up to them. of course. But the *mount and level of

talking can be inappropriate and may be subject to training.

We have else found the! large Individual differences exist

In how subjects read some texts. This Stoma especially true for

the essay TOL teak. Some subject* adopted a critliel mode in

reading the srgumentstive essays. Other subjects did not. Some

subjects talked mislay about aspects of .ssay structure fe.g..

topic sentences. conclusion*. pro and con arguments). Others did

not. We assume these differences in talking reflect differences

in strategies readers adopt when reeding essays or diffetences in

the knowledge readers have about the genre. While these

individual differences might be interesting in themselves, they
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'made it difficult to find common patterns in the TOL data for"the

essays. This heterogeneity was not so apparent in the story

protocols where subjects seemed to have a common approach and

knowledge base to use in reading the stories.

/x22 of material. One major problem for the researcher in,

text comprehension is to find or Construct appropriate texts. .

Too often investigators In this ores have used "stories* that are

not really stories or Peregrapha that are so artificial they do

not resemble naturally occurring persgrephs. Our impression is

that the richest protocols are elicited by tests that are natural

and interesting. Our two well-formed stories were real '

children's stories. -The plots ware engaging enough to motivate

the reader to reed on to find out whet happens. The VOL

protocols were correspondingly rich. In contreet: the essays we

used were, frankly, rotar bland eril\toring. Subjects had no

intrinsic reason to want to keep reeding. The resulting TOL

protocols were also rather boring. While the differences in our

essay and story protocols may be in part due to genre

differences. we do not believe that is the whole story. We

suspect the! essays with more controversial or interesting

content might hove elicited richer TOL data.

when TOL dote are used in the context of discovery, it is

especially useful to include a variety of test types:in the set

of stimuli. Our strategy of using well-formed and ill-formed

tests. or of comparing different versions of tests (e.g...the

essays) Is a useful way of vendetta the quality of the data

being obtained. if the TOL data are the same for well-formed and
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Ill-formed texts, the investigator should be suspicious of whet

the subjects are doing.

whet Is ansingl. There are Many different vat's to snalyee

data as rich as those obtained from TOL tasks. whether one gets

useful information or not will depend upon whet one looks for.

For instance. our essay TOL date yielded some general, useful

information about the overall strOegies used in reeding the

essays. But the multiple regress/ions ',plating the ties between

TOL behavior pd reading times for essays did not yield much. We

are currently carrying out number of other more detailed

analysis el our TOL data. For instence, we Sr. in the midst of a

detailed content analysis of our original story TOL protocols.

coding the chains 01,h7potheses end other interconnections in the

data as a possibly clue to further aspect' of the reading

strategies of subjects. Similarly. we have conducted a number of

other analyses of our question-seking data that also get at

further aspects of the representation of comprehension processes

In reading (Olson it el.. In preparation). Not all analyses us

have attempted have panned out. it will requite broader

experience with the use of TOL date to study comprehension before

we will nave a clearer picture of the types of anelyses,that are

generally more useful.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1

?

we have used the TOL task as one window into th reader's

mind. In this chapter we have described various verorons of the

tasks. discussed the overall rationale for.the technique and

discussed its application to various domains. we will now

summarise by presenting in concise form a list of advantages amd

list of limitotiOne in using the TOL task to ettdy the process

of comprehension.

Adventeqs2

I. The primary goal in using the TOL task is to *implicate

the higher level processes involved in comprehension. than used

appropriately, it indeed seems to do this. in fact. it may be

one of the few techniques evailibte-tor.gettlng at this level of

comprehension activity.

2. TOL behavior, under at least some situations, sppesrs to

correlate with other forms of reading behavior, such as sentence-

by-sentence reading times.

3. Though we have not done this yet in our research, TOL

data In general have proven to be a useful means for studying

individual differences in higher level cognitive processes le.g.,

Newell S Simon, 1972). Studies of readers of varying levels of

skill or varying degrees of background knowledge could profitably

be pursued with this method, though thers might be some

difficulty in a confounding between level of reeding skill and

ability as a TOL subject fee* below).

Limitations

I. The TOL task is sensitive to instructional variables.

The instructions must be precise and must be carefully thought

out in relation to one's research goals. vague or very general

instructions in general do not work well. Further, in light of

Ericsson and Simon's OM) analysis, it is important that the

task focus on the reporting of current states of knovledge and
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not ask subjects to report on states of knowledge very for in the

past or to offer esplenatlons for their behavior.

2. The TOL task seems to work better for some test types

than for others. In our,research, we felt we obtained much

better TOL date for stories than for essays. However. so far the

task has not been used for a very wide range of teat types.

!Further, as we suggested earlier, there are undoubtedly important

interactions between teat type and instruction that are not very

well documented yet.

3. TOL data are difficult to analyze. Any form of data

collection which monitors a continuous stream of behavior over

long intervals of time produces data vhich can be difficult to

analyze. The transcription, coding, and analysis of TOL

protocols is e'tremely time-consuming, and little of it can be

automated. Thus, the decision to use the TOL teak suit be

thoughtful and must take into account cost-benefit ratios..

4. There appear to be big differences among s jects in

their ability tt, Provide .informative TOL data. S e subjects are

good talkers, some are not. The difficulty is one of getting

talking at en appropriate level and in appropriate quantity to be

useful to the investigator. This problem can be art by training

subjects to talk, but that is time-consuming. Meg, are probably

limits in how young or how intelligent TOL subjects can be.

S. The TOL task may influence the nature of the

comprehension processes used by subjecta. The fact that ve get

correlations betveen properties of TOL date and silent tending

times suggests that similar things may be going on in the two

13;

situations. But having subjects think out loud certainly has the

possibility for distorting their processing, and it is essential

that TOL data always be used along with other converging evidence

In order to determine what it is that readers are doing as they

work their way through a test.
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Table 2

Sample Thinking- Out-Loud Protocol of a Subject reading Lentil

I

1. IN TH TOWN Or ONIO, THERE LIVED A BOY NAMED LENTIL.

In Alto, Ohio, is sort Of . . , 1 assume this is going to be a story . .

Something about music . . . or vegetables because we have the boy named Lentil.

2. LENTIL HAD A NAPPY LIFE EXCEPT FOR ONE THING.

NeSt Of' khis story is going to be developed around this one exception.
He. is generally happy, except for this one thing.

3. HE WANTED TO SING -- BUT NE COULD NOT.

Ah bah. I'm resembergg Alto. Ohio', that it is going -to be about
music, and he wanted to sing is the one thing that was unhappy in his
life. The story is going to be about how he learns to sing. He is
either going to go out and Lind birds and learn from them, or he is
going to have e trumpet like the trumpeter swan. The story is going
to be about fixing the fact that he can't sing.

4. IT WAS MOST EMBARRASSING, BECAUSE WHET NE OPENED HIS MOUTH TC CRY, ONLY
STRANGE SOUNDS CAME OUT.

I don't see what . . . its still talking about the lace that he can't
sing (repeats) . . . no, we are justielaborxting OA the fact chat he
can't sing.

5. AND NE COULD NOT EVEN WHISTLE BECAUSE HE COULDN'T PUCKER NIS LIPS.

More elaboration about his unhappiness . . . he can't produce music at
all . . , *He couldn't even whistle.* Now I'm beginning to think about
how we are going to resolve this. Is it going to have anything to do
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with the tact that his name is Lentil? or vegetables? Is he going to
do anything with vegetables?

6. BUT He DID WANT TO HAKE MUSIC. SO HE SAVED UP ENOUGH PENNIES TO BUY A
HARMONICA.

That Seeem reasonable. He is going to try different ways to make
music. He wants to ask. music, not just sing.

7. ,,LENTIL WAS PROUD OP HIS HEW HARMONICA. AND HE DECIDED TO BECOME AN
EXPERT.

So now he's going to learn it from somebody else.

S. SO HE PLAYED A LOT, WHENEVER AND WHEREVER. HE COULD.

Now I aspect this to be genersting a lot of annoyance from his
mother . . having noisy children. (Repeats)

9. HIS FAVORITE PLACE TO PRACTICE WAS IN THE SATHTUS, BECAUSE THERE THE TONE
WAS IMPROVED ONE HUNDRED PERCENT.

Like singing in the shower. (repeats) How we are going to have
. developments abOutAiim turning into a prune or something . . .

a prune skin. (repeats) '

10. WOW TO PLAY ALMOST ALL THE WAY TO SCHOOL.

Now that's a place not in the bathtub. He used to play" mean
he do4sn't anymore. Maybe the children wade tun of him. or
something like that.

11. DOWN VINE STREET TO THE CORNER OP MAIN. PAST THE FINEST HOUSE IN ALTO.
WHICH BELONGED TO THE GREAT COLONEL CARTER.

This isn't even a sentence. He is playing almost all the way to
school. This is the route. Colonel Carter is just been introduced.
and he is going to develop Something with this little Lentil boy.

Used to play almost all the wayto school.' Ws haven't done anything
with the bathtub. It might be . . . this sounds like a children's
story. So that's really reading about children making noise in
the bathtub. Children love the sound of their own voices. Yell
in perking structures and tunnel! and stuff like that. That
may develop. may not.

12. THEN PAST THE DRUG STORE, THE BARBER SHOP, AND THE ALTO LIBRARY.
WHICH WAS A GIPT-OP THE GREAT COLONEL CARTER, BY THE METHODIST
CHURCH. THROUGH THE CARTER MEMORIAL PARK. AND AROUND THE SOLDIERS
AHD SAILORS MONUMENT THAT THE COLONEL HAD BUILT TIME.

So now we know Colonel Carter is rich . . not only famous, but
rich. "Then by the methodist church" . . . Well, you could
interpret this . . . figure that the Alto library is a gift of the
greet Colonel Carter. We are describing more of his wealth.
He goes by the methodist church. through the memorial park".
More of Carter's stuff . . . very famous . . . and "around the
soldier's and sailor's monuments, which the Colonel had built there"

. . sort of a central figure now. He is going to develop in
some fashion.

13. THEN LENTIL WOULD STUFF HIS HARMONICA INTO HIS POCKET AHD TAKE A
SHORT CUT UP THE ALLEY BEHIND THE HARDWARE STORE SO HE WOULD NOT
BE LATE FOR SCHOOL,

Why would he . . apparently all this 'tuff -- playing -- slows
him down 'no he has to hurry up to get to school. "So he stuffs
it in his pocket and takes a short cut up the alley behind the hardware
store. so he wouldn't be late for school.'

14. PEOPLE WOULD SMILE AND WAVE HELLO TO LENTIL AS HE WALKED DOWN THE
STREET. BECAUSE EVERYONE IN ALTO LIKED LENTIL'S MUSIC -- THAT IS.
EVERYONE BUT OLD SHEEP,

I'll bet you Old Sneep is Colonel Carter. That's got to be his
nickname. He's going to be . he is going to put an toe to
Lentil's playing. This is the story of a little boy against
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the giant . . . David and Goliath. Ne is going to win over Old
Sneep in the end.

15. dLD SHEEP DID NOT LIKE MUCH Of ANYTHING OR ANYBODY.

Yep, we are developing Old Sneep, which I'm guessing is
Colonel Carter.

16. HO JUST SAT ON A PARK BENCH AND WHITTLED AND GRUMBLED.

well. maybe It may not be. Can't imagine an old wealthy
person sitting on a peek bench. whittling and grumbling.
But it could be all the same person.

17. ONE DAY THE NEWS GOT AROUND THAT THE GREAT COLONEL CARTER, WHO HAD
BEEN AWAY FOR TWO YEARS, WAS COKING NONE.

Well, nov.I'm deciding that Old Snoop is not the great Colonel
Carter. So we have Old Snoop, little Lentil who is playing
all the way to school, through, across, in front of Colonel
Carter's house, and Colonel Carter, who is great, rich,
and magnificent and all that. Haven't decided whether
Colonel Carter is a good guy or a bad guy.

16. PEOPLE BEGAN TO PLAN A GRAND WELCOME.

That's a welcome home for Colonel Carter. Oh, maybe were
going to have a parade and Lentil gets to be first in the

parade or something like that.

19. BUT WHEN OLD SNOOP HEARD THE NEWS NE SAID, 'HUMPH. WE WUZ DOTS
TOGETHER. NE AIN'T A HITE °ETTER'S TOO OR HE AND NI NEEDS TAKIN'
DOWN A PEG OR TWO.'

All right, now t know that Old Sneep is not Colonel Carter,
Maybe not . . . maybe . . maybe not . . probably not. So we
have a humbug here, who is unhappy. So he is going to try to destroy
the parade. or whatever we're going to do -- the grand welcome.

Table 3

The Well-Formed Story Lentil

1. in the town of Alto, Ohio. tOpre lived a boy named Lentil.
lb°

2. Lentil had a happy life except for one thing.

3. Ne wanted to sing - but he couldn't.

4. It was most embarrassing, because when he opened his mouth to try.
only strange sounds came out.

S. And he couldn't even whistle because he couldn't pucker his lips.

6. But he did want to make music, so he saved up enough pennies to buy a
harmonica.

7. Lentil,was proud of his new harmonica. and he decided to become an
expert.

D. So he played a lot, whenever and wherever he could.

9. His favorite place to practice was in the bathtub, because there the
tone was improved one hundred percent.

10. Ne used to play almost all the vay to school.

11. Down vine Street to the corner of Main, past the finest house in Alto,
which belonged to the great Colonel Carter.

12. Then past the drugstore, the barber shop, and the Alto Library. which
was a gift of the great Colonel Carter. by the Methodist Church.
through the Carter Memorial Park, and around the Soldiers and Sailors
monument that the Colonel had built there.
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13. Then Lentil would stuff his harmonica into his pocket and take a shortcut
up the alley behind the hardware store so he would not be late for school.

14, People would smile and wave hallo to Lentil as he walked down the street.
because everyone in Alto liked Lentil's music - that is, everybody but
Old Sneep.

,1S. Old Sneep didn't like much of anything or anybody.

16. He just sat on a park bench and whittled and grumbled.

17. One day the news got around that the greet Colonel Carter. who had been
away for two years. was coming home.

10. People began to plan grand welcome.

19. But when Old Sneep heard the news he said "Humph! We %sus boys
together - he ain't a mite better'n you Or me and ha needs train' down
a peg or two."

20. Snoop just kept right on whittling, but ewerybOdy else kept right on
, planning.

21. Colonel Carter was the town's most important citizen, so the people
hung out flags and decorated the streets.

22. The mayor prepared Speech.

23. The Alto Brass Band put on their new uniforms.

24. And the printer, the grocer, the plumber, the minister, the barber, the
druggist, the ice man, the school teachers, the housewives and their
husbands and their children - yes, the whole town went to the Station
to welcome Colonel Carter.

2S. The train pulled in.

26. The musicians in the bend were waiting for the leader to signal them to play.

27. The leader was waiting for the mayor to nod to him to start the band.

28, And the mayor was waiting for Colonel Carter to step' from his private
car.

29. All the people held their breath and waited.

30. Then there was a wet sound from above.

31. Slurp' There was Old Sneep, sucking on a lemon.

32. Old Sneep knew that when the musicians looked at him their mouths would
pucker up so they could not play their horns.

33. The whole bend looked up at Old Sneep.

34. The mayor gave the signal to play, but the cornetist couldn't play his
cornet, the piccolo player couldn't play his piccolo, the trombone
player couldn't play his trombone: and the tubs player couldn't play
his tuba, because their lips were all puckered Up.

.
35. They couldn't play single note!

.4'
36. The musicians 'list stood there holding their Instruments and looking up

at Sneep sucking on the lemon.

37. The leader looked helpless.

38.. The people were too surprised to move or say a thing.

39. And the-mayor wrung his hands and were a look that saidt 'Can't some-
body do something, please?"

0. As Colonel Carter stepped from his car. the only sound was the noise of
Sneep's lemon.

14 ;
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41. Clouds began to gather on the colonel's brow and he said, "Humph!" in

an indignant sort of way.

42. Of course Lentil's tips were not puckered end he knew something had to
be done.

43. So he took out his harmonic and started to ploy "COmin"Round the
Mountain When She Comes." .

44. When Lentil began to play the Second chorus. Colonel Carter smiled.

45. Then he let out lOud chuckle and Wen to sing. "... driving six white .

horses when she comes."

46. Then everybody sang and they ell marched down Main Street behind the
colonel's car.

47. Lentil rode with the colonel. who took a turn at the harmonic when
Lentil's wind began to live out.

511. said he hadn't played one since he tees is boy, but ha,did very
well considering./

49. They marched-t0 the colonel's house end paraded through.the gate and
onto the front lawn.

4

50. The mayor's committee served ice croon cones to all the
citizens and Colonel Carter made a speech saying how happy
he yes to be home gain.

51. When he Said that he was going to build a new, hospital
for the town of Alto. everybody wee floppy -- wen Old Sneept

52. So. you never can tell what will happenwhen you learn to play the harmonica.

?obi. 4

Proportion of Thinking-Out-Loud Productions in Each Category for Stories

Category Lentil Stranoer Ghosts Circle Island

Predictions .22 .23 .13 .26

Questions .04 .02 .10 .01

Comments on structure .09 .06 .08 .10

Comments on dwn behavior .03 .03 .04 .112

Confirmetigs of predictions .02 .03 , .01 .02

Reterehces to antecedent
information .29 .36 .30 .27 f

inferences .30 .24 .30 .27 ..

General knowledge and
associations .02 .04' .03 .06
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Table 8

Well -for Ned Vtrsion o1 corpetingAssy

1. 1 thould start by admitting that ts little as tivt rears ago
carpeted classrooms would rightly have ...mod too fanciful
*rid etpnsivt.

2. TA* carpeting then available would have been costly.
difficult to maintain, and would have required frequent
repltcotnt.

3. Nov. however, bocautt of improved mettrials the trguments in
favor of extensive carpeting stow a great dtl more
plausible.

O. New indoor-outdoor synthetics are *lain retistnt, fade
rtsistant, duvet)), sad intspensivt.

S. They haw* mad, carpeting stem such lees a luxury than
reasonable, Ivan desirsbl, alternative to tilt fioors.

4. Briefly, there stows to be three central argument, in favor
of carpeting.

7. Pinot. of court,. carpeting 11 attrective.

8. Nov, admittedly, modern technology otters a greqwaritty of
ttrctIvoly colored tiles.

S. TA* day* of drab, institutional gray,, greens. and browns in
tilt art over.

*;;16

10. but Oil, tilt may approach carpeting in term, of color it
has bard and unattractive town,.

/1. 6upeting, on /At other hand, it Oplorful, attractive to the
touch, and comfortable to walk on. 1-

12. A goes a long way toward cretiqg a pleasant stmosphtrt all
of us would like to work in both in and 024 of ciao,

13. Richly colored carpeting, such as bold reds often used in
banks and commercial offices, would make our facilities It*.
institutional.

14. Bright carpeting can stilly wake attractive an arta that
would otherwise seem Spartan add sterile.

15. in short, carpeting sets, desirable *imply because it it
more attractive to look it and walk on than tile.

I1p
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16. The second ergument in favor of carpeted classrooms is
essentially that carpeting serves e useful eroustical
function. -

(7. Of course, the flexible backing and rough texture.of modern
tiles make them fat less noisy than these of just a few
years ago.

18. Both tiles end carpets haws improved significantly.

19. Carpeting, however, is s superior dampener of 'sound.

20. It cuts noise from crowded hallways, absorbs annoying
background noise in classrooms and makes busy space less
noisy, and therefoOe more practical.

21. In industry, if not in schools, one frequently finds
carpeting in busy arose because it reduces noise.

22. A final argument in favor of carpeting is that over a period
of time, carpeting is no more expensive than tile.

23. Certeinly, carpeting cost more than tile and it does need
eventual teplacement.

24: Out carpeting costs such less to maintain than tile, which
needs frequent washing, asking and dusting.

25. The new synthetic carpets resist stains and fading.

26. An ordinary vacuum cleaner will keep them in shape.

27. Out the tile floor, unfortunately, needs frequent scrubbing
and vexing, it it Is not to 16ok dull and yellow with
accumulated wax.

28. This process is laborious and slow, and, in large
institutions. it requites expensive scrubbing machines.

29. In short, tile costs less than carOeting to install.

30. Out count in the maintenance. and carpeting becomes a
legitimate economic alternattve to tile.

31*. Were it not for the advantages in appearance and acoustics
of carpeting, one could perhaps argue in favor of
conventional tile flooring.

32. After all, the costs over a very long period. say twenty or
thirty years. are genuinely unpredictable.

33. We simply have not accumulated enough cep/citrice with the
new synthetics.

11:

3$. Perhaps over a quarter of a century carpets will prove more
expensive.

35. Perhaps we will discover that otter a decade or so, the
savings in maintaining carpets eilt evaporate.

- 36. To this point, however, our expetience with the new
synthetic materials is essentially affirmative.

37. And so, given the clear edge carpeting has over tile
aesthetically and ecoustically, end its economic
justificstion, carpetini seems sensible.

4
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Table 9

Comments from Thinking-Out-Loud Subjects Reading

Lets-Thesis Version of Ice Age

Sentence Subject 6

4. With this sentence he is setting up vhat the subject
will actually be. And the next sentence will almost
certainly be what his essay is actually going to be
about.

S. Instead of telling right out what the problem is, the
person is delaying it a little bit, and now you get
sense of unease -- wondering what it is this person
is talking about. 1 vou:d expect though that the
subject, the main subject of this essay will be
coming up very shortly.

12. Again there are more hints about ice ages here; even
though the ice age -- he has not really said anything
about it 1 now believe that the whole structure of
the essay up to this point hes been to keep the
reader uneasy, just dropping little bits of
information until finally he is aware thatewe should
be expecting another ice age even though he.has never
said so yet.

13. O. finally he does say that were on the verge of
another ice @qt.

Subject II

4. 1 expectthe next sentence to tell us exactly what
this serious problem Is.

S. This is the beginning of a new paragraph, and I
really don't Roby what they're going to be talking
about yet. 1 think that perhaps the serious problem
that the essay's going to discuss shbuld have been
mentioned in the first paragraph or somehow its
going to be tied in in the next couple of sentences.

6. That's fine, Amt what does it have to do with a
-serious problem?

7. It looks like they're giving us all the symptoms of a
serious problem, but we don't really know what it is

B. Wonderful, we still don't know why ve'te discussing
this.

150

9. Somehow I feel I missed the whole sentence tying this
together. We still haven't been told exactly. what
the essay's going to be about, the main theme. All
that's been done is examples after examples.

10. All these examples are fine. However we're halfway
done with the essay and we still don't-know what

1 we're talking about.

13. This sounds like the theme of our essay, now that
we're halfway through. 1 think the introduction was
rather long.

Subject 9

4. 1 expect him now to give me what this more serious
problem is.

11. It hes taken me 11 sentences to figure out.where this
essay is going to go. It doesn't really seem that
those Ii sentences have done a good job of telling se
what the point of the essay is going to be.

13. This sentence could have started the entire essay.

Note: Sentence 4 states: "But mankind may soon be facing a more
serious problem than any of these.*
Sentence 13 is the thesis'stetements "It now seems
probable, climatologists say: that the world is on the
verge of another ice age."

,
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Table 13

Multiple Regression Analyses ot Recall in QuestionAsking teperitsent

Coett. Sig. R
2

Predictors !sleeted:

Importence 341.12 .0001 .23S

Serial poeition ot sentence -2.94 .4024 .203.

Predictors all selected:

Sentence length

Total number ot questions elated

Note: forward stepwise regressions, dependent variablesproportion propositions
recalled per sentence.
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June 22, 1981 1 Olson, Duffy s Neck

Question - asking se-a Component of Text Comprehension

Gary M. Oison
1

University of Michigan

Susan A. Ouffy

University of Massachusetts

and

Robert L. Mack

IBM Watson Research Center

DPAPT: DO NOT C17E WITHOUT PERMISSION

To appear in: A. Gesesser S J. Slack itds.l. The perchologf of 4

Questions. Hillsdale, N.J.; Lawrence BrIbaum Associates.

41.

1

June 22, 1963 2 Olson. Duffy I Mack

Question-asking se a Component of Text Comprehension

Gary M. Olson'

University of Michigan.

Susan A. Duffy

University of Massachusetts

and

Robert L. Mick

IBM Watson Research Center

In its primary mode of use. a question is a device for

seeking new information that is to be related to an existing

knowledge structure. When to ask a question, and exactly what to

ask, are both symptomatic of the status of tha knowledge

structure et issue. as well es, no doubt. the general

intelligence of the esker. Me hawe all encounteredoChe person

(often ourselweel) who indicated they did not know enough about a

topic to ask a question about it. Thus. Intuitively. there is

link between one's knowledge or understanding of a topic and the

ability to ask a question about it (e.g.. see Miyake I Norman.

.1970.

There is another connection between questions and

comprehension. Educators and researchers hews long suspected

that approaching the comprehension of text with either general or

specific questions in mind might facilitate understanding. There

is a siseble research literature on this role of questions in

understanding text (e.g.. Anderson 6 Biddle. 1975; rum. 1975).

Questions of this type focus the reader's attention on exactly

those pieces of information that are important to understanding
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June 22. 1983 3 Olson, Duffy 11 mock

4
what the text is about. Since one of the problems feced.by the

reader is seacting the most relevant or important information

from a text, appropriate questions can serve sofa guide le this

important process.

These two uses of questions in relation to understending

have an important relationship. Questions asked about atext ore

both an indication of having understood what toss been read and a

guide to the further understanding of what is @bout to be rood.

This suggested to us thet questions asked by s rustler while

reading a text might be an especleily informative kind of data

for monitoring the leader's Understanding of the text. -

We have carried out a program of research aimed at finding

what kinds of higher level"Nitive processes readers engegeqn

while reeding simple texts. We felt'one simple strategy for

obtsining this kind of information would be to have readers think

out loud while reading. We were motivated by a belief that

intelligent reading has many affinities with problem-eolving, a

domain in which thinking-out-loud protocols have proved to be a

useful research tool. A series of studies using this method baVe

revealed a number of important 'onomers* ebout reeding (Olson,

Duffy a Mack. 1980. 1963$ Olson, Mack a putty, loso. One

especially important finding has been that characteristics of the

thinking-out-loud protocols correlete with silent reading time

(see details in Olson et al., foe'. 1983), suggesting that the

information obtained from this method is relevent to

understanding the nature of text comprehension.

15'"

Jnne 22, 1983 A Olson, Duffy 11 Mack

One of the things we noticed subjects doing while thinking

out loud during reeding was asking questions. The kinds oi

questions people asked end the places they asked them seemed to

us indicative ofiliportent comprehension This led us
41,

to conduct a specific study on the reletlonship between on-line

question asking and comprehension. In this chspter we shell

report s few highlights of this study. A more complete report of

it will appear in Olson, Duffy, emton, Vincent and Hack (in

Npreperstionl.

Let us summarise the general retionale for this Study. The

kinds of considerations we have sketched led us to believe that

.questions asked by subjects during the reading of a simple text

would be diagnostic of important comprehension processes. It

seemed plausible to assume that each sentence encountered in a

text raises certain questions in e reader's -mind and answers

other questions raised by earlier sentence,. We wanted to

explore this supposition in more detail by collecting data on the

kinds of questions readers ask following each sentence in simple

stories.

Thitstudy used /our tasks. The primary task was one in

which readers asked questions after reeding each sentence in the

story. in another task a different group of subjects read the

same stories silently while we timed their reeding. These oboe

subjects later recalled the stories. Pinally, another group of

subjects rated the importance of the constituents of the.stery.

Pour short simple stories (maximum length was $1 sentences) were
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used as texts. They were all children's stories or simple

loiktales. end all were vell-formed.

To better understand the results. a somewhat more detailed

description of the four tasks is necessary:

1, Question - asking. All four stories were presented to 9

subjeCts. Each sentence in the story vas typed on a card, and

the subject worked his or her way through the deck of cards.

asking questions that were raised in his or her mind as a result

of having read that perticUlar sentence. The subject was told to

imagine that the story's author was present. snd that the author

was willing to snsysr any questions the reader had about the

story et that point. except,for the obvious question of what

happens nest. The subject was allotted to spend es much time on

any stoAeOce as he or she desired.'but was asked not to reread

any previous sentences or to look ibises]. The questions were tape

recorded and later transcribed. The number of questions ssked

for each sentencefwas tallied and pooled over subjects. In

addition. the questions were classified in various ways.

2. Reading times. Sentence-by-sentence reading times

were collected from 20 subjects. At the end of each story

subjects wrote brief (3 to 5'sentences1 summery of the story.

3. Recall. The some 20 subjects- were asked to recall the

stories they had just read. They were presented with a brief

descriptive title for each story. and were'given unlimited time

to try to recall as much as they could. They were asked to

recall enact wordi. but Were encouraged to guess if they could

not remember exact words. Recall vas scored by first doing a

ft/
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propositional analysis of each story snd then matching the

subject's recall against this. using gist criterion.

4. Importance. Seventeen subjects read each story and

crossed out the SO% of the words. phraae, or sentences in the

story tbey felt was least important. Per each sentence in each

story the proportion of words left in svereged over subjects

provided a "leisure of the relative importance of that sentence.

It is useful to hove a better picture of whet the question

asking data look like. Table 1 shows typicsl questions for the

first sentence of one of the stories. These questions are

grouped into those slaked by two or more subjects snd those that

areidiosyncratic to one Subject. Of course, ve were also

interested in the sentence-by-sentence variation in the questions

asked. figure I shove the total number of questions asked for

each sentence in each of the four !Rorie,. With the possible

exception of EMERALD. there is noteworthy variation in the number

of questions asked from sentence to sentence. In EMERALD, there

were a large number of questions at the beginning end then 0

fairly flat distribution of questions thereafter. keep this

inference in Hind, because EMERALD will not follow the pattern

of other stories in some of our later analyses.

Insert Table 1 and Figure I about here

The first issue we addressed vas whether the question-asking

task is related to the reading times. We examined this by

0 . /"looking at the relationship between the total number of questions

asked for each sentence in a story and the average reeding time

is
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for each sentence U>r those subjects who were reeding silently.

The expectation was that sentences which elicited a lot of
%

questions would be especially salient during reel-time

processing. and therefore would be read more slowly by subjects

who were reading silently. This hypothesis was confirmed. we

conducted multiple regressions in which the average reeding time

per sentence was the dependent variable, and the predictor

variables were sentence length. total number of questions, serial

position, end importance. Only sentence length end number of

questions emerged es significant predictors of reading time. In

this analysis all tour stories were entered, with story as a

varisbie. There are two types of questions that occurs those

that ere asked by several subjects, and those that are

idiosyncratic. We nest asked whether these two types of

questions contributed differentially to this outcome. The

was no. A multiple regression with number of questions asked by

two or more persons end idiosyncratic questions entered

separately shoved that both emerged as significant predictors.

Table 2,shows the details of these analyses.

insert Table 2 about here

when we carried out multiple regression analyses for each

story individually, the results mirrored the overall analysis."

In -these regressions we included as predictors Idiosyncratic

questions and questions asked by two or more persons as well as

total number dl questions asked. Por three of the four stories,

st least one of these question counts emerged as s significant

June 22, 1903 0 Olson. Dully I Mack

predictor of reading time fin addition to number of syllables/.

The exception was *HERALD. for which the question data provided

no significant predictor. As mentioned esrlier. EMERALD was the

story that showed little variation in number of questions asked

across sentences. .

So, number of questions asked accounts for a significant

Portion of the variance in sentence-by-sentence reading times.

We next asked what relationship the question-asking task has with

recall. And the answer was very simples none. Table 3 shows the

outcome of s multiple regression carried out on recall ecbree.

and reveals that rated Importance and Period position emerged as

significant predictors of recall, while number of questioni asked

did not. This pattern is similar to other data which indicate

thst importance predicts recall (Meyer, 19751 Rintsch. 1974).

Importance is not necessarily immediately perceived. but may

result from having most or all of the final memory representation

of the test. We conclude from this that the information being

revealed by the question- asking task is more closely sssocisted

with the activities that occur during comprehension than with thi

form of the final memory representation constructed as a result

of comprehension.

Insert Table 3 about here

This basic result confirms our initial supposition that the

question-asking MIX would tap an aspect of idiot is going on In

the skilled reader's mind while reading. The obvious question,

of course, is what is it tapping? It is unlikely that a reader
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who is reading silently is actually asking questions while

reading. Rather. we believe that the question-asking task tops

the %Inds of intohnetional needs a reader encounters while

proceeding through a teat. As each sentence is understood and

added to a growing representation of the story, the reader

revises and elaborates the sat of information still needed to

have the developing story make sense. These informational needs

interact with what is presented in the next sentence to generate

a new set of informational needs--or. If you will. a new set of

questions--that guide the reader's comprehension through tale

succeeding parts of the test.

We have conducted s number of other analyses of these data

that are discussed in Olson. Duffy. Baton. Vincent. and'Mfack (1.11

preparation). We have categorised the questions to see if.

certain types are more Important thad others. So far. the

categories we have examined have not shown say differences. We

have also looked to see whether or not questions 'eked are later

answered by the story, and there are interesting relatiooships

here. Many questions are in fact enevered. though it varies

.somewhet by type. However. the number of questions answe4e4 by a

particular sentence does not predict reading time or recall. We

have looked at the information tapped in the-question. and find

that questions which are derived from new information contsined

in the current sentence are especially important in predicting

reading times. These and other details of these dote are

Interesting and important. and will be reported on fully in Olson

et al. tin preparation).
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The main findings of this Study-strongly suggest that the

question-asking task is a useful indicator of processes which may

be an important part of comprehension. The number of questions

silted by sublects as they reed through a story correlates with

the amount of time spent on that sentence by other readers

readinq silently. Keep in mind that this result is with the

obvious effect of sentence length removed. Out number of

questions does not correlate with recall. Thus. question-asking

seems more closely related to the real-time processes that occur

during reading than to the final product of comprehension that

remains when reading is completed.

How general are these findings? We do not yet know.

Clearly. we can only confine our conclusions to the reeding of

simple stories by rassonablv sophisticated readers. Other types

of Stories. other types of texts. end other types of readers

might yield quite different outcomes. But these initial results

are promising enough to warrant the extension of this paradigm to

these other situetiona.

16(3
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Table 1

Sample Questions from The Selling ot the Cow

Questions silted kr 2 or more sublectss t Subjects

1) Who is Cromer? 2

2) What is Cromer like? 3

3) Did Cromer live *lone? 5

4) When did this story take place? 5

5) Where was the taro? 4

6) Where was the hill? 4

7) Why was the farm on a hill? 2

6) How tar up the hill was the taro? 2

9) How high was the hill? 3

10) What kind of farm was it? 4

11) What will-happen to Cromer? 2

1410Slacratic auestions Salted IA gga 1 subiectt

1) Does the fact that he lives on a form have any
significance?

2) Does he [arm tor.* living?

3) DO., he have another vocation?

4) Is Cromer married?

5) How old is Cromer?

6) How far away were Cromer's nearest neighbors?

7) Why did Cromer like to live on clam?
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The Role of Expectations

in Sentence Integration

Susan A. Duffy

university of Massachusetts, Amherst

Annual Cubject Index:

Comprehension
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Text

Processing

Sentence

Integration processes.

17(..;

Abatcact

In three experiments subjects read a aeries of narratives that

varied in the degree to which they elicited an expectation that

particular sentences would be followed up (Nigh Expectation vs.

Low Expectation texts). Subjects were faster to judge a target

sentence to be unrelated when it followed a Nigh Expectation text

than when it followed a Low Expectation text. Subject. were

slower to read en unimportant, expectation-violating sentence

embedded in a Nigh Expectation text. besulta suggest that

expectations are used to integrate upcoming sentences into the

text representation. .Correct expectations can help the

Integration process; incorrect expectations interfere. A third

experiment found no evidence that .these expectations took the

form of highly specific predictions.
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The idea that skilied readers regularly Corm expectations as

they read is not a new one. Within the reading literature,

claims have been made that reading is a "guessing game' In which

readers make minliai use of the information on the printed page

(Goodman, I9671 Saber, 197er Smith, 1971). At least two kinds of

expectations that a reader might use have been investigated with

mixed results: expectations about individual:vocal in a sentence

(e.g., Ehrlich a Rayner. 19D1; ;Ehrenberg i Decker, 191121

McClelland i O'Regan, 19111), and expectations about upcoming

syntactic categories (e.g., Fodor, Dever a Garrett, 19741

Mitchell ai Green, 1970). The experiments reported here provide

evianco for the use of expectations at a higher level of

processing: erpectotions about upcoming events in a narrative.

Those expectations will be discussed 'in terms of the role they

play in causal inferencing during reading.

The Etoblem cl CANINal Cnhesign

If the reader's goal is to comprehend the sentences of a

text an a coherent whole, the reader must find a way to integrate

ench successive sentence with the mental replesentation of the

sentences already read. To integratea sentence. the reader must

find some way of linking the information in the sentence to a

stsbnet of the information presented earlier.

Two kinds of links are important in the current context.

11'

Expectations and Sentence Integration

The EL.nt are the referential links established between an

anaphoric phrase and Its antecedent. The second are links which

establish what Keenan (Note I) refers to as causal cohesion among

propositions. An example can make this distinction clear.

la. Johnny had blonde hair.

lb. He bought a harmonica.

2a. Johnny wanted to make music.

2b. He bought a harmonica.

In both of these sentence Pairs, a referentiai link is

established between "Se" in sentence b and 'Johnny" in sentence

a. The two sentences in the first pairs howeVer, seem to be

11.1 unrelated feet, about Johnny. In contrasts the second pair are

causally related in the sense that the want expressed in 211 is

the 'cause for the action taken in 2b. To fully understand

these two sentences the reader must establish both the

referential and the eager, link. If the reader only establishes

the referential link in the second pair, an important aspect of

the intended meaning will be lost.

The discovery of causal cohesion is especially important in

narratives. when a reader makes sense of a narrative test. a.

major goal is to build a representation of the causal linki among

events (what Wilensky. Note 2, terms "explanation-driven

understanding"). The reader wants to be able to explain why

certain events occurred (in terms of causes and enabling

conditions) and what happened as a resuit (consequences). Thus
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expectations and Sentence Integration 6

the reader might be expected to pay attention to causally

important information. This is inforyation which needs

explanation or which might provide an explanation for upcoming

events in the narrative. This claim is given some support by

research of Cirilo and eons (19110) which showed that readers

'vend more time reading important sentences in stories, sentences

which make up the causal chain. Important sentences, especially

early Ina story. also happen to be sentences which w ill have

consequences later on. This melik!s these sentences will be

crucial for establishing causal hesiOn later on (when the

aentenceo conveying the consequences are encountered).
4e

.Current models of sentence integration (*cue on the search

for referential iinks as the key to the proem' of relating the

current sentence.io what has been read (Clark k Saviland. l9771

Clark 6 Sengul, 19791 Carrod 6 Sanford, 19771 Rinteeh 6 van Dijk,

Met t.esgold, Roth 6 Curtis, 19-.91. Yet as the above account

makes clear, the discovery of causal-tohesion is also crucial to

comprehension.

One might imagine that establishing referential cohesion is

a maior part of finding causal cohesion. For example, the search

for antecedents for definite noun phrases in the current sentence

might lead directly to the information in the earlier text needed

to establish causal cohesion: In fact, howeyer, causal cohesion

can exiot b'tween sentences with no explicit argument overlap.

An example can make the problem clear.

e

Expectations and Sentence Integration 7

John was eating in the dining car of a train.

The waiter brought him a large bowi of bean soup.

Suddenly the train screeched to a stop.

The soup spilied in John's lap.

Pow does the reader comprehend the final sentence of this

narrative] Under current models of Sentence integration. the

noun phrases The soup" and 'John's lap' will be used as search

cues to find earlier, related information. Both of these cues

will guide the search back to the second sentence, where

reference is made to John and to the soup. As a result,

according to current models, the last sentence will be integrated

with the second oentence.

This procedure, howevey, misses the crucial causal link

between the third and fourth sentences. The antecedent search

process does not help in finding this causal link beCause of the

lack of argument overlap between the third and fourth sentences

in the text. The question, then, remains of how the reader does

decide to consider generating a link between the third and fourth

sentences in the absence of argument overlap.

A complete answer to this question must await a theory of

causal inferencing. It is possible, however. to speculate about

mechanisms that might be useful in guiding causal inference. One

possibility is that the reader is using expectations to guide the

process of finding causal links. if the reader has an

expectation that a particular sentence contains a causally

important event which will be immediately followed up by the
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writer. then that sentence isa likely locus ,for integrating the

nest centence, regardless of where else the antecedent search may

lead. Consider the third sentence of the train text, "Suddenly

the train screeched to a stop.' This sentence seems likely to

play a causal soka6in the events to comes it is the kind of event

which is.likelk to have Causes and/or consequences-ithich are

important to the narrative. It tls alp the kind of event that

should be immediately followed up by the writer if the narrative

is to be well - formed. Thus it is reasonable to hypothesise that

the reader's resporue.to such', sentence will be to fotm an

exportation that upcoming sentences will relate to it.

Eliciting an UpectAtista

what kinds of events elicit expectations that they will be

followed op7 The likely candidates are events which violate a

currently active script (Schenk i Abelson, I977). For example,

trains do not typically screech suddenly to a stop. The event

violates the riding a train' script and it does not fit the

restanrant script that may also be activated. As a results the

reader can infer that this event may be causally important. It is

also likely that certain kinds of events access causal

connections in long-tert memory. For example, the reader

probably has stored in memory information about the general

concept of a rettiden change in the velocity of a moving object.

Thin general concept has strong links to likely causes (e.g.s

bitting a barrier, an agent applyInq brnkes, etc.) and

1S2
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consequences, e.g., (the displacement of supported objects). As

soon as the train event is recognizeifaa an instance of the more

general concept, the reader has access to causes and consequences

that suggest the event could be causally important (see Feldman,

1979, .f or some-ideas about modelling hierarchies of actions with

cause and consequence links).

In contrast suppose the key sentence in the train text is

changed so.the whole text now readat

John was eating in the dining car ofa train.

The waiter brought him a large bowl of bean soup.

The train slowed ent :ng a station.

The soup spilled in John's lap.

The test no longer contains a causally important event prior to

the last sentence. The slowdown of thetrain is* normal event

accounted for within the train script. Furthermore it oe not

seem likely to access a long term memory concept node whicb)is

bristling with cause and consequence lfnks. It should be/clear,

then, that the expectations discussed here are generated

selectively, not for every sentence of,every text.

In abort, a general expectation that more will be said about

a particular set of propositions is elicited when those

propositions are perceived to be of immediate causal Importance.

In its most general form, this type of expectation consists of

the tagged text propositions which need to be followedcup

immediately. These tagged propositions may be linked toys number
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of possible causes and consequences activated in long term.

memory. The set of tagged text proposition's plus the activated

conrepts will be referred to as a general expectation. It is

general in the sense that a number of possible next events will

fulfill the expectation.

In addition to this general expectation, the reader may. be

Able to form every specific predictioriabout the next event In

the narrative. For example, for the train text the reader may be

obie to predict that the soup will spill. /hiking this prediction

involves the specific instantiation of one of the general causes

and consequences activated for the event, the consequence of

object displacement. Thus, the generation of a specific

prediction may be viewed as a two-step process In which a general

expectntion in generated first, and then one aspect of that

expectation is further apecified.

It should be pointed out that the reader will not always be

able to generate a specific prediction. For example, suppose the

key sentence in the 'train text Is changed to read. "Suddenly

there was a high-pitched electronic tone." This 'is certainly an

event likely to be followed up in the text. The writer must say

something about its causes or consequences. Thus the reader is

likely to form a general expectation as &scribed earlier, but is

unlikely to generate a specific prediction._

The Role 01 ExPectationn in Sentence lntegmatian

The model to be developed here assumes that readers

regularly form expectations (general and/or specific) as they

1g;
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read narratives. Once formed, an expectation is used in the

attempt to integrate upcoming sentences. Specifically, the

content of the expectation is given ',denial in the reader's

search for a causal link between the next sentence and the

already-read text. A prediction follows from this account: when

the reader has generated an expectation that should be

immediately fulfilled. an attempt will be made to create a causal

link between the upcoming sentence and the expectatiOn. This

attempt will be made even in the absence of argument overlap.

For example, upon reading that the train suddenly stopped, the

reader will attempt to find a causal relation between the

upcoming sentence and this event. If the reader has formed a

speelfic prediction, this process msylnvolve an attempt at

relating the.. sentence to the prediction. If the reader.only has
. -

a general expectation, the process may involve constructing a

relation between the sentence and the text propositions tagged as

Part of the ekpectetion. .

The expectation identifier: that subset of text information

which should'he relevant to integrating the epcoming sentence.

If the expectation is correct, then a causal link can easily4be

crested, and the reader can bypass some of the search and

Inferencing that might otherwise'be required. If the expectation

is iniorrect, then the link between the upcoming sentence and the

text will not be so.easily found because the reader will waste

time trying to find a causal link where none exists.

Three experiments are reported which test the major
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hypotheses about the role of expectations in sentence

integration. The first two experiments test a general claim of

the ;model without distinguishing between general and specific

expectations. This claim is that an expectation provides a focus

for current causal inferencing and as a result is given priority

in the attempt to integrate upcoming sentences with the prior

text. Experiment I tests the hypothesis that an expectation

helps in the attempt to integrate when it is correct.

Experiment 2 tests the hypothesis that an expectation interferes

when incorrect. Finally, Experiment 3 turns to tha general vs.

specific distinction. It examines the content of the expectation

itself, testing the hypothesis that readers are actually forming

specific predictions (e.g.. the soup will spill) whenever

ponrible as opposed to more general kinds of expectations.

EXPERIMENT 1

In this experiment subjects read a series of short text

fragments. At the end of each text, they were asked to judge

whether a target sentence was a possible "next sentence" for the

text. Response time to the target sentence was the dependent

variable. Texts were designed either to elicit or not to elicit

an expectation at the sentence immediately preceding the target

sentence. Response time to the target sentence was expected to

reflect processing in the presence or absence of an expectation.

A set of text fragments similar to the train text was

1S"
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created. Each textwas.built around an everyday activity for

which the reader might have a script (e.g., riding on a train,

fixing food in a restaurant, hiking in the forest). Each text

had a high Expectation (fliE) version designed to eiicit a strong

expectation that'certain sentences would be followed up.

Expectations were created by including a keg causal event (e.g.,

the train screeching to a stop) or by including a causal trait

(e.g., anger) accompanied by appropriate enabling conditions

(e.g., using a knife in the kitchen). The key causal sentences

departed from the script and will be referred to as the

expectation sentences. To canto the Low Expectation (LoE)

version of each text the expectation sentences were modified so

that they fit in with the normal, script eveats of the rest of

the text.

For each text two target sentences were written. One

sentence followed directly from the expectation sentences in the

NIB version of text. The other sentence was designed to be

unrelated to the text. Exampiee are given in Table 1. The

judgment task was intended to be a simple one for the subjects.

As a result Unrelated targets were chosen to be obviously not

related to any propositions mentioned earner in the text.

insert Table 1 about here

If expectations can provide a focus for causai inferencing,

then response time to the target sentences for the HIE texts
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should be faster than for the LoE in both Related and Onrellited

conditlimn. The rcasonIng behind this prediction in the Related
5 + .

condition should be clear. For the HIE texts subjects have

focuned on cerNain propositions which are exactly those'beeded -,

for the causal inference allowing Integration of the Related

sentence. For the LoE texts subjects have no such focus, and

therefore they must search through the text to-find appropriate

Information to allow integration.

The prediction for the Unrelated condition follows the same.

sort of reasoning. In the HIE condition the reader attempts to

relate the sentence to the expectation. Upon finding no relation

the reader can safely Judge the sentence as Unrelated. This

alloUs the reader to respond without taking the time to search -

the test of the text for possible relation,. In the LoE

condition the reader does not have such a focus and thus must

search more of the text before determining that the sentence is

indeed unrelated.

The Unrelated condition is crucial for ruling out two

important alternative hypotheses which could fully account for

the predicted pattern in the HiE-Related condition. The First

hypothesis is a backward inference hypothesis. Suppose the

reader does not generate any expectations at all for a text. In

order to integrate the Related sentence, some inferencing must be

carried out to determine the causal link between prior text

information and the sentence. The causal antecedents are much

more likely as causes in the HIE texts (e.g., a train screeching

toil stop is a much more obvious cause of soup 441/ing than is a

train slowing to enter a station). As a ryoutt, it is reasonable

to expect that the inferences necessary tb determine causality

(and hence to find a relation) will be more quickly made in the

nix condition for the Relined sentences.

This alternative hypothesis, however, would have trouble

accounting for a difference la HIE vs. LoE response'times in the

Unrelated condition. The target sentence in this condition bears

no causal (or referential) relation to any sentence in either the

HIE or LoE versions of.a text. Thus a backward inference

hypothesis w4ich claims that no'Olor information is given

special focus would predict no difference in response time. lf a

difference is found, it will lend support to the claim that at

least some of the effect in the Related condition is due to the

presence of an expectation.

A Second hypothesis will also be ruled,out given an effect.

in the Unrelated condition. This hypothesis cl'aims that an

expectation is elicited by every text. This'Itypothesis is

reasonable-if it. is assumed that expectations are simply concepts

activated automatically for every seqtence. A predict-at-every-

sentence hypothesis could account for a HIE vs. LoE difference In

the Related condition in the following way. For the mig version

of a text the expectations generated are likely to be relevant to

integrating the target sentence; for the Lob version the

expectations are unlikely to be relevant (e.g., for the Low train

text expectations might center arotod passengers getting on and

...
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off at the, atationl. The hypothesis cannot predict en effect in

the Unrelated cnnditlon because the expectations for both the NiE

an teetextn would be equally irrelevant to attempts at

integrating the Unrelated target sentence.

16

Methods

NubJectesTtSAty-four subjects from the University of.

Michigan community participated. Each was paid $3.50 for a 30 to;

4014inute seeslon.

HAteLlals4. The texts were 40 sho$,t narratives. Each text

wan incomplete and could be considered the beginning of a longer

etecy. Feat text had tit° versions as shown in Table I. In one

version theceadee was given one or two critical pieces of

information intended to elicit an expectation at the end of the

text (the eipeclation sentences). This version is the NiE

version of the text. In the other.version of each text, the

expectation sentences were modified to be less likely to elicit

an expectation at the end of the text. This second versiqm is

the LoE version of the text.

For each text a Related target sentence was written. These

4:t
sentences were eight to ten syllables lOng!:,44/th a mean length of

9.1 syllables. The sentence always directly followed from the

expectation sentences in the IftE version of the text. Argument

overlap between the Related sentence and both versions of a text

was °Waste the same.

All texts were then paired such that the Related target

sentence for one member of tho pair could be use as the

19)
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Unrelated target sentence for the other member of the pair. This
a

pairing w95 not randomt care was taken to insure that there was

no argument overlap between text and Unrelated sentence and that

the Unrelated sentence for a text was as convincingly unreluted

as possible. The result orthe pairing was a set of stimulus

materials in which each text and each sentence appeared in all

poasible conditions.

De ium. There were Tour experimental conditions formed by

the crossing of text version ME vi. LoE) with target typo,

(Related.vs.jUnrelatel). A given subject saw tin texts in each

of thetfour conditions. Acrosi the full dkperiment each and

eochtirgot sentence appeared equally often in all four

conditions, although for S given subject each text and target
4

sent,: appeared in only nne condition.

procedure. The experiment was controlled by a Digital PDP
.

11/34 computer. Subjects were run in;hojdually, in soundproof'

booths. The texts were displayed on a Hewlett-Packard .2621A

Intiractive terminal 'connected to the computer. Subjects

responded pronging keys on a kiYboaid in front of them.

. Each subject read .11,/40 texts plus an additional ten

practice texts which were played at the begin4ing of thb

experiment: '

Subjects began the experiment by pressing the space bar on

the keyboard. The first text was displayed in full on the CRT.

Subjects had unlimiqd time to read the text. When they had

finished reading, subjects again pressed the space bar. 'The text

191
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was replaced by a single target sentence. Subjects read the

sentence and decided as quickly as possible whethee'lt was a

rearmuapie next nentenoe, lister the "/" and "1" keys to indicate

their response. after subjectsresponded, a feedback message

appeared ork the CRT for 1000 meet. The feedback message was

automatically replaced by a message telling the subject to press

the space be for the next text'.

Subjeols were instructed not to deliberate over the target

sentences, but rather to respond se quickly as posSible but not

no fast that they made lots of bad judgmeNts. They were told

that they shouldrespond "Yes" if the sentence was a possible

next sentence, No if it was not. It was emphasised that

subjects should not worry about whether it was the best possible

. next sentence.

Because tie Criterion for deciding that a sentence. was

Related or Unrelated might be expected to vary from subject to

subject, feedback -was given as guidance for setting the

criterion. Relatedness judgments about the target' sentences had '

been.lnforcally collected from colleagues. Whena subject's

response agreed with the judgment of this earlier group, the word

ASPER appeared on the screen. If a response disagreed, DISACRXE

appeared:

Result°
'S.

. Pot each subject a mean response time to the target sentence

was calculated for each of the Cosi conditions, and for each test

19,r,..a4_,
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e mean response time was caiculafted for eiChtof the four

condiOons. These Mea63 were used as the observations in the

analyses. Trials in which subjects disagjeed with the expected
.

judgment were excluded from the calculation of these means. In

addition trlele more than 2.5 .standard dttviations from a

subject's mean fori given resp9mse type Infer' and "No") were

excluded as outliers (1.9% of the data). Tests based on subject

var lability will be refer r eol to as fir those based cm item

variability will be refereed to ac E2. Planned comparisons are

based on subject variability' the Bonfeeroni I procedure le used

with the eeiticel significance level adjusted according to number

of compseiaons made.-

'Mean tesponse times and diasgrtement rates for each

condition are displayed In Table 2. In the analysis of response

times the effect of text version was sigalficant, subjects were .

faster to respond to the target sentence "Alien it followed a III
text than When it 41)owed a Loll teat CE1(1,22) 60.40,

< .004. MSe 127251 E2(1.20) a 25.04. g < ;0001. MS,

SS4?0). In addition the interaction of test version and target

sentence type was significant 04(4'22) 20.60.. p < .0001 ii8e

21622,E2(1,29) 0 0.7$. p < .006 14Se 151996). Planned

comparisons revealed that the mean response time to the Nig-
.

Related target sentences wasslgrificantly faster than the mean

response time to the Log-Related taegetsententei (L123) 6.74.

g < .0001). The mean response time to the 141BUnceleted target

sentences was faster than the mean eespohse time to the poe,
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Unrelated tarlet sentences It(23) 4.32, V 4 .0005).

insert Table 2 about here

20

In the analysis of disagreement rates, the effect of text

version was significant. The probability of disagreement was

11Vgher for the target aentences foil-owing the VIC texts than for

nentences following the IDE texts ifi(1,231 8.95, V 4 .007, Mge.

56: 12(1,39) .' 7,R9, p 000, MSe 107). The interactOn of

text version and target sentence type was significant.111(423)

10.99. p 4 .004, HS* 97; (2(109) 14.06, p 4 .001, NS!

126). The disagreement rate for the toe-Related condition was

oignifiCantly high.,r than the bee-Unrelated condition (t(23)

2.07, p 4 .01) and higher than tht Hi!- Related (1(23) 4.13,

p 4 .001). The His- Unrelated and lot-Unrelated did not differ

significantly: nor did the lilt-Related and the IliE- Unrelated.

Rea ding times for the texts themaelves were compared for the

viE and the loE conditions. ,Two kinds of analyses were

conducted. First, for each Abject the mean reading time for the

Hit, and for the toil conditions was calculated. A pallied t-teit

showed no elignificant differences in these means 11(23).-

The text versions do differ, however, in mean lengths the ifit

versions have a *mean of 46.0 syllables: the boil a mean of 43.02

syllables. As a reaulea second analysis was conducted which

took syllable length into account. rot each aubjecb two

regrerslons were carried out, one for the Ole texts, one.for the

19:
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The dependent variable was reading time for the text

version. the independent variable was the number of syliab kea in

fhe teat veraion. Analyse. of the resulting Intercepts and

slopes also revetic0 no significant differences for the Olt vs.

tot conditions (intercept analysiss t123) -.051 slope

analysis, 1(23) ..31).

iseCssion

Subjects %ere teeter to respond to both the Related and the

Unrelated target sentences when they followed a Hit text. This

pattern of results is consistent with the general hypothesis

introduced :artier. A correct expectition provides a focus for

causal inferencing, presumably allowing the subject to bypass

some of'tlie processing normally required in the-attempt to 1-ink

sentence to those preceding it. The results also support an

assumption made about this type of expectations such

expectations are generated selectivelyvand not.for every

sentence of every text.

As argued earlief, the Unrelated condition
V.

important for

'providing evidence against two plausible alternative hypotbeaest:

the backward causal inference hypothesis nd the predict-at-

every-sentence hypothesis. while both hypothesea can predict the

pattern of resulla found in the Refatedrtonditionsethese two

hypotheses cannot predict. the ht!erence found in the Unrelated

condition.

Decease the Unrelated condition is a critical one, it la

worth considering what relation it has to situations tyilcally

19)
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encountered during "normal" reading. It seems clear that skilled

readers frequently encounter sentences in stories which vary In

how strongly they ars predicted by the previa:se test !e.g.. SW'

Related vs. Lot-Related). Oecid writers, however, do'not

deliberately include Unrelated sentences In their tests.

Nevertheless it Is likely that readers have esperienced the

phenomenon of encode:tering a seemingly unrelated sentence.

rrequentiy a Jentence is'read with less attention than it

teserVes. and a word is misidentified or e phrase incorrectly

parsed. Sometimes a sentence is actually ambiguous, and the

wrong interpretation is chosen by the reader. Such,pmbiguous

tests have been studied by Collins, brown and Larkin 41910) and

by Mumelhatt !Note J). As a result of eisinterpretstion of the

early ambiguities in such tests, s later sentence will seem

incongruous of unrelated.

Skilled readers must be sensitive to such Incongruity

because it Is a good indicator that the comprehension process hes

failed and remedial action le necessary. Toe example, it may be

neoessary to reread earlier sentence:, to find where the

misreading occurred, or It .may be necessary to reinterpret en

earlier sentence which is In fact ambiguous. Skilled readers

must have procedures for detectfhg end correcting such Instances

of soh:comprehension. In fact detailed protocols of such

corrections were collected by Collins et al 419110) and by

Ituielhart (Note 1). It seems. then, that the task used here can

be espected to tap those procedures readers normally use'in

rapectationa and Sentence Int/qr.:lion

reading. Ons conclusion to be drawn from the results is thst an

espectation can help s reader estch comprehension problems.

There is, hnwsver, a major difference between the rssdsr'a

response to an Unrelated target sentence In the Nil; clOadition and

to en incongruous sentence encountered in norms' reeding. in

this espeziment the Unrsieted sentence. were not supposed to fit

in, and the subject knew that. As a result, when the subject

encountered a target sentence that did not relate to the

inspect stion, It wai a good bet thst the sentence must be

Unrelated. On this basis, the subject could make * "Me

response, asking no further attempt et integrating the seqpente.

In norasi reeding, of course, reeder would take the time to 940

back to figure out where the misreeding occurred end how the

' incongruous sentence sctually fit in.

One notable characteristic of the results Is the feet that

the difference between the mean response time for the Nil and t,oE

conditions is about 3'1/2 times larger In the Related than in the

Unrelated condition. Two complementary scAunts of this

interaction can be giOn. first, it Is likely thst the NIS

response times consist of a min of st least two different kinds

of trials: trial on which the appropriate espectation Is formed

and trials on which no espectation is formed. In the *slated

condition a faster Nesponee is espected for both types of trials,

given the predictive and backward inferencing processes described

earlier. In the Unrelated condition, however, the latter type of

tri el (where no espectat ion is formed) will not result lit a
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fearer tens...hoe. A fester response will occur only on those NIC

tilela whore en eapectetion is formed. hence the proportion of

font trials, is lower in ihs Unrelated condition.
1

A aevend poesAbis region for the interaction In response

linen is atiogested by Ahe anelyele of dieegreement rates. It

morals to he wepecielly difficult to deride one response for a

ad.inted 'ergot sentence when it follows 0 bog text. in this

oleition 'objects will d'stover argument overlap between the

taiyet sentence and the text, this auggeate that a relation la

pumnihln. The ceusel link, required, however, ate such 1.41.

Melt, then in the Nig-seisted cell. As result the decision

ao n9e es well OP t h seoir ch and infer eoce ,tape may be

lengthened. for exempla, aubjects mey ,pond extra time deciding

vhthet the caumal reladon they have inferred between the train

ni.vIng down and the aoop spilling la reesonable enough to allow

4 it,isted renponse.

One adlitional hypothesis might be proposed to account for

the overall pattern of results in this experiment. This is a

"(Worn' hypothesis. Under this hypothesis. hie Nig

texts do not elicit specific expectations. lather, they prime

aohjects to respond faster to whatever atimulue next appears.

Tells hypothesis le ellffiCilt to specify but it is based on the

ohnervation that in tells experiment subject. are shoals faster to.

the hie targets no matter whet relation exists between target and

text. One could claim that the aft texts somehow leave subjects

in a 'higher state of arousal.* and thus response time le always

1
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tester. This 'asininity. hypothesis is rulid out by the result..

of Sttieriment 2.

illieggiNCIIT 2

'the resell* of experiment 1 provide support for the claim

that expectation. ere formed during reeding, that they ere formed

selectively and not for every text, end that they can be used In

the attempt to relate the uppoming Sentence to the previous tett.

In experiment ii, subject. were reading with the eloeumption that

they would encounter unrelated eentencea. he e reault, they

could motto teae of their expectation, to quickly reject a target

seritince which bore no Obeibus relation to the expectation.

Suppose, however, aubjecte were reading with the seitimption that

ell sentence, could be lotegysted into the text representat:on

the eesumption mede for normal reading!. Now might the'preoence

of .n expectation effect inteoretion promisee tot a sentence

which was related to the text but which did not fulfill the

expectetion? experiment 2.wse designed to address this question.

If expectetione always become involved in the attempt to

integrals the upcoming sentence. then time may be wasted in

precutting a sentence which does not relate to the expectation.

Thus en incorrect expectation might be elipected to interfere with

.entente integration. This hypotheals will be referred to as the

interference hypothesis. e

For example, consider the following modification in the lest

1 9 '.)
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sentences in the train texts

Suddenly the train screeched to a stop.

The - waiter Offered John some coffee.

now in the lost sentence processed? According to the

interference hypothesis, an attempt will be made to figure out

how the waiter offering coffee telatee to the train screeching to

a atop. This commitment to try it) relate incoming sentences to

the expectation is.coitly (in processing time} when there is no

relation intended by the writer. Thus this hypothesis predicts

slower integration times for ysentences which violate n

expectation. '

An alternative to the interference hypothesis might claim

that expectations are available to be used if relevant, but they

do not become involved in time-consuming processing if irrelevant

or incorrect. Under this view, expectations might consist of

concepts automatically activated in long term memory. The Script
A

activation model of Bower, Slack and Turner.(1979) is a model of

this type. In this type of model a script event encountered in a

text is assumed to activate upcoming events in the long term

memory representation of the script. These activated events, or

expectations, can help in processing the next text event, but if

the next event is not s script event,.the activated script events

do not interfere with sentence integration.

Consider tow this hypothesis might account for processing in

the train text. When-the final sentence is the went of soup

spilling, the doncept "opill"*Is directly related to one.of the

20)
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concepts likely to be activated as part of the expectation (e.g.,

'displacement' is one of several causes and consequences

activated as part of the general expectation). Thus the

expectation will become involved In processing through activated

long term memory pathways. In contrast, when the final sentence

is the event of the waiter offering coffee, the expectation will

not be accessed because the concepts in this sentence have no

direct relation through long term memory links to the

expectation.

A second type Of non - interference hypothesis could also be

developed. Most narratives convey some script information as

well as major events which form the causal chain. The reader may

first check whether the current sentence relates to the active

script and if It does not,, only then go on to check its role in

the causal chain (i.e., its relation to the expectation). This

Occount would also predict that the expectation would not 67C07,Wi

involved in processing the sentence in whichAwalter offers

coffee.

experiment 2 was designed to distinguish between the

interference and the non-interference hypotheses. Texts similar

to those used in experiment 1 were constructed. As in experiment

I, each text bad a script activity as a theme. The ilia version

of each text contained sentences designed to elicit an

expectation that they would be followed up. In the Loe version

these expectation sentences were modified so that they did not

elicit strong expectations that they would be followed up. For

I
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the Sic version, two pairs of target sentences were written: an

expected (Exp) pair and an unexpected (Unex) pair. Examples are

given in Table 3. The expected target sentence pair followed

from the expectation sentences In the HIE version (soup spilling

in John's lap); the unexpected target pair was a normal event in

the script (the waiter offering John coffee). The same target

sentence pairs were used for the LoE version. The labels

"Expected" and "Unexpected' will be used throughout. although it

should be clear that neither label actually applies to the target

seritencen when they follow the LoE versions'of the texts.

insert Table 3 about here

soth the interference and non-interference hypotheses'

predict faster reading times for thelliE-Exp target sentences

than for the LoE -Ekp. Only the interference hypothesis. however,

predicts that processIng of the Unex target sentence will be

slowed when anoexpectation is present (i.e.. gesding.time for the
0

target sentence in the RIE-Unex condition will be,slower than in

the LOE-Unex). The non-interference hypotheses predict no

differences in integration time forthe target sentence in the

IIIE -Unex vs. LoE-Unex conditions.

It should be noted that a backward inference model will also

predict no differences in the Unex conditions. Consider again

the.train text example. For both the Unex conditions antecedent

search processes will lead back to the point where the waiter

20'
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served John earlier. The target sentence.is easily integrated

with this earlier information because It fits reasonably with the

festaurant script. In neither condition does the target sentence

relate directly'to any later sentences. Thus a backward

inference model will predict no differences in integration time

for the SIE-Une$ vs. LoE -Unex conditions.

Methods

Subiects. Sixty -five subjects from the University of

Michigan community participated in this experiment. Of Mils

number, 44 participated in a rating task to validate the texts:

IS participated In the reading tiara experiment. Subject, were

paid $3.50 for an hour's participation.

flaterlals Twenty-four of the texts from Experiment 1 were

revised to meet the requirements of both Experiments 2 and 3.

Each text was rewritten so that the H1E version of the text

elicited much stronger expectations than did the Lot versiod.

Furthermore. for each text a specific prediction could be

identified. This prediction involved a non-human argument

mentioned earlier in the text (e.g.. soup), and was not highly

semantically related to the information. unique to the slE version

(dills! text (e.g., In isolation. a train screeching to a stop is

not semantically related to soup spilling).

In order to rewrite and validate the texts, a preliminary

rating task was run. Subjects were run in groups otwo to six.

Each subject was given a booklet containing one version of each

of the Zetexts. Subjects were asked to write a sentence
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conveyinl-whlfwas Most likely to happen next and to rate how

likely they thought their prediction was. A five-point Goole was

used. A rating ofone indicated a "strong" prediction ("The

reader has been'set up to expect this event to occur."). A

rating of fivelindicated a "weak" prediction ("The reader cannot

tell what might happen next."). Subjects were instructed to guess

, if they did not feel they could predict what would happen, and to

lase the rating to indicate their lack, of certainty.

Initially, the results fromthe rating task were used as a

guide for rewriting the texts. The data collection and rewriting

were carried out iterativeiy. Some texts required no rewritings

some required one or two rewritings. As a result, the number of,

subjects ectualiy responding to the final versions of each text

varied. But no text had fewer than six'subjecti responding per

final version.

For Experiment 2, the analysis of the ratings is central

(other analyses will be discussed for Experiment 31. The mean

ratinglbr the Hie versions of the texts was 1.671 the mean

rating for the Lot versions was 2:92. The ratings differed

significantly (L(23) w -10.1. p < .0001), confirming that the Hit

texts do elicit stronger expectations about upcoming events.
0

For the final'versions of each text, two sentences were

written as the target sentences! (see Table 3). The Expected
ti

target sentences (tap) followed from the expectation sentences in

the Hit versions of the texts the Untxpected target sentences

(Unex) did not. Theftarget sentence was always 11 syllables

20 ;
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long. An additional sentence of eight syllables (the secondary

. target) was written to foilow the target scnt'ence in case

..frocessing tended to spiil over to the next sentence.

The txp target sentences always conveyed important e ents in

ithe story. The Woes target sentences conveyed unimportan events

which related to the information contained in the portion of the

texts which the Hit and Lot versions had in common, that is, the

antecedents for the Una* sentence always appeared in identical

sentencesin the Bit end LoB versions of tets the links

joining the.Unex target sentences to the text were intended to be

a the same in the two versions.

Design. Each subjec't read one version of each of the 24

testi., There were four experimental conditions formed by the

crossing of.text version. (Hit va. LOB) with target type (Bap vs.

Woes). A given subject Saw sis texts In each of the four

conditions. Across the full experiment each,text appeared

equally often In ell four conditions. A different, endc41 order

of presentation of test* was'used for every four subjects.

procedure; The experimental equipment was the same am in

tepee invent 1. Texts were displayed one sentence at a time on the
.

CRT. Subjects controlled the presentation of each sentence by

pressing the space bar on the'keyboard in front of them. tech

press of the apace bar caused the current sentence to be erased

and the next sentence to be displayed. Subjects read through the

whole text including the target sentences; the target sentences

were not identified in any way. After subjects had read,tbe
r
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secondary target, sentence, a tent sentence was presented,

hignaled by a large arrow which appeared abgge lt. Subjec..ts

indicated whether the sentence was true or false of the text they

, had just read, responding by using the "2' and V. keys. The

test sentenceiwas incidded to make. sure subjects were actually

reading for comprehension. Ste tent sentence was always a

`shortened version of the expected event for the NiE version of

the text. Feedback was given after the resp)nse.

Subjects read a total of 56 text*. Twenty-four ware the

experimental texts. Eight text. at the beginning were practice

texts.'Twenty-four filler text...were included to dilute the

. impression that highly unexpetted events happened frequently.
4

R6oults -
> .

Means wore-computed as in Experiment' 1. Mean reading times
.

fOr the target sentence for eacb condition are given in Table 4.

The means were submitted to two overall ANOVAs. In the ANOVA by

subject,' subjects were nested within group (defined by few

different assignments o1. tests to conditionsiiboth factors were

crossed with text version vs.

vii. Unex). In *the ANOVA by texts,

both text group and sentence type/

Loll and sentence type (Cep

sentences were nested within

all three factors were crossed

with text version. In both analyses the text version by sentence

type. interaction nes highly significant Ini1,151 0 13.21.

V < .005, MSe 7lef321 r2(lo80) 25.61, g < .001, MSe m 514381.

In the text analysea-the'interaction of text. group and text

version was sigratic4nt (r2(3,4o) . 4.21, g < .05, MSe 514319.ti
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%

No other effects were significant.

insert Table 4 about here

Planned comparisons were used to esamiee theinteraction of

text version and sentence type. The lionferroni s procedure was

used, with a critical significance level of %Sin for each

individual comparison. For the Nis versions, the Exp Sentences

were faster than the Unex iti15) 3.26. g < .011. For the LoE

versions, the difference in reading time for the Exp vs. Unex

sentences was marginal at best 0115) 2.63, < .025). For the

Expected target sentences reading time was faster following the

Mil text version. it(15) 4.06.g < .0051. Finally. for the

Unexpected target sentences the reading time -was teeter following

the Lc! text versions (t(15) 3.11. ( .01).

Tge mean reading times for the secondary target are also

given in Tabiiii 4. The means for the secondary target sentence

have the same interaction pattern ,as those for the target

sentence. The differences. however, are much'smslier, and the

effects were not signif icanta

. Reading times for 'the iiiE and LoE versions of the texts were
ti

also analyzed.. For each subject reading timeefor the Sentences,

of the texts yore regressed on number of syllables separately for

the Nil and for the LoE texts. Two sets of regressions were

carried out. The first included all sentences preceding the.

target sentences except sentence -(which tended to have much

26
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longer reading timeol. The second included only those sentences

unique to the DIE and LoE versions. It should be noted that the

sentences unique to the NIS versions were Intended to elicit

expectations. No differences emerged in either analysis. /.

finally, the reltionship between the ratings for each text

and the reading time fOr the target sentence was explored. For

each of the four conditions, mean reading time for the primary
, .

target sentence fora text was regressed on the mean rating for

that text version. A modest relationship emerged within the

iregression for.t s ilit-Unex condition. The slope in this .

regression was -34 .4 mime. indicating that reading time

decreased with increasing text rating lt(22) ' -1.94, 2 ( .033).

Discussion

The most important finding in this experiment iaythe effect

of text version within the Unexpected.condition. This finding

suggests that an expectation becomes involved in the processing

of the next sentence even when the expectation is unrelated to

this nenten*e. Furthermore, the. involvement of expectations can

he rather costly, reading time for the primary target sentence in

the HiE-Unex condition was increased by 316 msec. It makes

reasonable the finding in Experiment 1 that a skilled reader does

not generate expectations for every sentence. Given the costs

invoived it in most efficient to generate an expectation only in

the presence of sufficient constraints in the text on future

events.

200
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. The overall pattern of results from Experiments 1 and 2

suggests that expectations can hoth'help and hinder the

integration of later sentences. Specifically, expectations help

when they are correct and hinder when they are wrong. An

expectation seems to acquire a privileged status which gives it -

priority in the processing of upcoming sentences, whether it is

relevant to integrating these sentences or not. now this

priority might be established is considered in the General

Discussion.

The absence of significant effects. in the secondary target
. .-

,sentences makes reasonable one form of the immediacy assumption

of Just and Carpenter (1980). This is the assumption that

processing for a particular sentence does not 'overflow' to the

following sentences. The pattern here suggests tWet integration
fs

processes for a sentence are carried as far as possible before

going on to the next sentence. While the interaction pattern of
%

the secondary target sentaces was similar to that of,the

1. targets, no differences were significant. Th a, if an overflow

texists, it seems to haven minor effect on proc in sing time

especially in comparison to the effect of the manipulations on

,the procesatng time for the target sentences.

The fact that reading time in the niE-Unex cdndition 1

1:creased with strength of expectation (as measured by the rating'

taeX) lends further Support to the claim that expectations are

influencing reading time in this condition. This correlation
. ,.

seems to reflect tle degree to which readers have committed

4
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themeelven to an expectation. The aasumpilon in that thr stronger

the rating In the rating task, the more likely the subject in the

reading task Is to Lora an expectation about upcoming sentences,

and the larger the Interference when the expectation is not

fulfilled,

One fioal result worth noting is that. contrary to other

findingn In the literature (dirilo 1ross, 19001 Just

carpenter, 1900). the important sentencee did not conaletent,ly'

take longer to read. The Sep target' sentences were always

important next sentences, the Unextarget sentence, were alwa9a

unimportant. The lOngret reading times were for unimportant

sentences which happened to be unexpected (the HiS-Unex

condition). Within the toe text versions the impettant target

sentences (Exp) were only marginally slower than the unimportant

This result is consistent with an analysis which

suggests that the effect of importance pn sentence ceading.time

is mediated by expectations' sentences which are important and

expected do not have long reading times.

eXPERISSAT 3

I

Throughout, the term "expectation* hai been used to refer to

two kinds of Cognitive phenomena. A reader who has formed a

general expectation has tagged certain text propositions as

likely to be immediately followed up by the writer and possibly

ban activated some general elaborations on these propositions

210
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(e.g., general ceuea and consequenceal. A reader who has formed,

a specific expectation has gone one step iurther sop genetated a

specific prediction about opcoming content. if readers have a

general expectation, then presumably they are set to encounter

one of a range of possible next *yenta in the narrative. in

contrast if,readera have a specific prediction; then they 1(e set

fto encounter # single next event.

One reasonable model of expectation generation might be It

two-step model in Olich the reader first generates a general

expectation, atl then further specifies the general expectation

if possible. For example, for the train text the reader forms '

general expectation that More will be said about the causes

and/Or consequencee of the trein scceeching'to a halt. The

reader then goes on to generate a specific likely consequence

based on prior text information (the fact that John is eating

soup).

There aie at lattst two cotillions why 6taders alight not be

regularly going on to form specific predictions once a general

expectation is generated. First, it items to be a general

property of good narrative* that, the specifics cannot be

predicted. !Rorie* in which the reader could predict exactly
/,

what will happen next would.be estremely dull. ft is unlikely

that good readers would adopt a strategy of regularly generating

specific predictions when these predictions are likely to be

.wrong. Second, the generation of a epecIfic psediction is likely

to require a fair amount of processing time. In the train test'
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(a en/owlet it (requires search of the text for liken object

to hr Incorporated Into the expectation and an evaluation of the

candidates found (e.g., waiter, Jnhn, snug, etc.). The

literature on antecedent ...arch euggeuts that the search for and

evaluation of a prior argument in a text can be time-cupsuming 4

wirito, 1,0i, Clark a Sangul, MOO °scrod a Sanford, I177). If

this Is the case, then. it seeme to be a poor strategy int the

coiner to adopt. why slow down to predict what will happen next

rather than simply reading on to fiaS out whet actually did

happen next?

ran the testa used in Experiments 1 and 2 it was possible

for the reader to generate a epecific Prediction for the HIS

versionn. Experiment /-tested the hypothesis that reader; In the

IR

first two experiments were actually forming these highly specific

predictions. The pecifill prediction elicited 14 the HIS texts In

Experiment 2 always involved a target argument introduced earlier

In the portion of the text that was common to the hill and Lo!

versions (e.g., 'poop" In the train teak). Experiment 3 probed

the availability of that target argument. If subjects actually

generate the specific prediction while reading, then the target

argument should be retrieved anileWhould be held in a highly

available form as part of the prediction. As a result. target

arguments which form part of a specific prediction should be more.

available than they would otherwise be. InIthe absence of

predictive processea, the availability of an argument hes been

shovel(' vary with the distance of Its loot mention in the text

21:!

1:11peol Al Iu,.n 41,141 8ro1 4. 1 sot 4..11 41 I am 19

(Carpenter a Just, l377, 11170 Cirlio, Clark a Sengul.

111711. Leagold at al, 10791. in contrast if a prediction

involving the argument has been made' then distance of last

mention should not have an effect on or/reliability. The argument

should be highly available regardless of distance.

In this experiment each text had four versions. The ?our

versions of the train text are presented In Table S. Two factors

which 'Amid affect the availability of a target argument

soup) were varied orthogonally. the distance of the argument's

teat mention in the text, and the degree to which the reader has

a specific prediction involving the target argument,.

Insert Table S about here

availability was Immured using a forced-choice task.

Subjects read the texts one sentence at a time. They were

interrupted at the point where an expectation should be generated
xoe

for the HIS version of the text. The target word was presented

along with a distracter. Subjects indicated which word had

appeared in the text. If the availability hypot1esee are

'correct, then responee time for the target arguments for the siem

texts should ba faster than to the LoC. eurthermore, distance

should affect response time for the target argument for the Lot

tests, with the distant target requiring more time than the

close. Ocidistance effect (or a reduced diatence effect) should

be found for the HIE texts. Thus distance and text version
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should interact in their effect on response time for the target

argument.

Methods

40

111103=186. Twenty-six subjects from the University of

Michigan community participated. Two subjects were excluded for

failure to foliow instructions. Subjects were paid $3.30 for 30

to 40 minutes of participation.

The texts used in Experiment 2 were used as the

HIE-Close and LoE-Close versions of Experiment 3. In all of

these texts the target argument appeared in the third to last

sentence of the text. To create the DistPnt versions of each

text. two filler sentences were inserted somewhere between the

last mention of the argument and the end of the text. These

filler sentences were identical for the Nit and Loe versions of a'

given text. They did not refer to the target argument. Three

sentences back was chosen as the distance in the Close condition

because pilot studies suggested that at a distance of two

sentences back the argument might Mill reside in verbLtim

memory. The Close and Distant versions of the train text are

given in Table 5.

The Hie version of each text was. designed to elicit a

specific content prediction involving the target argument. Care

was taken to insure that the expectation sentences in the NM

version of a text were not highly semantically related to the

target argument. For example. "soup" is not semantically related

211
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to a train screeching to a stop except in the context of the full

train text. As a result, the target argument could not have been
k

made available In the MiE version by activated semantic Wheel's

rather than b; predictive processes operating on the text.

All four versions of the texts were validated in the same

rating task described in Experiment 2. Counts were made of the

number of subjects who included the target word as part of their

prediction of what should happen next. Texts were rewritten to

Insure that the NM versions WI each text always elicited mention

of the target word more frequently than the LoE versions. The

final mean percentages of subjects mentioning the target argument

were 90 for the NM-Close. 07 for the NM-Distant. 55 for the

L0E-Close and S3 for the LoB-Distant. An movh on the mean

percentages for each text revealed a significant effect of text

version lE11,23) p < .00111 neither distance nor the

interaction of distance with text version approached

nignificance.

For each text. a distracter word was chosen to be paired

with the target argument for the forced-choice task. The

distracters were words which had not appeared in.the text. They

were always the same length fin letters) and of similar word

frequency as the target word. at the filler texts.'similar

pairs were constructed with one member coming from the text And

one not.

The forced-choice procedure was adopted ofter,running a

pilot experiment In which subjects were ask to make an,old-new

215
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judgment for a single target word. This old-new probe task was

similar to a procedure used by Mckoon and Ratcliff (19801 Dell,

Mckoon a Rateilff, 1083). The single-word probe task was.

abandoned because it overemphalsed-memory for the exact word.

some subjects reported making errors when they were unsure

whether a target word or a synonym had actually appeateein the

text: The distracters in tlpforced7choice task, were chosen to

be clearly ui0telated to the text to reduce this problem.

Design, Each subject read one version ofeach of the 24

texts. There were four experimental conditions formed by the

crossing of text version IRIS vs. LoE) with distance (Close vs.

Distant). A given subject saw six texts in each of the four

conditions. Across the whole experiment, each text and target

word appeared equally often in each condition. Order of

presentation of texts was randomised every four subjects.

Procedure. Subjects read a total of 84 texts. TOe first 36

were practice trials. The remaining 48 were the 24 experimental

plus 24 fillers.

subjects read each teat one sentence at a time on a CRT. A

Egress of the apace bar erased the current sentence and brought on

the next. At some point in each text the next sentence did not

appear when the space bar was pressed. Instead. a large dOwn-

pointing avow (5 ems. high) appeared on the left side of the

screen. After a 333 cosec. delay, the test words appeared under

the arrow. The words were displayed on the same line,. separated

by three character spacee.\ Subjects responded by pressing the

Expectations and Sentence Integration 43

left (re) or right {r /r) response key to indicate which word had

appeared in the text.

The target,word from the experimental texts always appeared

as the lefthand word of the pair. This was to increase the

likelihood that subjects were actually reading the target word

from the experimental texts rather than responding on the basis

of the distracter. Across the whole experiment, tit* correct

response appeared equally often on the left and. on the right.

After the subject responded to the tegt words, a feedback

message' was displayed. After one second, the Amasone was

automatically replaced by a verification sentence. Subjects

indicated whether or not the sentence was true of the text by

pressing one of the two response keys. Again, feedback was

displayed for one second.

Results

Peens were Computed as in Experiments 1 and 2. Error trials
!

were excluded from the analysis. ittaniasponse times and error

rates are displayed in Table 6. The Tans were submitted to two
4

APOVAs. In the RIMVA by subjects, sulhects were nested within

groups both factors were crossed with text version and distance.

In the ANOVA by text, target words were nested within text group?

both factors were crossed with text vefsion and distance. The

only significant effect was that of distance (filip231 5.61,

p < .05, NSe 127120 £2(1,20) 4.02. In c .05, NSe 12105i.

as.
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insert Table 6 abnut here

Although the means do exhibit the predicted interaction

pattern, a closer inspection of the date supports the statistical

analysis. The large mean response time In the LoC-Distant cell

is due to one rather variable'subject who made two slow responses

in this condition. If this subject is excluded from the

analysis. the mean for the toe-Distant cell drops to 1009 ogee.'

Discussion

The lack of an effector text version or of Anointeraction

between text version and distance suggests that the target

argument was no more available at the probe point for the Ilia

texts than for the LoV. These findings provide no support for

the claim that subjects were forming specific predictions as they

read the We texts.

The finding of significant distance effect indicates that

the forced-choice task was sensitive enough to detect differences

in the time needed to access the text representation. This

finding is consistent with the results Dr leading time studies

which suggest that antecedent search time varies with the

distance of the antecedent.

There are several possible accounts of the data. Perhaps

the least Interesting would be an account which claims that

subjects were forming specific predictions all Of the time and

213
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were equally likely to have formed the correct prediction (i.e..

involving the target word) for both the HIC and toe texts. The

results 0? the rating task render this account unlikely. In that

task subjects were much more likely to use the target noun Ina

predicti6 for the Ole text versions than for the Lee versions.

A Second possibility is that subjects did not have enough

time to form a specific prediction. The processing hypothesized

for generating a specific prediction included the process of

retrieving the specific argument from the text. As the data

suggest, this is a time-consuming process in the distant,
4

condition. It may be that predictive activities are initiated at

the end of the sentence as the subject presses the lipy to go on

to the next sentence. As a result, when the forced - choice probe

is presented, the Specific prediction has not yet been formed.

Analyses in Experiments land 2 found no differences in time

spent reading the Hie vs. LOS texts themselves. This result

supports the claim that readers were not taking the extra time to

generate a specific prediction before going on to the next

sentence.

An objection can be raised to the claim that readers

generate a specific prediction as they move on to the 'next

sentence. Time to make a prediction can be expected to vary from

text to text, depending in part on how obvious the prediction is.
<

Thus, for each subject the mean response time for the DIE probes

should be a min of trials on which theArgement had been

retrieved to form the specific prediction and trials on which it

211.9
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i

Lad not been retrieved before the probe was presented. This

interpretation still predicts that the HIE means should have been

faster than the LoE. The data do not support this prediction.

It is clear from the rating task that readers can ram the

specific predictions elicited by the HIE texts when given

unlimited time and when instructed to generate a prediction. Yet

it is also clear from the forced-choice date that in the course

of the reading task.subjects were not generating such specific
a

predictions before going on to read the next sentence. It is

certainly possible that if the forced-choice probe had been

delayed by several secends, evidence of the presence of specific

predictions might have been discovered. But if specific

predictions are so time7cons ing to generate, then it is

unlikely that such predictioS could hetre played a role inthe

first two experiments. In those experiments the sentence which

fulfilled the prediction appeared immediately after the sentence

which elicited the prediction. The effects in those experiments

would therefore seem likely to'reflect the influence of general

.expectations rather than highly specified predictions.
. .

The lack of any evidence that readers regularly form highly

specific predictions suggests that the usefulness of expectations

is not limited to highly predictable texts. Most narratives are

not so trans anent that the reader can predict exactly what will

happen next. The results suggest that general expectations may

be useful in reading i broad range of narratives, unpredictable

as well as predictable.

22)
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,General Discussion

The three erperiments reported here were designed to examine

the role of expectations in sentence integration In the first

two experiments,-aubjects,were faster'both to read and to judge

an expectation-tulfilliag target sentence when it followed the

appropriate Hill text version than when it followed the LoE.

Subject. were also faster to fudge a target sentence to be

unrelated when it'followed a Hie text. were slower to read

related target sentence which violated the expectation when the

sentence followed a HIE text. In the third experiment; subjects

were no faster to respond to a target word which toll wed a Nit

tent than when it Followed a LoE, even though the target word was

part'of the specific prediction elicited by the Hill text in a
ti

separate rating tape*

The results of these experiments provide support for an

expectation model ofthe 'following sort. Readers regularly'

generate expeditions.about upcoming events as they read

narratives. These,expectations consist of a special subset of

the text propositions which the reader ham tagged as likely to be

followed up by the writer; andpossibly some general causes

and/or consequences for the tagged information, activated, In long

termllemory. These expectations are not generated for every ,

aentente inevery texts they are generated for those sentences

which are perceived to be causally Important to the nareative.
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Thus, at snme points Ina text readers may have strong

expectations about upcoming events, and at other points they may

have none. Having qn expectation about en immediately upcoming

event has consequences for the integration of upcoming sentences.

pen en expectation is present, readers try to relate the next

sentence to the contents of the expectation. When no expectation

is present, readers may have to searchhe prior text for related

information. A correct expectation helps the integration process

by allowing the reader to bypass some search. An incorrect

expectation interferes by postponing a necessary search process.

. Once an expectation is formed. it seems to,be given priority

in the search for causal links. This raises the question Of what

mechanism might be proposed to confer this priority status on the

subset of text information which is tagged in the expectation.

In current models a limited-capacity worliing memory is used to

give priority to a subset of the text information (Itintech 4 van

oijk. 19714 Lesgold et ale 19791. The assumption is that the

contents of working memory are searched first for links to the

curtent.sentence. The search goes beyond working memory only

when the search for links to information in working memory fails.

It might seem reasonable. then, to claim than an expectation is

always maintained in working memory. and thus has priority in the

search.

The working memory account. however. has difficulty with the

Unrelated results in Experiment 1. even in the absence of an

expectation. working memory is assumed to contain a subset of

2"S.
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text information. If subjects are fast in the HIE-Unrelatell

condition because they are simply checking the Unrelated target

against the contents of working memory (where the expectation

reside.), then they should be equally fast in responding to the

LeE-Unrelated condition.

An alternative might be to hypothesise that the reader is

arranging the pieces of the causal chain of the story in a

separate workspace (Olson. Duffy I hack, in press). 'Elements in

the causal chain are thus given special status apart from the

status given to recent propositions currently residing 'in working

memory. Such a claim is embodied in the concept of the macro-

structure which is constructed during reading in the Kintsch and

van Dijk 119701 model and in the eir4 list in the model of

Schwa and Abelson (1977). In both cases a subset of all the

information pregented is identified as useful for understanding

the causal backbone of the narrative. When4the reader forme an

expectation about immediately upcoming events, one outcome may be

the allocation of processing priority to the parts of the causal

chain involved in the expectation. This results in a commitment

to spend time trying to link the next sentence to the prioritized

propositions. Such a commitment can account for the Unrelated

results noted above. In the Hit-Unrelated condition, readers

have identified some text information as part of the causal chain

and es likely to be fullowed up. This information is placed in

the workspace and 10 used to make a judgment about the Unrelated

target sentence. In the Los-Unrelated condition, Abe reader has

2"J
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not pieced causal chain information in the workspace. The

judgment of the target sentence thus reguiresirsearch of the

whole text rather than search of the subset of information in

the workspace.

.0
Conclusion

One major goal of research on reading comprehension has been

to characterize the search and inference prodesses involved in

integrating the current sentence with the text propositions which

have already been read. Processing is optimized to the extent

that the reader can focus the integration attempt on the relevant

7's

subset of the prior text propositions. In current models working

memory is used to give priority in antecedent search tor a recent

subset of the already-read text propositions. The experiments

reported'here suggest that expectations are another way that

readers confer priority on relevant prior text information,

information which will be especially useful for causal

inferencing.
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)The same pattern of zesultmves obtained in the pilot experiment

using the single word probe task instead of a forced-choice task.

Subjects were always probed with the target argument for the

experimental texts) their task was to indicate whether the word

had appeared in the text. Mean response times for 13 subjects

were (with error percentages in parentheses), 994 (6.4) in the

MIS-Close condition; 1057 (12.8) in the Ole-Distant; 979 (6.4) in

the Loe-Close; and 1034 (11.5) in the Loe-Distant.
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Table 1
Table 2

Example Text Versions from Experiment 1

0190 8x is YeLS/2111

!lean Response Times Iin meet) and Percent Disagreement

tot the Target Sentences in Experiment 1

John was eating his first meal ever in the dining car of a Test Version

train. Target Sentence flit LOS

The waiter brought him a large bowl of bean soup. Related ISIS (2) 2044 (13)

John tasted the hot soup carefully. 'Unrelated 1799 (7) 1926 (3)

Suddenly the train screeched to a stop.

f'
4 Ante, Disagreement percents are in parentheses.

Low EarstaLion IRLS14211,

JOhn was eating his first meal ever in the dining car of a

train.

The waiter brought him a large bowl of bean soup.

John tasted the hot soup carefully.

The train began to slow down entering a station.

TARGET SENTENCES FOR 00TH VERSIONS,

Related, The hot soup spilled into John's lap.

Unrelated: That night the whole forest burned down.

233
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:fable 3

Example Text Versions from Experilant 2

Sigh SIStaAtift VatelQLi

Expectations and Sentence Integration SO

Table

Scan Response Times fin aec) for Target

Sentences in Experiment 2

John was eating his first meal ever in the dining car of a

train.

The waiter brought him a large bowl of beanloup.

John tasted the hot soup carefully. Niii

Ne reached for the salt shaker. 'ARM SENTENCE

Suddenly the train screeched to a stop. Target 'Bap 1543

Sentence

WM Entail/2n /mina.
Type Unex 1870

John was eating his first meal ever in the dining car of a

,train. SRCONDART TARGET SENTENCE

The waiter brought him a large bowl of bean soup. Target Sap 1406

John tasted the hot soup carefully. Sentence

Ne reached for the salt shaker. Type Unex 1467

The train slowed down entering a station:

TARGET SENTENCES rOft BOTH VeRSIONSI

Expecteds The soup spilled all over John's clean shirt and

pante.

His paper napkin eas no help.

Unexpected The waiter came to otter John some coffee.

John said '.41. would like tea with cream.

23`).

Text Version

Ube

1711

1563

. 1425

1318
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Table 5

example Text Versions from experiment

Riob ZIReglAtiRR= MAE.

John was eating his first meal ever in the dining car of a

train.

The waiter brought him a large bowl of bean soup.

John tasted the hot soup carefully.

Ne reached for -the salt shaker.

Suddenly,the train screeched to a stop.

Low ExPict011an = Elm

John was eating his first meal ever in the dining ear of a

train.

The waiter brought him a large bowl of bean soup.

John tasted the hot soup carefully.

Me ruched for the salt shaker.

The train slowed down entering a atatior.

IDA EX4ALAti211 = DiRlini

John uas eating his first meal ever in the dining car of a

train.

The waiter brought him a large bowl of beah'empp:

John tasted the hot soup carefully.

Ne reached for the salt shaker.

It seemed to be made of sterling-silver.

231
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The railroad's initials were engraved on one side.

Suddenly the train screeched to a stop.

Low Expectatfah - giant

John was flaking his first meal ever in the dining. car of a

train.

The waiter brought him a large boll of bean soup..

John tasted the hot soup carefully.

Ne reached for the salt shaker.

It seemed to be made of sterling silver.

The railroad's initials were engraved on one side

The train slowed down entering a station.

TARGET WORD FOR ALL VeRSIONS: soup
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'Table 6

Mean Response Times (in msec) and Percent Error

for Experiment 3

Text Version

His Log

Close 960 (1.4) 972 (0.7)

Distance

Distant 1009 (0.7) , 1033 (0.7)

=At Error percents are in parentheses.

V
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